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ABSTRACT 
This thesis cribes development of accurate 
transient equivalents the cient modelling of 
disturbarices in interconnected·a.c./d.c. power systems. 
A survey of ing techniques for the dynamic 
analysis of such transients is , and their major 
.limitations are outlined. The most recent utilize 
diakoptical techniques with state space formulation, which 
allows detailed representation all system plant, albeit 
at the expense of high computation costs. 
Means of reducing such costs to a level which permits 
digital simulation to complement/replace physical simulators 
in the analysis a.c./d.c. network transients ~re 
investigated, and an interactive algorithm is proposed ch 
. uses a multimachinea.c./d.c. transient stability programm('il 
and a small step dynamic analysis to achieve this purpose. 
Typical disturbances in both a.c. and d.c. networks 
are investigated to show the potential of the new technique, 
and its ability to incl accurate representation of the 
full system throughout the study period 
The dynamic analysis programme is also in 
preliminary investigations of unit type generator-convertor 
schemes; the developed model provides a rigorous means of 
testing the practicalities of such schemes. 
xxiii 
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CHAPTER ~l 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 HVDC APPLICATIONS 
The many unique characteristics of high tage 
direct current (HVDC) transmission are well documented 
in.the literature (Adamson and Hingorani 1960 , Cory 1965, 
Kimbark 1971, Uhlmann 1975, and bibliographies B '} - B6) • 
In the last two decades, HVDC schemes have proved 
economically competitive with conventional extra high 
voltage alternating current (EHVAC) transmission under 
specific conditions. Systems requiring asynchronous ties 
. . 
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(e.g. Sakuma, Japan) I long distance bulk power transmission 
either overhead from generation to load centre (e.g. 
Volgograd - Donbass, USSR), or involving underground or 
submarine cables (e.g. Kingsnorth, UK and Ne.w Zealand 
respectively), were specific cases where HVDC proved 
desirable. The performances of and other ng 
schemes have been regularly survEilyed (Last and Middleton 
1970 and 1972, Jarrett and Middleton 1974, Rumpf and ,Jarrett 
1976), and these surveys have cone: ively demons 
the technical and economic ibi ty, and reliability 
associated with the use of the HVDC attributes meet 
the particular system requirements. 
Until 1972, mercury arc valves were exclusively 
, . 
in the a.c./d.c. conversion process. Technological deve 
mente saw the mercury arc valve s by 'the tor. 
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Consequential upgrading of thyristor rati pushed 
the practical power ratings HVDC schemes dramatically 
upwards (Fotin et aL 1976), whilst in gene the size 
cost of convertor stations dropped ly, due 
innovations in design (E lert Hingorani 1976). 
Also in the last decade, tbe ability of HVDC links 
to i.ncrease tem reliability (Ellert and Hingorani 1976) 
and to improve a.c. system stability (Eel R.iver, Canada, 
reference Haywood and Patterson 1976) and/or damp 
oscillations (Pacific , USA, reference Cresap 
et aL 1976) by rapid control of Bc;tive power flow, has 
a major factor in deter~ining further applications. These 
and other potential applications have seen the development 
of a new level of sophistication in HVDC control 
and of additional overall system control policies 
et at. 1978). As a result of these developments, cons 
emphasis is now being on modelling power 
which involve HVDC convertor plant, 
analogue simulators or by analogue or 
'simulation using mathematical models. 
by small s 
computer 
l:able 
Ide'ally the use all three techniques gives a basis 
sm and cons In addi for comparison of 
benefits of each may 
In evaluating the way 
used to their economic 
techni are best uti 
the following bases must be used: 
(i) degree of complexity and 
(ii) availability ties 
necessary stics; 
required, 
the 
(iii) associated cost a.nd time involvement. 
the 
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. The limited capability and complexity lable 
analogue computer models, coupled ~,\l'ith the inherent 
flexibility changing system parameters and control 
methods, means is an tool for liminary 
investigations and parameter optimization at little cost. 
Once a particular design concept has been established, 
simulation on a more complex physical model may be performed 
to obtain ts with accuracy. The use of actual 
control systems on a simulator lows optimi 
of control circuits to performed extra 
The time and economic limits to the available size, 
and complexity of the ica1 model installation, lim! 
its total tern representation, and demands the use of a 
digital computer which can model the system 
economically and accurately. The a p~io~i knowledge 
control systems gained by analogue ators or computation, 
allows derivation of accurate mathematical models them, 
which may be used in digital imulation. 
The major limiting factor digital is 
cost. The type of study required, i.e. load 
etc., will determine 
then inherently v the 
mathematical model 
, stabilityp 
g and 
ated Therefore the mode of 
utilization of digital computation which 
benefits of both the other methods, will be 
largely by the type study requi 
The particular studies carried out will 
determine the required of the and the 
control policy. Experience from other of 
investigations, and system behaviour, must be used 
exercising engineering judgement as to how best to s 
the conditions to be studied on a digital computer. 
1.2 APPLICATIONS OF STUDIES 
The prospective on of net.., plant 
special characteristics, such as J-IVDC schemes, into a 
power system, generally requires new types of digital 
computer simulation. As the level of sophistication of 
special plant and any associated control grows, the 1 
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of the analysis methods to investigate the lity 
of these developments also bE:~come higher. Without this 
higher level of application new 
plant to its full is refitricted. 
In this process a variety of studies must 
conducted, their complexity dependent on the 
aspects being inve gated. However, no one study can 
be considered independent, and a degree of engineering 
judgement is necess 
between various s 
deciding on the 
particular study. 
The behaviour 
by the action of 
when consiclering possible interaction 
This is also required 
plant representation in 
HVDC schemes is 
convertor control 
to terminal condition changes on either 
response 
a.c. or d"c. 
sides.· The 
with its a.c 
interaction of each convertor 
, and/or thai. between 
convertors, which will modulated by d.c. link itself, 
the inter-will then the transient 
connected a.c./d.c. system. 
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This behaviour can often be analysed by a quasi-
steady state approach such as in determining the influence 
of the link on a.c. system transient stability (Arrillaga, 
Arnold et at. 1977). This approach will be valid only if 
the assumptions made in the analysis are satisfied by the 
responses of the convertors and th:~ir control systems. 
Under disturbed conditions however, it may not be possible 
to describe the behaviour of the convertors and the link 
by a set of equations based on quasi-steady state analysis, 
due to the presence· of harmonic currents and the resulting 
waveform distortion. The predicta.bility of valve firing 
sequences may be upset and valve maloperations, such as 
commuta tion failure, may occur. 'I'o analyse the overall 
system behaviour under such condit.ions requires a study 
which considers the transient behaviour of the convertors 
in greater detail. 
1.3 HVDC DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
The study of the transient behaviour of HVDC schemes 
~ust consider the conditions in both the a.c. and d.c. 
systems, as well as the action of the firing control systems 
and the indi~idual convertor valve switchings The various 
types of a.c. system components offer different impedances 
to ·the harmonic and sequence currents produced by the HVDC 
link. As a result, these currents tend to follow different 
paths in the a.c. system, producing voltage drops and causing 
distortion in the vol t.ages at convertor t.erminals. rrhis 
waveform distortion may give rise to harmonic instabilities 
and convertor maloperations. It is therefore inappropri.ate 
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to. represent the a.c. 
The influence of a.c. 
system by a single impedance element. 
harmonic lters on convertor 
operation is sUbstantial and thus the need for their 
adequate re'presentation is obvious. In addition 1 other 
si.gnificant plant at or near the convertor terminals may 
influence the convertor operation, and allowance must 
made for their inclusion if assessment of their influence 
is required. 
Conditions on the d.c. side of a converter have a 
less direct effect on convertor operation, but they do 
directly influence actions taken by the firing control 
systems, therefore necessitating adequate doC. side 
representation. 
The duration of a dynamic analysis simulation will be 
. largely determined by the type of disturbance being 
investigated. After a disturbance, initial control response 
will be·established quickly, and then the system will 
generally oscillate for some time before attaining the ne\'J 
steady state. However the dynamic analysis need only extend 
. until the general behavioural tendencies are apparent. 
Normally study durations may therefore be to 
. approximately 100-300 msec, even in the case 
line faults. 
1.4 REVIEW OF DIGITAL COMPUTER DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
severe d.c. 
Convertor operation consists of repeated waveform 
dependent topological changes which in general can neither 
be specified in advance, nor predicted with quasi-steady 
state models. The literature detailed contains 
descriptions of the early convertor models, covering both 
normal and abnormal convertor behaviour. However, the 
computer implementation of the mod.els and analytical 
techniques developed around the convertor units were very 
restricted in their applicability to real power systems. 
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The work of Hingorani et at. (1966 (2), 1967, 1968) iI Hay et at. 
(1969 (2), 1971 (2) ), Peterson et at. (1969), Reeve and Kapoor 
(1971) and Kapoor and Reeve (1973) was characterized by the 
use of an idealistic three phase source 89m.f. in series 
with an impedance to represent the a.c. system(s) (including 
thea.c. harmonic filters) I with a simple leakage reactance 
model for the convertor trans The earlier 
simplistic control representations, by a quasi-
steady state approach, were gradually by more 
elaborate representations as highlighted by Reeve and Carr 
(1974). The importance of explicit representation of a.c. 
harmonic filters was recognised by O'Regan and Dillon (1970). 
Th{s in turn necessitated a representation for the a.c. 
system which was applicable at other than fundamental 
frequencies, and Hingorani and Burberry (1970), Bowles (1970) 
and (1971) proposed models for cLCo 
para 
over such a 
impedance combinations which were 
of harmonic frequencies. 
These models for B.C. systems were by Reeve 
Kapoor (1972) to perform dynamic doC. fault us 
restri.cted control representations., Groschupf et al" (1973) 
performed dynamic a.c. fault analy:;:;es with more 
detailed control 
The limitations of exi!3ting control schemes were 
highlighted by Ainsworth (1967, 1968) and he 
method of convertor control. An adaptation 
by Arrillaga and Giesner (1970, 1972) and 
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a new 
was used 
Arrillaga (1971, 1972(2», in coniunction with proper a.c. 
system, d.c. link and licit a.G. harmonic 
representations, to investigate the transient performance of 
convertors during a.c. faults and convertor maloperations. 
The computer implementation of the existing . 
analytical techniques (mesh or nodal) was restricted in 
versatility, since it was based on a digital computer 
programme containing many subroutines, each of which solved 
the specific set ofdiequations relating to a 
particular convertor topology" All the subroutines \vere 
processed by the main programme, hence ' 
Method'. However, this method could only 
convertors were connected to infinite buses. 
Central Process 
applied if the 
When the a.c. 
system impedance was significant, many different sets of 
tions were necessary to describe network, and the 
approach became cuinbersome and computationally wasteful. 
By applying Kron'stensor analysis (1959 and 1965) 
to the varying topology of convert.or 
Smith (1973) developed a computer 
, Williams 
is which was 
superior in generality and ease of programming, and more 
logical in automatic assembly and solution of network 
equations, for both normal and conditions. 
.. This use Kron I s techniques was applied to a 
analysis but it was lly app to a nodal analys 
Mesh analysis formed basis of done by Mi 
Argitis et at.. (1976, 1977(2) ,1978), nodal analysis 
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basis for the work done at UMIST (Arrillaga et • 1977(2), 
1978). 
The work by Mili et at. was an ion of 
the theoretical basis proposed by Smith and Williams (1973), 
and studied an HVDC link under transient oondi 
Inclusion of a.c. filters and oth(;;;r auxiliary equipment that 
influences system response was reported to be 
along with the simulation of various control 
However the results did not show this inclus of filters, 
and the convertor transformer was still represented by a 
simple leakage reactance model. The d.c. line model used 
was a simple resistive 
provided for the use 
, although an earlier analysis 
a single T element model. 
The aim of Arrillaga et al. was to provide a more 
accurate and general model for the d.c. line, convertor 
transformers, synchronous generators, and various other 
a.c. plant, whilst maintaining a precise model for the HVDC 
convertor. and its a ted con tl:'O 1 
The result was a general dynamic model, formulated 
in terms of state space theory, 
and utilised diakoptical tearing 
used a nodal analys 
(Kron1963 t 
Brameller et aL 1969) to segregate convertor branches 
nodes from the of the network to avo.id involving 
whole network in the topological resulting from 
convertor valve swi tchir~gs. Di cs were also used by 
Milias-Argitis eat al .. on a small , hut Al-Khashali I s 
application (1976, Arrillaga eat at. 1977) resulted in an 
extensive reduction in computational burden@ In a 
power system representat>ion, portion of the 
adtually .invol ved in topological changes associated \'ri th 
UVDC convertor valve switchings is relatively small. If 
subnetwork directly involved can segregated and 
topological operations be performed on it alone, the 
computational savings are obvious. 
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The model developed at UMI accepted varying degrees 
of a.c. system representation to meet requirements 
any particular study. In each case the individual units of 
greater relevance could be emphasi I with the rest of the 
power system synthesi into a simpler equivalent circuit. 
Realistic representations for convertor transformers and 
synchronous machines (Campos Barros 1976) were developed 
and used in conjunction with the e r representations 
for a.c. networks, harmonic fi , transmission lines 
(a.c. or d.c.) and other convertor plant. The controllers 
modelled were based on a direct digital control system 
developed by Arrillaga GalanoB (1969, 1970(3», which 
was similar in principle to the 
Ainsworth (1968), to simulate equi 
locked oscil of 
pulse firing. 
However ~ simple progranune parameter changes permi tted th.e 
simUlation of the earlier method f individual control. 
The UMIST model a.llowed the system components to be 
interconnected in any with either 6 or 12 
operation in a multibridge configuration ible . 
. As normal in power systems, the network matrices 
were sparse. This sparsity was by the 
treatment, and was mani in cient 
incidence matrices. To obtain ef solution processes 
for the network equations, which are formed many times in 
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a single study, particular attention was paid to 
of this sparsity. 
lisation 
1.5 PRESENT WORK 
A major limitation to the outlined section 
1.4 is experienced in representing a.c system. 
Although the UMIST model allowed datai I accurate 
representation of every network component, computer 
simulations of practical power systems would be overburdened 
in terms of storage and running cost, due to the size and 
complexity of the network. This be overcome by using 
equivalent forms for (parts of) a.c. network. However, 
accurate equivalents have not been ly available the 
past, and in general have not incorporated the a.c. system~s 
time response. 
A means of obtaining accuratE! time variant network 
equivalents has been developed, 1ising an interactive 
facility with a multi-machine a.co/d.c. ient stabil 
programme. The network equivalents obtained the 
stability programme accurately 
the. a.c~ system by virtue of the 
used in the transient stability 
cate time' of 
machine mode 
By this 
active technique, equivalents may obtained various 
parts of the network, whilst still retaining expli 
representation the components of or For 
example, in studies of interconnected a.co/doc. 
explicit modelling of the d.c. system, convertor 
and harmonic filters is necessary. 
Therefore the developed dynamic is progra:mme 
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can not only accurately simulate the time varying convertor 
topology and its effect on the a.e system(s), but also, 
virtue of the·interactive lity a transient stability 
programme, can accurately t the response of the 
a.c. system(s), even though a much reduced representation 
used. 
In Chapter 2, the basic mathematical models 
digital computer representation of each type system 
component, e.g. transmission lines, transformers, synchronous 
generators, iiI ters and HVDC. convertors, as well as 
representation of network equiva , are detailed. 
reasons for se ing particular method of analysis used 
are explained, with emphasis on the need neblOrk and 
parameter flexibility, as well as computational efficiency. 
The network equations are developed using a state space 
formulation with diakoptical segregation of the network for 
computer efficiency. Two formulations are presented. The 
second more efficient formulation ch further segregates 
. the a.c./d.c. network is shown to have some limits to 
its practical app numeri integration process 
used to solve 
per unit system 
network equations is , and 
to simplify and 
computational accuracy is 
Chapter 3 the ic digital computer 
programme used to implement the dave mathematical model. 
The programme has been written a modular form so 
flexibility extens or modi is enhanced 
The data input initi ue s fic'!ation is 
detailed with part attention paid to 
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convertor and synchronous machine models on accuracy 
of the initial values. e values are 
determined by an analysis on balanced 
waveforms, it is shown dynamic s of the 
steady state conditions are necessary to achieve desired 
operating point dynamically. tools for 
the period necessary for this are detailed. The 
ation of the basic convertor functions (control action, 
valve firings and extinctions) described, and the 
numerical integration technique is outlined, along with 
methods of optimisation for and repeated 
operations. The types dis faults which can 
catered are indicated and a of an 
method of data output, storage 
selective examination of res 
, which allows 
at a time other than 
actual simulation time, is included. Finally the means 
checking the validity of the is described. 
Programme developments, as circuit breaker 
modelling, necessary to use the to simulate 
various a.c. 
are described. 
results from 
both the recti 
interacti ve 
described in 
indicate the 
a.c. system when 
allows represen 
in this. chapter 
in interconnected a c./d.c. systems 
in Chap.ter 4, wi th test 
faul·ts in of balanced 
and invertor a.c. systems. An 
lity used to obtain equivalents if3 
1, and some are included to 
a time variant of thEl 
trans 
some test results 
s 
A model which 
is included 
its use, 
especially in relation to recovery. from a.c. faults 
a.c./d.c. n~tworks, are presented. 
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Chapter 5 is dedicated to the simulation of d.c. line 
faults, and again necessary programme development work, such 
as in representing the fault characteristics and the 
coordination of protection associated with fault detection, 
extinction and recovery, is detai A particular fault is 
investigated in detail illustrate the applicability of 
the interactive dynamic analysis - transient stability 
programmes in simulating such faults. 
In Chapter 6 a new method representing excitation 
systems is developed to cater for systems which use 
thyristor bridges. This necessary since the fast changes 
in excitation available with such systems require accurate 
modelling of the topology of the excitation circuit. A 
dynamic model which can represent both normal and abnormal 
bridge behaviour is used. Its application in .a.c. systems 
is used as a preliminary investigation the model's 
validity and the exciter's performance. The importance 
isolate~ generator plant connected to HVDC links bulk 
power transmission has resulted in the sugges 
thyristor excitation of synchronous machines to 
conventional rectifier mode of d.c. link control. 
would allow replacement of the cont.rol recti 
use of 
This 
by a 
the 
diode rectifier with obvious in economics 
and reliability. A model is developed which can used to 
accurately represent such schemes during disturbed 
conditions. This is of particular importance in assessing 
the ability of the excitation.circuit to perform the control 
and protection aspects normally associated with recti 
control. A preliminary study of a d.c. line fault is 
included to illustrate the model's use. 
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CHAPTER 2 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
Development of a suitable dynamic model, and a method 
of coinputer analysis for a.c./d.c. power system~, has evolved 
from the work described in Section 1.4. The possible 
existence of uncharacteristic harmonics and imbalances 
the a.c. system has ruled out the use of symmetrical 
transformation methods. The frequent topology changes on 
the d.c. side reduce the effectiveness of multiple frequency 
methods such as Fourier form analysis. The application 
of travelling wave' techniques to solving problems involving 
both distributed and lumped parameter components is also 
limited for the system~ under consideration. 
The most suitable approach v by the maj ty 
of researchers in this area, , a formulation 
which can be used in conjunction usual methods of 
(electric) circuit sis to treat both linear and non-
linear circuits. ,Any system can be represented by a 
network of inductive, capacitive res elements, 
where each network component has c. eular cireui t model 
defined in terms of elements. The spaee 
formulation "'I1ill then provide a se!:'e of non-
ferential equations, in which 
to energy storing componen 
variables relate 
fore linear 
capacitors, whose terminal voltage is related to the energy 
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stored in the electric field i.e. the electric charge, and 
inductances, whose current or flux linkage is re to the 
magnetic field energy storage, will the 
elements. Resistors are non- elements their 
voltages and currents can be dete:t"!U.ined from the state 
variables. 
2.2 REPRESENTATION OF COMPONENTS 
When defining component models, one must apply 
restrictions pertinent to the major area of ,interest .. 
Outside of this region I the concern of a related 
study, although if necessary interaction will need to 
be accounted for. In a dynamic analysis study the highest 
frequency of interest wi around 1 kHz so that higher 
frequency effects are neglected. This wi considerably 
simplify convertor mode , and allow the neglect of surge 
phenomena. Similarly at the other the frequency 
scale, representation of genera tor·~rotor mechanical 
transients as a result rotoi-angle swings (approx. 1 Hz) 
can generally be neglected since action is slow -to 
have an effect on the convertor or its controller's 
behaviour. In this casal source e m.f.s are 
have constant frequency. 
to 
2.2.1 
The three phase convertor 
acceptance in HVDC schemes is the 
has found universal 
bridge. 
operation of these convertors is well documented (Adamson 
and Hingorani 1960, Cory 1965, 1971, Uhlmann 1975). 
For complete generality it is necessary to provide 
facilities for both six and twelve pulse operation of 
bridges. This may be done by asslnning the convertor 
on the a.c. side with 
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transformers to be star 
earthed neutral, while 
delta connected. The 
may be either star or 
connection provides the 30° 
phase shift necessary for 12 pulse operation. A 
may operate as a recti 
configurations connected in 
d.c. side are catered 
or invertor, and multibridge 
series or parallel on the 
The convertor bridge.will contain 
the three transformer 
d.c. terminals, one of 
of a further bridge. 
winding terminals two 
earth or the d.c. terminal 
Considerable simp fi may be by 
assuming the forward dropef a conducting valve 
to be negligible so that the valve acts as an ideal switch. 
This is justifiable the actual drop is largely 
independent of is only a 
operating voltage. The auxiliary ci 
grading devices little 
constants so short as to not 
behaviour •. 
In cases .where it is deemed 
of the normal 
and voltage 
time 
's transient 
necessary to represent 
a particular convertor in a multi system, provi 
has been made to model it. by a d.c. source which has a 
constant e.m.f. behind an impedanc i3. 
2.2.1.1 
six-pulse ,. topology of 
is entirely dependent on the numbec 
Re to a single 
convertor subnetwork 
positions of 
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conducting valves. For the convertor to be in a conducting 
state at least two valves must provide a current path 
as viewed from the two d. c . Is. Conducting I 
both normal and abnormal, may be categorised by the following 
modes. 
A - (Non-commutating mode): tWCI valves on dif 
and arms of the bridge are ON. 
B - (Normal commutation) : valves, one on arm, 
two commutating and at one conducting on each 
side the bridge 
C - (Non-commutating arm short-circuit): both valves 
on one of the arms are ON, w no other valves 
conducting. 
D - (Commutating arm short-circuit): as in C with one or 
. both valves on another arm. ON. with one valve 
on second arm conducting (D1), there is a single 
commutation process. When th on the second 
arm conduct (D2), Gommutations are taneously 
taking place on both sides of the 
E - (a.c. ): this is the case when the three 
secondary 
shortG~ circui 
of the Ct.,nvertor 
by the condul:::ting 
are 
This occurs 
when 
arms of 
or more conducting· involve. three 
(E 1) , With four 
two commutations occur simultaneously \>"hieh may be on 
the same s of the bridge. When conduct 
(E2), commutations take placi-~ on both 
six valves conducting (E3), multip 
place on both of the bridge 
with 
take 
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The bypass valve used in schemes may be 
left out of the analysis, with simplification 
in bridge representation, since can be implicitly 
represented by moqes C, and E." 
terns 2.2.2 
2.2.2.1 The operations of the control 
system for HVDC schemes are, in general, different for each 
particular application. However, their basic principle is 
well documented (Adamson Hingorani 1960, Cory 1965, 
Kimbark 1971, Uhlmann 1975, Jotten et aZ. 1978). The 
following is a operation. 
In (or gate) pulse f 
control system control of convertor valve 
firings to obtain optimunt utilization of the link whi 
maintaining the power transmission. To minimize 
losses a high link voltage is required, and to minimize 
reactive power demands control angles {a
r 
and 6i , are 
kept at their lowe practical values, with 8. 
1 
enough 
to prevent commutation failures on the occurrence of minor 
disturbances 
When firing control can no"t functions, 
convertor transT~r~'Q tap changing is the level 
of the a.c. supply a relatively 
slow type of control. 
The initi response of a changes in 
system conditions or requirements on the firing 
control which can produce changes in 
d.c. voltages six times (for a 6 within a 
, cycle of fundamental frequency. s studies 
do not include tap 
be ineffective over 
, since it would 
on 0 the study. 
The usual form of HVDC link control is for the 
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rectifier to control 1 
current mode (CCC) and 
link voltages by 
control (EAC). The 
set to operate during 
current operating in a constant 
to determine the 
(mLnimum) extinction angle 
In each case the current control 
from d.c. power transmission 
control functions such as a.c. 
2.2~2.2 Control 
firing instants is controlled by 
(i) Analogue methods of predi 
firing pulses individually, r~ 
voltage zero crossings, and 
voltages and currents. 
on a predictive inverse cosin,~ 
on a fixed firing 
from CCC. 
Although these systems were 
HVDC schemes, they re 
with CCC, 
conditions. 
gs are determined 
or auxiliary 
control. 
(a) 
The timing of the 
system used:-
on 
valve 
(or a.c.) 
link 
norIn in ty of 
or 
distortion in a.c. supply voltages, a common 
with a.c. systems, by p~)ducing 
conduction periods. These in 
dis ion and unbalance, with the:!! res 
s tic harmoni cs apl'EH'.r tem, 
which may result in harmonic 
1968). Ins lat.ion of a.c. harmonic 
filters may reduce this problem but not remove it. 
The predictive 
disturbances 
to EAC means that some 
to conw~rtor faults can be 
anticipated, and a measure 
performed before the 
(ii) Uniform firing 
a train of equidistant 
frequency. This pulse 
corrective action 
sta,te produces 
related to the supply 
11 be advanced or 
retarded in accordance with normal control 
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quantities. Absolute values delay angle are only 
relevant if the tern to violate a preset 
maximum or minimum limit. Invertor EAC uses an 
iterative closed loop measuring the 
extinction angle ({j) Because this 
system is independent of waveforms, 
uncharacteristic harmonics instability do 
not occur since equal conducU.on are assured. 
However, whereas predictive chemes may action t:o 
avoid commuta tionfailures, t,hi9 tern can only 
the condition after it has Qc:curred. Most 
ring schemes are variation::: of the 
1 techniques developed by 
1968}. The principle has been used 
Kingsnorth) to cater for applications 
rating of HVDC schante ren~ders a co 
re at the conve:ctor stations, 
c More 
made to implement 
(1967 p 
(e g. 
(8) 
by digital techniques (Arrill 
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and Ga1.anos 1969, 1970(3) and Arrillaga and Baldwin 
1974). 
The speed and accuracy of ting control and 
protection schemes which use analogue techniques does not 
utilize the inherent advantages of doc. links sufficiently. 
Convertor operation which is based on discrete grid control 
pulses can theoretically achieve instantaneous control by 
using' direct digital c,ontrol including fa~t protective 
action. This requires the fast, accurate monitoring 
telecommunication ities described by Erinmez (1971) and 
Arrillaga and Galanos (1970 (3) ). '.rhe control scheme to be 
used in the dynamic'analys studies a development, 
their proposals, and described briefly below. However, 
any particular control system may simulated by simple 
programme modifications since all control quantities are 
present. 
A valve is switched to th'econducting state when 
there is adequate positive voltage (anode - cathode) and a 
firing pulse has been applied to the grid (gate). The next 
valve (i) to fire is then set by a ring counter sequence 
and its firing instant, is given by 
F. 
~ = + 
~P. 
1. 
• •• (2.1) 
where I:J.P i is the corrective action produced the' 
controllers, which in the steady state 11 be ' zero. 
This correction is dependent on e particular controller 
used. A simple algebraic relation used to simulate what 
is, in practice a complex circuit, vlith elements to simulate 
damping, and lay functions to the control response 
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to that of the d.c. link. The time scale and purpose 
these studies justifies this simplificationo With recti 
operation in the CCC mode· 
fiP. 
1. 
••• (2.2) 
where, asexplained.above, K1 and K2 have been reduced to 
simple gain constants. 
The direct digital control system is ideally suited 
to computer simulation since it is possible to sample the 
relevant variables each integration step to form these 
corrections. To closely resemble the real life conditions, 
the following algorithm used in which the instantaneous 
values of Id and its derivative are accumulated over a 60 0 
period. At the instant of firing c:orrection (when the valve 
voltage goes positive) , quantities are averaged and 
used in equation (2.2). The accumulators are then reset 
o . 
to zero to sample the next 60 period. 
Sophistications may be added to include consta~t 
power order or d.c. power modulation a.c. system damping 
(Ainsworth and Martin 1966, etaZ. 1978) or a.c. 
frequency control (Uhlmann 1970, Haywood and Patterson 1976)" 
However the controlled variable is still Id and thus the 
basic current control proposed by Arril and Baldwin 
(1974) is used. Excursions of firing instant are limited 
to prevent operation outside the normal range for the 
convertor. Therefore ng does not occur before a minimum 
delay angle (amin) to ensure correct valve turn on, and a 
. valve triggered premature~y if reached fore 
to avoid commutation failures during severe transients, e.g, 
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when a rectifier bridge is suddenly driven into inversion 
to reduce d.c. overcurrents as a result of a d.c. line 
fault. This requires measurement the delay angle ax • 
Under these circumstances the whole pulse train advanced 
or retarded by the same amount. 
Invert.or extinction angle control is manifested by 
two mutually exclusive controls, viz. inverter optimisation 
control (IOC) and invertor safety control (ISC). Extinction 
of mercury-arc valves usually requires a short deionization 
time for the arc to deionize before a positive voltage 
applied across the valve will not cause the arc to restrike. 
Therefore a margin 6f must allowed to prevent such a 
commutation failure. A larger mar';Jin cS 0 is usually allowed 
to ~revent commutation failures ing from small 
disturbances, and this is the usual angle of operation. 
Unlike. conventional predictive methods, this control is 
performed by a detective - corrective iterative process. 
IOC compares the smallest of the s most recent extinction 
angles (omin) with 00 and applies·a correction according to 
••• (2.3) 
where K3 must be than unity s commutation 
will increase with retardation of .~ i . To prevent excessive 
encroachment on Of' ISC perform(~d immediately a 
is detected to have an extinction angle (oi) 
by the following action 
jj.P. 
1 
i 
than 6
0
, 
.~. (2.4) 
in which case K4 may 
operation. 
greater than unity to ensure safe 
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Current control at the invertor usually has a 
less than that at the by some 10-15%, so that 
is only invoked under transient cCll1ditions, e.g. when the 
two convertors' currents are fferent or when the recti 
is unable to increase beyond invertor's setting. 
'The invertor is normally provided 'with a minimum delay angle 
of more than 90° for CCC, to from reversing the 
link voltage polarity i.e. to 
. rectifier. 
2 .2 • 3 Synchronous Machines, 
it operating as a 
The majority of early dynarnic analysis work did not 
include models for rotating machines. However in cases 
where the a.c. system in the vicin a convertor is 
dominated by synchronous machines, these machines must be 
modelled in detail. 
Early digital computation work the classical 
approach of transformation to eliminate time varying 
coefficients. Blondel's two-axes!:heorywas 
by Doherty and Nickle (1926), Park (1929) and others, 
eventually culminating in Kron' s un ied linear 
rotating machines (Kron 1938). Be the 
computers the solution required many assumptions, as 
uniform speed, to avoid a system of non-linear di 
equations. The analytical power of the digital 
allowed many of these assumptions to be removed. 
authors (Carter et aZ. 1961, Barton and Dunfield 1966, 
Dunfield and Barton 1967, Jones 1967, Smith and 1972) 
investigated the 
the development 
ic simplifying assumptions inherent to 
the two-axes model and concluded they 
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were least applicable to salient pole machines. 
Individual phase identification is 
convertor is in close proximity since there 
define details of 'the commutation process, and 
when a 
to 
because 
the machine's terminal voltage may not be sinusoidal or 
symmetric due to harmonic current flow from the convertor. 
Therefore a phase-variable representation has proposed 
(Arrillaga et at. 1977, El Serafi and Shehata 1976). Since 
most manufactUrer data is in the two-axes d - q - 0 form, 
this must be ·transformed (Concordia 1951, Fitzgerald and 
Kings 1961, Kimbark 1968) to yield the direct phase 
quantities (a,b,c). 
The extra computation introduced by the time varying 
inductances associated with a phase-variable model is 
counterbalanced by the necessity of three representa-
tion which is achieved without the need of transformations 
at each step. By using a phase-variable model, asymmetries, 
non-linearities, and distortion effects can easily be 
·handled, either implicitly, or by parameter 
modifications e.g. 
tion is retained 
saturation. A d - q 
the rotor circuit 
representa-
it fits the 
actual geometry. winQing' arran'Jements. The model 
includes the main field winding in d axis with two 
The rotor posi 
of phase 'a' 
e is specified 
positivedi 
damper windings. 
relative to·the 
of rotation. machine is treated as a motor in 
its differential equations so that 
into the positive terminal of a 
terminal voltage may then be 
current flows 
branch. The 
in matrix form as 
on 
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Vg = P (Lg • Ig) + Rg • Ig 
L d + d Lg I = " dt w .. de • g 9 
+ Rg • Ig .... (2.6) 
where w = de/dt is the angular Vt~locity . 
The elements of the time va.ciant inductance matrix 
Lgi which is a 6 x 6 matrix, are illustrated in Appendix A1. 
The stator values can accommodate fourth harmonic terms if 
available, as these can be s ficance in convertor-
generator units (Campos Barros 1976). 
The effect of excitation governor controls will 
not normally be included in short duration transients due 
to their relatively long time constants. They :may be 
approximated by constrained algebraic relations using field 
vol tage and rotor speed as the' inb3rface variables. In the 
case of fast thyristor controlled tat ion it is possible, 
,and desirable, to explicitly represent the thyristor bridge 
exciter ,to monitor its dynamic behaviour (see Chapter 6) • 
2.2.4 Transmission Lines 
The response of a transmiss line terminal 
conditions can be analysed by wave propagation techniques. 
The modal components used in the wave equations require a 
sampling interval chosen so that t:cavel times are integral 
multiples of this sampling time. Nhen there are multiple 
a. c. and d. c. lines of varying len(Jths I the times 
may be very different. 'J~he problem of di 
of propagation, associated with the dif a 
multiconductor line, compounds this so that a sfactory 
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sampling interval which will coincide with the convertor 
switching operations will be too small for efficient 
compu ta tion . 
A network approach is therefore adopted whereby the 
, , , 
line is segmented into an appropriate number of short 1 
pi- segments, according to the highest frequency of interest. 
The equivalent circuit of a transmission line is formed from 
the series impedances and shunt admittances per unit length. 
An example is given in Appendix A2 
2.2.5 Trans£ormers 
The traditional transformer equivalent circuit (Say 
1958) ,involving a se es impedance not suitable for a 
full three phase dynamic analysis because different magnetic 
circuits offer different impedances to the current components, 
and the phase shif~s inherent in the different connections 
need to be represented, especially when static convertors 
,are present. 
A single phase transformer may be denoted as two coils 
magnetically coupled by iron core as in Fig. 2~1. 
'I, 
0-------
Fig. 2.1 Transformer Equivalent Circuit 
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Neglecting iron losses, the transformer can be represented 
by the coupled circuit model (MIT 1943) in terms of self 
(L 11 , L22 ) and mutual (L 12 , L21 ) inductances. 
R1 0 
== p + (2.7) 
o r 
Numerically (in p.u.) the s fs are equal, as are 
the mutualsu Their interrelationship is given approximately 
by. 
:= • •• (2.8) 
where x la is the total leakage rea,,;:tance of the transformer. 
This data must be determined accurately from the standard 
open and short circuit tests. In 
transformer, the value of the 
case of a modern power 
term is very high (e.g. 
1% magnetizing current) and the leakage reactance very 
small (e.g. 5%) so that in p.u. 
== 100 p.u. 
and thus L21 == 99.975 p.u. 
The numerical value of the off-diagonal is 
therefore close to that of the Since the 
formulation requires inversion of 
numerical instabilities could be 
inaccurate data. 
branch matrix L t , 
by the use of 
Three· winding transformers tnay be modelled by 
extending· the dimension of equation (2.7) by one. Similarly 
three phase transformers may be modelled, although data for 
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interphase mutuals is often difficult to obtain (Duke 1979). 
Phase shifts, zero sequence circulating'currents, neutral 
earthing etc., are all taken care ,)f automatically. 
Modification of the tap side winding inductances can used 
to represent off-nom~nal taps, alth.ough tap changing wi not· 
be a feature of dynamic analyses. 
The coupled circuit model produces a magnetising 
current which is based on the assumption of linear cOfe 
magnetization. Non-linearities in core magnetization (e.g. 
saturation) may be catered fO.r if the relationship between 
the equivalent circuit the magnetizing characteri is 
established~ This is done by continuously updating -the 
elements of the matrix in equation (2.7)to correspond to 
the instantaneous values of currents and flux linkages or 
voltages. This procedure is indi in more detail in 
section 4.7. 
2.2.6 Static Shunt E 
Apart from HVDC schemes which have an isolated (unit) 
rectifier, a.c. harmonic filters tuned to the main 
characteristic harmonics.of the convertor are necessary. 
They are usually led somewhere on the a.c side of 
the convertor transformers and because of their capacitive 
appearance at fUndamental' frequency, will provide some 
reactive power compensation for convertor. Due to r 
large time constants, these filters have a major influence 
on convertor waveforms following a disturbance hence the 
need to accurately .,..."" ......... ·""sent them dynamic analyses. DC 
side harmonic filters and line dampers are often included 
depending on the actual scheme, particularly the type and 
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length of the d.c. line (Giesner 1971). 
'Various shunt elements (circuits) can be use4 to 
represent the above plant. (e.g. Figs 2.2a,b,c). Local load 
representation and fault modelling is provided by the 
circui ts in Figs. 2. 2d and e. Static capacitor cori1pensation 
is provided by Fig. 2.2f which can also be used for modelling 
d.c. cables which have negligible series impedance. 
All three phase a.c. components are assumed to be 
star connected with the neutral point earthed. 
L,r 
f\ _c 
Fig. 2.2 Static Shunt Elements 
2.2.7 AC System 
Modelling of each component in.an a.c. power system 
comprising many generators, transmission lines ., is 
possible, but for a large system this becomes computational 
uneconomic due to the size and complexity of the system. 
Inevitably some assumptions must made obtain a 
less complex~ yet sufficiently accurate, model for the 
system. System components of pa interest must be 
represented in detail; e.g. when a synchronous generator 
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dominates an a. c. system, the ma,chine may by 
its full transient equations as Section 2.2.3. With 
static convertor plant, to 1 
a.c. harmonic fil (see 
transformers (see 2.2.5). of 
other components may be by 
reduction. Various problems occur on of (parts 
of) an a.c. system to an equivalent form. Not the t of 
these is est,ablishing a 
the power frequency. 
model in general gives 
The a.c. 
a.c. harmonic; 
resonant frequencies of 
these natural 
all harmonics 
fundamental frequency 
conservative 
'Ie one or more 
Dis 
wave 
may excite 
distortion, 
wi th pos S overvol " may occur in a G C sys tem. 
These in turn will interact with convertors' controllers 
and affect their 
Correct a c. stem 
would require knowledge 
the a.c. network From 
representation such as 
(1970) and cted 
dynamic analysis 
subject to operational 
which can the 
As a result .. 
system operating i 
the 
in 
• 2.3( 
problem some assumptions must 
. use of a less complex 1 
may 
on a is 
locus of 
system 
and Burberry 
, this information is 
as 
locus 
fro this 
allow the 
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Fig. 2.3(a) nth order Network Equivalent - to represent the 
Harmonic Impedances of n Resonant Frequencies 
r 
e L,R 
~ 
Fig. 2.3(b) (Modified) Thevenin.Equivalents of Network 
r·chosen s.t. impedance angle gives 
correct damping. 
a+jwL ~ source impedance. 
Usually a locus would show a. tendency the system 
to be inductive for the important harmonics (up to 5 ). 
The a.c. filters will capacitivE; below the 5th harmonic 
and so a parallel resonant condition may st around the 
3rd.or 4th harmonic, depending on the strength the a.c. 
system. The stronger the system higher resonant 
frequency will be in general •. An equiva circuit which 
.maintains a constant impedance angle over the lower 
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range'and provides realistic damping of harmonic voltages 
has been proposed by Bowles (1970). Giesner (1971) proposed 
an adapt~d version of this (Fig. 2 'a 3(b» in which the source 
impedance (which may be calculated from the short circuit 
level at the convertor transformer busbars) is split so that, 
there are two, hot necessarily , reactive elements with 
the resistive elements igned to give the required 
impedance angle. The representation of a simple e.m.f. 
behind a series (source) impedance is also provided for, 
although as explained, this will only be accurate at a 
single frequency. The impedance angle varies markedly from 
system to system. I correct representation is important 
as its effect on damping of resonant conditions such as 
overvoltages is critical. Typical values of 75° and 85° 
for receiving and se~dingend a.c. systems respectively 
have been suggested (Bowles 1970). For frequencies at or 
above the high pass Iter's resonance, the a.c., system 
,i~pedance will be swamped. Thus the only assumption made 
is in the mid-range of frequencies where the likelihood of 
a resonant condition in realistic strength systems is small 
The use of an equivalent representation an a.c. 
system therefore assumes there no network resonances 
yet gives an adequate treatment to sible a. c. filter..;. 
system resonances. The possibi associated over-
voltages and waveform tortion and their on the 
convertors' controllers then ad~quately catered for. 
Explicit busbar informat,ion would not lable at all 
busbars, but the extreme ly e simulation 
comparison with full a.c. system r(~presentation justifies 
the use of such a model in certain instances. 
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To determine an adequate equivalent network 
the studies to be carried out, the areas specific 
interest must ,first be, identified. For a.c. fault studies 
in a.c./d.c. networks, the major area of interest may be, 
at the convertor terminals and at the fault locatione 
For d.c.' fault studies the convertor terminals alone may 
be of particular importance in the absence of any major 
plant influence. 
2.3 METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The behaviour of the electric network formed by 
th~ intercon,nection of the 
determined by two factors 
tem component models is 
algebraic constraints, involving basic electric 
network ',laws such as Ohm IS LatY' and Kirchho I s Laws I 
which will relate the currents and voltages in 
individual branches, and branch, mesh and node 
quantities in accordance with 
t0I>0logical constraints which are defined by 
branch interconnections as the bran list. 
For analytical convenience this 1 t is translated 
into well known topological matrices. 
Provided 'these constraints are obeyed, a solution 
is attainable irrespective of the analy:;;is method used, 
i.e. nodal, branch, mesh? etc. following factors will 
determine the most appropriate method a particular study 
practicality and feasibility of sol , e.g. storage 
requirements 'and computational efficiency. A further 
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problem associated with numeri integration of 
differential equations is convergence the solution 
process. As has been found load flow work, the 
. wrong form of algebraic manipulation i.e. network 
ana1ys method, choice of sti:ite variables, or numerical 
integration method, may lead eo a divergent process, 
whereas a different cOmbination will lead to a solution. 
convenience, e.g. ease of programming and the relation 
between input and output variables and programme 
variables. 
Much the dynrunic is work (Hingorani 
et al. 1966 (2), 1967,.1968, Hay et • 1969 (2), 1971 (2) , 
O'Regan and Dillon 1970, and Milias Argitis et at. 1976, 
1971(2), 1978) used a mesh analysis on the is that 
for the particular system models , fewer differential 
equations were required. These studies were of linear 
circuits which contained relatively few transmission lines l 
or used simple representations of them. However when the 
. system contains many multiconductor transmission lines 
with mutual inductive effects and a high capacit.ive 
branch interconnection, as is expe in real power 
systems, a nodal approach becomes more efficient if ity 
of coefficient matrices to used in improving 
computational efficiency. This so because. mesh 
:formulations of power systems tend to produce highly 
interconnected sets of meshes so that the corresponding 
coefficient matrices have low sparsity. The currents are 
expressed by branch relations which give following 
flexibility to the analysis. The individual elements are 
directly accessible which allows representation of non-
linearities such as saturation to be directly accounted 
This is not possible using mesh analy 
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The majority of the early works did not include 
rotating machine models& El Seraft and Shehata (1976) and 
Campos Barros (1976) formulated dynamic analysis programmes 
based on direct phase representations for synchronous 
machines.· Compared to a dgo axes representation, this 
presented the problem of time varying coefficients •. However 
the .many inherent advantages of the. direct phase model (see 
Section 2.2.3) far outweigh this problem, which can be 
minimized computationally as f01lo"/s. When a time varying 
representation is not , the on time variance in the 
cireui t is in the topological stru(::ture. the mesh 
·formulation this allows for direct modification of the 
inverse mesh inductance matrix without repeated explicit 
inversions. The time varying nature of a rotating machine 
model would affect the whole matrix so that direct 
modification of the inverse would no long.e:r be, practical. 
Conversely the branch matrix is with a block diagonal 
structure leading to easy access direct modifi of 
the inverse, since this will invo 
relevant blocks only. 
ion of the 
Therefore the use of a direct phase machine model and 
full transmission line representations in association with a 
node-branch formulation 11 allow accessing of 
individual elements, as wellasminimizing computational 
burden associated with inversion retaining ty in 
block diagonal matricesa These advantages clearly outweigh 
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the fewer (by 10%-15%) number of differential equations 
associated with mesh analys 
system. 
of a general a.co/d.c. power 
The formulation derived here for network equations 
therefore uses a branch frame of reference, solving the 
currents in the individual inductive and resistive branches 
(AI-Khashali 1976). 
The frequent valve switchings associated with HVDC 
convertors make it attractive to use a topological approach, 
with diakoptical tearing techniques applied to the sub-
networks resulting from the interconnection of the various 
elements. This process enables segregation of subnetworks 
so that only the relevant portion of the network need 
operated on to cater for any changes - either, in elemental 
value (e.g. non-linearities) or in topology (e.g. valve 
switching or network faults) . 
The analysis assumes a gene 
in which system components may 
system configuration 
interconnected in any 
way. To increase computing efficiency however, certain 
topol.ogical limitations are impos e.g. filter represent-
ation, although this not restrict the representation 
of system configurations. 
2.4 NETWORK EQUATIONS 
2.4.1 Definitions 
Let the network contain n interconnecting 1 
inductive branches, r resistive , and c capacitive 
branches subject to the following restrictions: 
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. (i) At least one end of each capacit.ive branch (or sub-
network)' is the common reference point of the system. 
(ii) At least one end of each resistive branch (or 
subnetwork) is the common reference point of the 
system or a node also having a capacitive connection. 
(iii) There are no restrictions on inductive branches 
which may include inductive and resistive elements 
and be part of an inductive subnetwork, or connected 
to a node with resistive or capacitive connections. 
These branch definitions in turn define a set of 
node types according to their branch connections. 
(l nodes which have at least one capacitive connection 
S nodes which have at least one resistive, 
but no capacitive connections 
y nodes: which have only inductive connections. 
Using the above definitions one can further define 
the topological matrices Klnt, Kt K 
rn' cn 
t 
, which are the 
branch-node incidence matrices of the 1, r, and e branches 
respectively, by their general elements viz. 
= 1 if node i is the sending end of branch p 
= -1 if node i is the receiving end of branch-p 
= 0 otherwise. 
Partitioning accord1ng to node type, and applying 
the branch-node definitions above, yields 
KIn 
t K t KIS 
t K1y 
t 
= la 
K t K t K t () (2.9) ::::: 
rf3 ... rn ra 
Ken 
t K t 0 0 = ca 
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2.4.2 ~sumptions 
(i) For the purpose of this analysis, branch eom.f. 
sources are defined as tive in the direction 
positive current flow and general 
with inductive type branches. 
are associated 
(ii) Whereas in practice lters are connected line 
and ear~h in a star configuration with the capacitors 
normally connected on the line side, in order to obey 
the topological constraints of Section 2.4.1 it is 
convenient to assume the opposite. For the purposes 
of this study this not signi and does not 
affect the results. 
(iii) . No current sources exist. 
(iv) Although linear tors are assumed, time variant 
inductances are lowed, i.e. dL/dt # 0, but 
dC/dt. o. 
2.4.3 
(i) In the absence of current sources, the following 
nodal equation applies 
+ K I + K I nr r nc c o ••• (2.10) 
where I are the branch current Applying diakoptics 
from equation (2.9), can be as 
o 
or o . . . (2.11) 
+ K~n I 1 o (2.12) 
+ + o ••• (2.13) 
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(ii) The following branch (::!quations written in 
diakoptical form can be \l7ri tten as matrix expressions 
for each branch type. 
or 
or 
lds 
Kac 
or 
(a) inductive branches 
:::: 
-1 
Ll (E 1 - pL 
(b) resistive branches 
- Rrlr + K t V + K t Va 
ra a rS 1-' 
(c) capacitive branches 
Cc p(K tV) 
ca a 
Premultiplying by Kac 
C
c 
K t pV
a Kal II -ca 
pV C 1 J a =: a (X 
-
where· Ca 
-1 C K = c ca 
and J(X "'" K (Xl II 
= Kac Ic 
t V + 
S 
o 
t V 
Y 
:::: 0 
(2.14) 
••• (2.15) 
••• (2.16) 
••• (2.17) 
.00 (2.18) 
substituting equation (2.13) 
K (2.19) (" r 
" 
(2.20 ) 
t (2.21) 
K(Xr r 
... (2.22) 
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The dependent variable vectors Va and V can be 
IJ· y 
evaluated explicitly as low. Premultiplying equation 
(2.17) by KSr yields 
Va - R (Ka + KSr 
1 Kra 
t Va) = a 1 ••. (2.23) 
where RS (Kar -1 K t)-1 = rS ••• (2.24) 
Premultiplying equation (2. ~15) by and substituting 
equation (2.11) Ids 
where L 
Y 
- L K L- 1 Y yl 1 
+ ••• (2,,25) 
.•. (2.26) 
Equations (2~15) (2.20) can now by 
numerical techniques to assess sys behaviour. The 
vectors Va (equation (2.23», Vy (equation (2.25» Ir 
(equation (2.17» may be .eliminated rely the 
solution so that only II' V 0', the input vectors are 
explicit in the aqua to However, 
although this elimination 1976, Duke 1979) 
reduces the overall , it. the 
following computational 
some of the gina1 matrix ity is 
the modified CI'OlS now contain non~integer 
elements, thereby ring tipl 
than simple tiona when 
performing connection. 
in addition to modifying Ly convertor 
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topological alteration, the 
created in the elimination 
1iary branch matrix Ll' , 
, will need reforming 
at these times. 
Therefore it was decided to retain the equations in 
the. above form and to evaluate the dependent variables Ve' 
Vy and Ir at each step. This formulation has the advantage 
of providing useful output informa directly. 
2.4.4 
Various integration methods are suited to the 
solution of linear first order ordinary differential 
equations, such as equations (2.15) and (2.20), starting 
from given initial conditions. However, the frequency of 
.discontinui occurring in the convertor bridges limits 
the choice to the sel starting single step methods. Mu1ti-
step methods would require frequen restarting at each 
discontinuity and, as a s1ng1e step procedure is required 
for restarting, the frequent additional computation 
necessary would be prohibitive. 
An implicit integration procedure, based on 
trapezoidal approximation, and a Runge Kutta 
method have been used (AI-Khashali 1976) for the same type 
of dynamic analysis. These 
developed for the solution of 
and therefore the step length 
the assumption constant fie 
integration interval In order to 
were ly 
tia1 equations 
must be s wi 
within the 
convertor 
generated harmonics, a sampling rate which s 
integration steps per cycle at the highest frequency 
interest is necessary for We limited 
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our studies to effects below 1 kHz thus giving a maximum 
step length of approximately 2.50 fundamental (0.15 msee) 0 
With such small step lengths the methods have 
proved stable and sufficiently accurate, requiring only a 
few iterations to converge •. 
However a problem associated with the Runge Kutta 
method is its sensitivity to imperfect initial conditions 
(Campos Barros 1976). The impossibility obtaining exact 
initial conditions for a dynamic analysis from the steady 
state analysis of a system including harmonic filters, 
convertor transformers, and rotor dampers ruled out the use 
2.4.4.1 This 
integration procedure is defined by 
.. 
X 
"'" 
f (t,X) (2.27) 
h . 
where Xt +h = Xt + '2 (Xt +h + X ) t (2,,28) 
h • + h . or Xt +h · 2 Xt +h := X· Xt t • •• (2.29) 
which is a non-linear equation in It can be so 
by direct or iterative methods depending on the 
istics of problem. Duke (1976) used a direct method for 
a particular application of dynamic analysis, but here a very 
simple iterative procedure is used in which the calculations 
of the state variables (X) are segregated 
variables as follows: 
(i) as an initial estimate, assmne 
o 
Xt +h + 
the non-state 
eo a (2.30) 
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( ii) iterate better values, i.e. 
• 
j j-1 
Xt +h == f (t + h, Xt +h G • • (2.31) 
j+1 h • j 0 
and Xt +h == Xt + 2" (Xt +h + X t ... (2.32) 
(iii) when all the state ables satisfy 
j+1 
e: ~ ABS ( Xt +h j ) Xt +h . • •• (2.33) 
where e: is a given convergence tolerance, stop iterating, 
and thence 
== 
and 
j+1 
Xt +h 
f (t + h, Xt +h ) as required 
Convergence is usually attained within 3 or 4 
iterations wi.th a suitable step length. non-state 
(2.34.) 
(2.35) 
variables are then calculated using the values in equations 
(2.34) and (2.35). 
2.4.5 Choice of S 
2.4.5.1 the abIes 
used integrands in the process, 
order of magnitude the derivati'"es, which are 
-1 -1 
on the matrices Ll and Cex. ' be such that a reduction 
in step length is necess to achieve convergence within a 
few iterations. However by defining flux linkage 1P1 and 
capacitor charge Qex. as 
IPI "" Ll I 1 (2.36) 
and Qex. == C V .1SiJo .., e (2.37) ex. ex. 
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and using "'I and Qa. as the state variables, the magnitudes 
of the derivatives are of the same order as the voltages 
currents in the network 0 In addition it has been found that 
this allows the use .of a variable integration step length 
without increasil).g computation burden. 
2.4.5.2 Per Unit System. Normal steady state power 
system analyses use a per unit (p.u.) representation of 
voltages, currents and impedances whiqh these quantities 
are scaled to the same relative order, thereby treating each 
quantity to the same degree of accuracy. In dynamic analyses, 
.instantaneous phase quantities are used in both a.c. and d~c 
networks and at the same time derivatives of relatively fast 
changing variables are evaluated. 
The usual cosinusoidal relation between a state 
variable and its derivative indica that the relative 
differE!!nce in magnitude is w,· which may be high, so that 
the degree of accuracy will not be. the same for each • If 
the state variables. are changed by a factor Wo (the 
fundamental a.c. system angular fr(~quency), and reactances 
and susceptances are used, instead of inductances and 
capacitances, the integration s may carried out as 
a function of the angular displacement of a re vector 
rotating at velocity wo ' with the result all variables 
and coefficient matrices, and henc(~ state able 
derivatives, are of the same relative magnitude. 
Therefore by defining a angular frequency w
o
' 
the values to be used for the coefficient matrices are 
.. impedances admittances.based on frequency, for 1 
parts of the network, including th(E:! d.c. voltages 
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and currents may then be scaled to instantaneous phase 
quantities. Any convenient power-invariant set of bases 
may be chosen for the network parameters. The integration 
step will then be an angle rather than a time increment. 
The resulting equations are as described in Appendix A3. 
2.5 MODIFICATION OF REPRESENTATION FOR VARIABLE TOPOLOGY 
2.5.1 Mathematical Formulation 
convertor representation involves the interconnection 
of a series of inductive elements, viz. the smoothing 
and the convertor transformer windings. The interconnections 
will vary with changes valve states and this topology 
modification is manifested by changes in KYl and Ly A 
general power system wi have many inductive elements and 
therefore to avoid involving the whole inductive subnetwork 
in a topological change due to a convertor valve switching, 
it may be appropriate to partition the inductive subnetwork. 
This may be done by segregating·collvertor (k) branches and 
(0) nodes from external system elements (1 branches and 
y nodes). This segregation will require both K01 Kyk to 
be null matrices (Appendix A4). If k branch flux linkages 
are speci by 
••• (2.38) 
.then by analysis as in Section 2.4.3, the equation set 
(A3.1)- (A3.7) is transformed (Appendix A4) to the set 
below, where the inductance and capacitance symbols refer 
to reactance and susceptance matrices as before. 
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i/J 1 = Ll II (2.39 ) 
i/Jk = Lk Ik · . . (2.40). 
Qc;. = c c;. v c;. (2.41) 
Va = - RS -1 t (K B1 II + KSk Ik + Kar Rr Krc;. V J ••• (2.42) 
Vy Ly KYI 
-1 (E - Rl II -pLI II = - Ll 1 
+ Klc;. 
t 
Vc;. t + K1s Va> (2.43) 
Va - Lo Kok -1 ( - Rk Ik + K t Vc;. + t = Lk KkS Va> ka 
· .. (2.44) 
Ir 
-1 (Krc;. t Vc;. t (2.45) = Rr + Kra V 6) 
pi/J 1 = El - Rl II + KIa. 
t 
Va + KlS 
t 
VB + K1y 
t 
Vy (2.46) 
--pJUk - R Ik + K t V + 
t 
+ Kko 
t 
Vo (2.47) = Kkf3 Va -k kc;. ... c;. 
PQc;. = - K II - Kc;.k c;.l I -k Kc;.r Ir · .. (2.48) 
2.5.2 
Referring to the modes of operation as stated in 
section 2.2. 1 .1, an additional res·triction must be imposed 
to satis the inductive branch finitions. The case of a 
completely isolated transformer secondary can not 
permitted, i.e. at least one valve in the convertor bridge 
must be ON when the convertor is a non-conducting state 
in order to fix a terminal voltage. This will not affect the 
remainder of the system since the path remains open. 
The assumption of the matrix KYk being null 
i.e. the primary windings of convertor transformer must 
be connected to either Ci. or a nodes, means that for the 
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purpose of setting up or modifying Lo' the transformers 
may be considered short-circuited at the primary terminals. 
The transformer phases may then be represented by their 
leakage reactances referred to the secondaries and connected 
to the corresponding secondary winding ends. 
Considerable improvement in computational efficiency 
can be obtained if the convertor transformer leakage 
reactance as viewed from the secondary terminals be 
assumed identical for the three phases. This will enab 
the use of the same nodal solution matrix for any 
combination of conducting valves within the same mode of 
operation. 
Representation of the modes of· operation is made 
by defining a set of three nodes for each convertor (Qt' 
om and 0b) nominally referring to the top, middle and bottom 
of the bridge. During normal operation 0t and 0b correspond 
to d 1 and d2 respectively in Fig.2.4(a) and the conducting 
valves will determine the connection of the terminals 
(a,b,c) to the relevant nodes 0t' om and 0b" The designation 
of these connections is detailed in Appendix AS. 
A nodal matrix may then be defined which re to 
the non-commutating mode (A). The equivalent ( 1) 
leakage reactance is derived from the convertor former 
matrix L t by 
x .:::: 
la ••• (2. 1"9) 
The only other connection to the bridge's node cluster 
will be either another bri , earth, or a smoothing 
reactor. The first two cases can be dealt with 
correct node specifications as in Appendix 
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Fig. 2.4(a) Convertor Bridge 0 Nodes 
d1 
-r>- Jd 1 --' 
\/;' 1 '\is 
J q Jb Jc; arm 
'\14 V6 V 2 
d2. Jd2 
Fig.2.4(b) Injected Cur'rents 
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The non-dommutating matrix without smoothing reactance 
included can then be written by inspection (see Appendix A6) . 
. The smoothing reactor may be included by connection of the 
appropriate reactance to the relevant convertor mode. The 
. matrix Lo is block diagonal with the blocks corresponding to 
node usters which are separated in the ne't.work by non - 0 
nodes. This block diagonal form means that a particular 
convertor switching operation will affect only that part of 
Lo corresponding to the relevant convertor's node cluster 
(as specified in Appendix AS) • 
The nodal matrix (L6) for a particular mode of 
convertor operation may then be formed. A formula has been 
derived (Al-Khashali 1976) to perf()rm this nodal modification 
which.will avoid repeated reformation and inversion 
parts of its block diagonal structure. This formulation is 
detailed.in Appendix A7 and involves a procedure which adds p 
removes or changes the connections of a single element in L o' 
The incidence matrix Kok will need to be reformed fo!' 
each combination of conducting va however, and this 
prOcess is outlined in Appendix AS It will be confined to 
the bridge nodes (0), and the permanent connections 
the convertor network will be indicated by zero entries 
in K6k (see Fig. A8.1) • 
. 2.5.3 Valve Voltages and Curr,ents 
$/ 
Re rring to Fig. 2.4(b) I forward voltage across 
the·top bridge valve of armp is (Vp - Vdl ) and for the 
bottom valve it is (Vd2 ~ Vp ) , where vp corresponds to node 
a, b or c. Since terminals p, dl, d2 directly 
to the a-nodes defined Section 2.5.2, the voltages of 
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which can be evaluated using equation (2.44), the calculation 
of valve voltages becomes a matter of The relations 
stated will apply regardless of what her 
conducting or not, for, when the valve 
ends will be set to the same o~node, and i 
then be correctly calculated as zero. 
valve is 
conducting, 
voltage 
The current relations, on the other hand, are 
11 
determined by two factors; the currents in the convertor 
branches, i.e~ the smoothing reactor and the transformer 
windings, and by the prevailing combination of conducting 
valves. 
Considering the of injected currents shown 
Fig. 2.4(b), conducting valves provide the paths for these 
currents to flow in the system, and the instantaneous values 
of valve currents can be obtained from these injected 
currents. The injected currents themselves are obtained 
directly from the branch currents .ld 1 and ld2 are ual 
and numerically equivalent to the direct current. -The 
phase injected currents are obtained from the in 
the transformer s,econdary windings, e. g. for a star-connected 
secondary, a is the negative of current in the secondary 
winding connected to a, and a delta-connected 
secondary, the injected currents are given by the 
between the currents in the windings connected node. 
The relationship between valve currents in the 
top and bottom sides of the bridge (I t and I b' on arm p, 
- v v 
with the injected current at'p, J p ' 
••• (2.50) 
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When the bottom valve vb is OFF: 
Ivt =: J p ••• (2.51) 
and when the top valve vt OFF: 
IVb =: ••• (2.52) 
In these two cases an impli(,,:d supplementary relation, 
setting the non-conducting valve current to zero, anab the 
soluti6ns given by equations (2.51) and (2.52) to be obtained. 
However, when both valves conduct, the supplementary relation 
must be found elsewhere. The method used considers the three 
valves on the top half of the bridqe, whose currents add 
to J d I' i. e. : 
=: E It op ••• (2.53) 
In this relation, provided p is the only arm with both 
valves conducting, Ivt is implicitly defined. 
Equation (2.53) may be re-wxitten, substituting 
equation (2.51) for the top conducting valves on phases 
other than p, to give 
- 1: J q;tp q ••• (2.5 /+) 
where q are the phases, having their top valves conducting. 
The current in the bottom valve of p may now be 
calculated using equation (2.50), or by a relation similar 
to equation (2.54) giving 
=: + ••• '(2.55) 
where r are the arms having their bottom valves conducting. 
can be seen that no solution is possible when two 
'bridge arms have both valves conducting since there is an 
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insufficient number of independent equations. A further 
relation would be provided by considering the which 
may circulate in the closed formed by two arms 
but this entails assumptions which may not be justifiable. 
In practice the case is likely toaiise only in special 
circumstance when two. valves are fired simultaneously at a 
time when another pair of valves, which vlould close the loop, 
are conducting. Otherwise, there is insufficient voltage 
across a fourth incoming valve, if the three other valves 
are already conducting and a firing pulse applied to the 
fourth, for it to conduct. For this reason the operating 
nodes 02, E2 and E3, described in Section 2.2.1.1, have been 
le·ft out. 
/ 
CHAPTER 
COMPU'I'ER IMPLEMENTATION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The computer programme used to implement the 
mathematical model described in Chapter 2, is based on 
the work of Al-Khashali (1976). Various modifications 
and additional refinements have been carried out with 
respect to the original functions, to permit the studies 
carried out in the present investigation. With reference 
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to the general flow diagram illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the 
various processes have been segregated according to type. 
Using this modular approach facilH:ates programme validation 
and provides flexibility for extensions or modifications, 
e.g. changes to the convertor control system, change 
integration process~ change of fault simulation procedure. 
The programme is written in FORTRAN IV and the main 
subroutines within each of the different processes are 
discussed below. 
3.2 INPUT AND ESTABLISHING NETWORK EQUATIONS 
To avoid the extensive branch 1 t preparation 
associated with the representation of even simple power 
systems, an approach in which the programme expands a 
. sample data set each component into the network 
model was adopted. Each data set ludes a sentative 
sample of the circuit constants and the single line currents. 
and Control Conver'tor Ope 
any switchin(p 
Time Variant Inductances? i.e. Ll , fIt)? 
e.g. Detailed Synchronous 'Machine Models 
Fig. 3.1 
No 
Yes 
Calculate new values for 
relevant blocks 1n Ll , 
Recalculate Ll-l 
Is Ly 
No 
Network F.qu.:ltjon!.l 
Advance time by ~ 
No 
Time for 
No 
Produce output and 
write output to 
mass storage medium 
1..-'--.--------
according 
Input any 
further fault data 
state information 
Flow Diagram of Digital Computer 
Progranune Control 
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In conjunction with a data set containing the systems busbar 
voltages, the component may then expanded into the 
individual branches and nodes associated i model, 
and the instantaneous currents and voltages assigned t9 them. 
The· network nodes created by data ~:lxpansion are assigned a 
node type according to their connected branches, a set 
of cross-referencing information stored relating system 
busbars ~o network nodes, first as a group and then 
partitioned according to the different nodal types. 
3.2.1 Initial 
The approximate initial conditions used for currents 
and voltages in the above input data may be obtained by a 
steady state load flow analysis of the relevant system. 
Such an analysis is based on fundamental frequency r.m.s. 
a.c.quantities and average d.c. quantities. Therefore 1 
variables and component constants must be converted into 
phase quantities to satisfy the dynamic ana1ysi~ base system. 
The single line currents must be calculated from power flows 
and any source e. m. f. s mllst be detE,rmined. In the case 
static convertors or synchronous m~,tchines auxiliary 
calculations must be made to determine initial operating 
condi tions. AC harmonic fil tars mi;l¥ assumed to fully 
charged to their corresponding voltage. 
3.2~1.1 Data. Convertor data comprises 
three main quantities 
programme control which ,identi convertor 
type and its a. c. and d. c. te:rminals. Convertor 
bridges, which may either f pulse or part of a 
12 pulse group, are referred t,o as star or delta 
depending on the convertor transformer's secondary 
connections. The latter is designed to provide 30° 
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phase in secondary In they may 
be bottom or top depending on current flow 
relative to the common reference point, and this is 
used distinguish whether the bridge is nominally a 
recti or invertor respectively. 
control system data fying a.c. fundamental 
frequency, initial 
and/or extinction 
settings and cons 
circuit constants 
convertor trans 
of direct current, delay 
, and the control system 
the smoothing reactor and 
(s) • 
A first approximation to the operational state of the 
convertor bridges is made by the following process. 
Conducting valves in each bridge are determined from 
,knowledge of phase 'a I yol tage phase angle e a' measured with 
respect to the load-flow reference, and taking 
into consideration the inherent phase in the bridge 
transformer 8t (0° or 0°) and the angle u. 
Representing 
the voltage crossover 
t. = 0 I will have 
to Fig. 3.2(a), A 
Valve v1 will, the 
previous to t = 0, 
B ::: A Cl. 
a.c. voltage as a cosine function, 
valve v1 in 
"Ali degri3es ear 
idge, at 
Referring 
by: 
have s conducting B 
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(a) Determination of Conducting Valves 
bl -------'ry......,...\.....,..--~ 
(b) Curren in Star Bridge 
GI---
(e) Currents in De Bridge 
Condud'lnq Windinq curr~nt'3 (IJ .. 3) 
valves 
~ 
b c a 
6 I -I ":1 -I t; 
I 2 -2 I I 
2 3 I -I 2 
34 I 2 J 
4 5 2 ~l -I 
5 6 I I .. 2 
(d) De a Winding Currents 
Fig. 3.2 Initial Conditions in Convertor Bridges 
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In this condition valves v1 and v6 are conducting at t = 0, 
and valve v2 is due to be fired at time Fv2 ' which is 60° 
later than the firing of v1, hence, 
60 ~ B 
However, if B is less than zero then v1 is yet to be 
fired. Conversely, if B is greater than 60° then v'l will 
have been conducting for more than one firing period 
indicating that v2 is already conducting. In either case 
the sequenc~ is changed until the correct pair of conducting 
valves have been defined. This approach ignores the 
commutation angle. 
A refinement is to adjust tfle load flow reference 
angle so that commutation periods ,"ire avoided at the 
convertor. 'l'his can be effected by choosing the firing time 
. of the next valve, k + 1, to be 
F = C 
vk+1 
where in the above analysis k = 1. Then if the steady state 
commutation (overlap) angle is y 
c = 60 -8 -y, 
.t 
This will ensure a maximum time in·l:,erval exists before any 
alteration in the convertor topology is effected by a valve 
commutation. Therefore 
and· A :; k . 60 -I a -C 
and the required value for Sa will be 
sp 
6 a . (k-1) • 60~-f)6t + a-C 
which can be achieved by altering original load flow 
reference angle (s:p ~ a a) • 
Having established the of conducting valves 
the bridge, the currents in the transformer windings must 
established on both sides. For a ~1tar bridge, shown 
Fig. 3.2(b) I the secondary winding currents each phase 
are set equal to the given direct (!urrent if bottom 
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Valve is conducting, and. to the ne'Jative of that if the top 
valve is conducting; otherwise it is set to zero. 
(a.c. side) wipding are equal to the correspond-
ing secondary currents the signs reversed. 
Current is ·fo·rced to in a secondary winding of a 
delta bridge even though both valves corresponding to its 
phase are not conducting. In the case shown In Fig. 3.2(c), 
the secondary winding 6f phase 'c' carries a third of 
direct current with v2 ·and both not conducting. 
In general, one winding two-thirds of the rect 
current 'in one direction while the other two carry 
each, flowing in the opposite The table shovm 
Fig. 3.2(d) gives the current, dis in the 
winding for all combinations of no:cmally conducting 
pairs. The primary winding current:s are set to (- 13 ) 1 
times the corresponding secondary 
·3.2.1.2 Using the terminal 
conditions provided by load ,. and assuming balanced 
condi tions, the generato:cs internal e .m. f. is obtained by 
E. "" V / 13 ~ g + Z I ga 
where Zs is the synchronous reactance (Xd ) and 19a is the 
generator phase tal current as calculated from the power 
flows. 
When filters are contribution to 
fundamental power flow ( compensation) must be 
accounted , and this done by 
If !::: Vg I. (13 Zf) 
where Zf !::! - j / (w E C. ) all i 1 the branches i. 
Field current may be estimated by 
so that Efd 
The short-ci 
have zero current. The 
damper 1,V'indings are assumed to 
angle 6 may be calculated 
o 
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from the phasor representation in Fig. 3.3, and the relative 
position angle e is then calculab~d·as 
o 
where f3 accounts for transform~~r 
the (lagging) phase ang of the 
3.2.2 
± f3 
shift and ~ 
voltage ( a) • 
A steady state analysis s 
based on the assumption of 
as a load flow, which 
sinusoidal a.c. 
waveforms, can not exact conditions the 
dynamic analysis of a ;'Stemwhich ludes convertor and/or 
detailed syn(ihronous machine mode In the case a 
machine, single analyses can not indicate 
Fig. 3.3 
I 
I 
190 
-.. d axis 
Phasor Diagram of Ro 
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q. axi 
Machine 
currents or position 
exact representation 
currents is not 
system 
to perform tt 
approximate load 
obtain the 
These 'dynamic 
for several 
repetition 0 
computation 
Both ;', 
As a re 
error 
dynamic 
as 
I 
I Illay 
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case .of convertors, 
It.e:!::' 
1 values 
, to 
point dynamically" 
stored used 
same sy8tem~ thus avoiding 
19 
ion, 
tial 
the 
(1976) 
an a.c./d.c. 
problems 
reported 
systems t.o 
encountered by former were due to 
ficatio:t'ls of 
conduction 
periods. If 
vo 
cially 
oi cations 
to the timing of va ring 
extinction con tro 1, the I 
took much 
formulatj on in 
improved this 
Ini 
3.2 1 'I 
or currents, or of 
to commutation 
major 
II e. g .. as a 
lly 
within 2 cycles 
of 
us 
initial 
Campos 
especially s 
were not 
rator~c:onvertor WE~ 
a.c. fi 
low" 
By tances 
during the to 
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. machine's time constant, faster settling of the to· 
the desired steady state operating point was achieved. 
The overall qualit:.y init conditions is 
determined by the use a fast fourier form algorithm 
which analyzes the simulation ts, inspecting 
particular power flows and voltage les, checking 
the leve of harmonics. 
3.2.3 Network 
The above 11 
(i) the network 
a compact form as des in Section 3.7 
(ii) branch lists each branch type in terms of 
the network together with gnations 
of type cross referencing information 
(iii) initial values for all nada voltages and 
branch currents 
(iv) , the basic non-commutating solution matrix, 
and initial states. all convertor bridges. 
The network equations are shed by . 
defining all the incidence matrice including K and 
calculating the 
The latter 
Rr" An 
the purpose 
for the state 
and usin'4. the 
abIes 
calculated to 
I cm::fficmatrices Ly ' L 0 RS . 
ion of matrices LI , Lk 
connection matri i so for 
cnrrents. Ini values 
WI' Wk 
ion set (2.39) 
of state 
the initial 
Q are .also 
a. 
(2.48) f 1 dependent 
are 
solution and out.put. 
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The dynamic analysis solution may then commence, in most 
cases initially to obtain the desiced operating point 
dynamically, before beginning inve~tigation,of disturbances. 
Fig. 3.4 shows a general fl.ow diagram for the process 
detailed in this section 
3.3 MONI'I'OrUNG AND CONTROL OF CONVERTORS 
At each step in the integrati.on process, the convertor 
valves are tested for current extinction, voltage cross-over 
and conditions for, firing, based on the individual valve 
currents and voltages. If indicatf~d, changes in valve states 
are made, and/or the cont:col system is activated to adj ust the 
phase of firing. When a valve switching takes place, the 
network equations are altered by suitable modification of 
K6k and L6 as detailed in Appendices A7-AB. Fig. 3.5 is a 
generalised flow diagram depicting the above actions which 
are detailed below. 
Since ii is not possible to integrate through 
discontinuities, the integration time must coincide with 
their occurrence. These discontinnities must be detected 
accurately since they cause abrupt changes in bridge node 
vol tages, and any errors in the irwta.nt o:E the topological 
changes will callse inexact soluticms. 
3.3.1 Valve Fi 
When a convertor valve sati fies the conditions in 
Section 2.2.2.2, it will. be switchHd to the conduction state 
and the next~ valve to fi:re will be set by a ring counter I 
wi th its phase of firing set so th~tt in the absence of 
control action it will bE3 pulsed 60° lat,er. If the valve 
/ 
System 
" 
Yes 
Read system data dnd 
initial conditions 
end 
o 
Type of comp,ment 
line 
1 2 3 4 5 
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reduced 
system 
6 
t cao, fo "'" 'j'Y" oh,ooo U>: f il to< con va <to, 
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Interpolate all state 
variables back to extinction 
instant. Calculate 
,dependent variables. 
E'or celch bri.Jqo: 
check EoI' cro8~.;-ovcrll, 
and activate control 
system in relevant 
bridge if they occur. 
For each bridge: if valve 
firing due, issue firing 
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Fig. 3.5 and 
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forward voltage criterion is not s~tis the pulse is 
retained for a set period without u.psetting the ring 
instant of the following valve. 
Valve firings are therefore predictable, so that if 
it is detected that a valve is due to fire in the following 
integration step, the step length be adj so that 
firing coincides with the end of the step. A tolerance a 
fraction of a degree is acceptable in defining firing time, 
since this corresponds to phase jitter in systems 
(Ainsworth '1968). 
3.3.2 Valve Extinctions 
Valve extinctions can only predicted at the 
expense of slowing down the computation process markedly. 
Sufficient accuracy is achieved by detecting extinctions 
after.they have occurred, as indicated by negative valve 
currents, .and then using linear int:erpolation to assess 
actual turn off instant. Only one valve may be extinguished 
per bridge at anyone time, the earliest extinction over 
all the bridges is always chosen for the interpolation 
process. By defining the current (I) in outgoing valve 
at the time of detection (t), when 
previous integration was hi the 
be given by . 
where It-h) 
All the variables (V) in the equation 
then interpolated back 
:= V t 
step length of the 
of 
( :2 • 39) - (2. I~ 8) are 
The next integration 
step length h. This linear 
accurate over periods which are 
degree, and is computationa 
Caution must be e 
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11 then begin at tx with 
is sufficiently 
ly less than one 
AlJcu,,,,,i ve . 
extinguishing a valve 
since this'may produce a non-conducting condition in the 
convertor, i.e. the current path i~ interrupted due to there 
being' no. conducting in one half of a bridge. Action 
.is taken in such a, case to ensu.re that the valves nearest to 
the smoothing reactor are OFF so that the convertor side 
the smoothing reactor is open circuited, and that the minimum 
number of valves conducting state to 
path within the convertor to the common reference point, 
thus avoiding the need defining new network nodes. 
3.3.3 
The convertor control system calculates 
corrections in a bridge, as described in Section 2.2.2 2, 
when one of its valves exp~riences a positive going voltage 
zero crossing the first time r was 
extinguished. The instant of crOS,3~over is pin-pointed by 
linear interpolation in the same Wily as instan-ts 
were , although in this case no discontinuities 
are created and therefore there is no to the 
a 
integration process. Ac·tual extinc:tion are calculated 
at this , and if this angle 
margin r deionization, the valve 
indicate-commutation failure. The 
accumulating current cont.roJ. information 
successive voltage crossings, wh 
ON to 
the time between 
is 60°. 
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3.3.4 12 Pulse Operation 
Wi thdirect· digital control, it is possible for t:vlO 
bridges in twelve pulse operation 1:0 have their control 
drift so that a permanent di (other than 30°) in 
their phases of firing occurs. is . particularly so in 
the constant current control mode, since the absolute value 
.of (lr is not used (whereas the value of o. 
~ 
for EAC) . This imbalanced firing condition may still 
used 
provide the correct steady state b3rrninal conditions, but 
will produce uncharacteristic harmonics in both the a.c. and 
d.c. systems. Therefore this event is prevented by 
monitoring the relative phases of ring and, in addition to 
the normal control operation, provLding control action to 
o . 
maintain the correct phase shift (30 ) between the two 
bridges' va firing pulses& 
3.4 SOLUTION OF NETWORK EQUATIONS 
The differenti equations (2.46) - (2.48) are solved 
for the first integration step, using the initial values 
provided, and the numeric in s desi 
In Section 2.4.4, it was seen that the implicit trapezoidal 
method required the evaluation of changes in state 
variables, and also the dependent vari les, during the 
iterative proces$. The number of (i.e. the rate 
of convergence of the equations) i dependent on 
integration step length the tolerance. This 
iterative process involves the majority of nlnnerical 
evaluations in the programme, and fore determines 
speed, and accuracy, of the dynami;:; solution. Therefore, 
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as detailed in Chapter 2, it must be computational 
efficient, which will mean utilis the nature of the 
problems tq be analyzed, such as n3taining sparsity in the 
coefficient matrices. 
To ensure fast convergence, the integration step 
length is automatically adjusted each integration 
by the following method. If the nmnber of iterations taken 
-to achieve convergence the current -time step was i, and h 
was the step length, then if 
i > 5, h is reduced to 0.95 • h 
and if i < 2, h is inCl:(~ased to 1.1 • h 
If convergence is not a.ttained within 10 iterations, the 
step length is halved and theinteqration process 
rest.arted at the previous time This latter action, 
which takes precedence, is a safety measure taken when 
instability of the process is indic::ated, e.g. when the step 
length is much greater than the smallest time constant of 
the network. The' other actions per.'form 
step length to the natural time corts 
tuning of the 
of the 'network for 
the following integration period. The optimum step length, 
with regard to processing , will v.!iry with the system 
being studied, but to the ass'umption concerning 
frequencies of in it must o kept below 2.5 for 
a.c./d.c. systems. In purely a.c. systems limiting 
factor is the assumption of. constant coefficients over the 
integration interval. 
Actual computer processing t.ime is primarily a 
function of the step length and the of system 
differential equations. However is also by the 
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system'configu~ation (e.g. number convertor bridges) , 
and its characteristics (e.g. the presence time variant 
parameters such as saturation or unsymmetrical led 
machine models) • 
3.4,.1 Time Variant Nodal Coefficient Matrix 
The detailed digital model for synchronous machines 
contains time v,ariant inductances. Generally the machine's 
neutral (unearthed) and stator terminals are, by definition, 
y nodes. As a result, each time the machine inductance 
, -1 
matrix Ll is updated, L must be reformed. ' However in y , , 
certain instances, for example ifl::he machine is part of 
a unit type convertor scheme (Cal v0;rly et aZ. 1973) and its 
terminals have harmonic filters connected, then by definition 
its terminals become e nodes and thus its only coupled y 
node is the neutral. In the usually adopted case of 
symmetry, Ly will then independent of rotor position 
and therefore it is time invariant, However if the machine 
has phase asynunetry I or exhibits sE,turation, it is still 
,necessary to reform Ly according to equation (2.26) at 
each integration step~ This requires Lg to be recalculated 
according to Appendix A~f and inverted to give a new matrix 
L l -
1
• The timing of these calculat.ions, the logic used 
to determine if they are, necessary,.. are led in Fig. 3.1. 
3.5 APPLIED DISTURBANCES 
Apart from abnormal convertc'r behaviour due to 
terminal conditions, dist:urbances be applied by a 
data set formed at input time, which speci the type, 
and time of application, of di 
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(8). All types 
of a.c. system faults ,are catered , including' their 
initiation and correct , ~nd these are detailed in 
Chapter 4. Similarly d.c. initiation, detection, 
clearance and recovery are investigated in Chapter 5. 
In addition to these t simulations, disturbances such 
as network load changes can be modolled by varying the shunt 
element used to model such loads. 
Many types of convertor fauJ.ts can be initiated, z. 
single or multiple valve misfires, single firethrough of a 
convertor valve, blocking and/or d!':'!blocking of a convertor 
bridge. The latter involves suppression and subsequent 
reinstatement of the valve firing pulse to the bridge. The 
accessibility 0 convertor bridge control variables 
allows for easy modification of convertor control 
'and even the actual control scheme~!!, as well as the 
patterns of bridges and individual valves. 
Any number and combination of the above faults may be 
applied at anyone time, or during a simulation period. 
3.6 OUTPUT AND DATA RETRIEVAL 
The dynamic simulation 
step, information on all nodal va 
convertor states as well as control 
variable deri vati ves. ~o outp1,lt ,a 
entail a massive output list. 
is employed in which only certain 
curren ts and vo I tages', are output 
0.5 to 1.0 msec) I as well as at 
, at integration 
currents and 
and state 
formation would 
procedure 
, e.g. valve 
intervals (say 
times, 
during the simulation run. In addition, at each of 
times, this and other state and d~pendent variable 
information· is output to a mass storage medium. This 
enables selection of particular quanti for inspection 
after the simulation run has finished, without requiring 
repetition the· simulation. A programme to 
utilize this data file to provide graphic plotting or 
,ordinary 'numeric listing of the selected quantities, or 
combinations of quantities, has been. developed • 
. The necessity of establishing t dynamic initial 
conditions' a particular system has prompted the 
development of a facility for storing these conditions on 
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a similar mass storage basis. These conditions can then be 
used for initiating various studie~; involving the same 
system in the same initial state. This will avoid the need 
to do initial condition runs for e:ich study. Storage of the 
states at the end of every simulation run also has the 
advantage that if for some reason a continuation of the 
simulation desired at a later s , it is sible 
retrieve this data and extend the ;simu1ation period. 
Alternatively, comparisons over in a 
simulation can be made by performing a para! 1 simulation, 
e.g. using a different set of controls etc., retri 
the data stored at the end of the previous period, and 
re-running the progral'l'Ulle for the fied duration of 
comparison. 
The method of \;1sing previously stored establi 
conditions avoids the majority of 'the input. procedure. 
This is indicated in Fig. 3.4 .. 
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3.7 PROGRAMME OPTIMISATION 
3.7.1 Scope 
The programme was originally designed to handle 
combined·a.c./d.c. systems of reasonable size with flexible 
configurations. Every practical combination of the plant 
components discussed in Chapter 2 has been catered for, and 
the allowable size of the system is only limited by the 
storage allocated to each type of element. 
3.7.2 
The coefficient and incidence matrices in equations 
(2.39) - (2.48) contain a large proportion of zero elements 
(e.g. Fig. 3.6). Only the non~zero elements need be stored 
in order to save computer storage time in performing 
matrix operations. Further reduction in storage is achieved 
·by storing only a sample of any constant sets which are 
repeated, i.e. assuming linearity .and balance, all three 
phase matrix elements e.g. mu1tip1{~-segment transmission 
line series inductance matrix, and each phase of a bank of 
single phase transformers. This will not apply to 
transmission line nodal (see Appendix ) I 
nor to resistances since the 
stored as simple diagonal vectors 'whose indexing information 
is inherently given by the relative ition of the 
3.7.2.1 CoefficientMatric,~s. The 
samples of non-zero matrix elements are in a vector 
of real constants C, the indexing information is 
in three integer vectors LC, KC, LK, as in the example in 
Fig. 3.6(c). C contains the non-2;13ro of the full 
0. -__>_--' 
® --'I>-I-~ 
@- -. 
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---
(a) Equivalent Circuit (b) Full Inductance Matrix 
lC . [, .13 II 13 I, 13 15 17 1517 Is l7J 
(c) compact Jnductance Matrix 
branch 112 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 '3 /0 II 12 
from I 4 2. 5 3 6 I <;:) 2 10 3 \I 
-~--
1:0 a 7 0 7 0 7 8 II 8 9 8 10 
(d) Branch List 
K IJ]!Ji[ ~ 15-111 12 [ 4- I G I-H~:GIili I a ~L9l121· BI ~ 
I 2 3 4 5 b 7 5 '3 10 1112 13 14 1516 171B 19 2021 
L CiJilsl71 B 1 9 1 !OI':JLGI181201~J 
(e) . Node-Branch Incidence Natrix 
Fig. 3.6. Storage of Coefficient and Incidence Matrices 
matrix, scanned row-wise, ignoring repeated sets. The 
.vector LC gives the relative 
information of each row that is 
KC contains the column numbers of 
in C of the start of 
in the full 
non-zero elements 
th~ full matrix while LK 9 
of the start of information 
the relative address in KC 
r each row. 
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Th~ branch and node coefficient matrices (LI , Lk , L6 , 
Co.) are also ordered in such a way that they are composed of 
block-diagonal sub-matrices of low order. Each block is a 
square matrix representing a set of mutually coupled branches 
with few, if any, null elements. The full matrix inverses 
are ·therefore identical to the ori9inal matrix in structure. 
This makes it relatively easy to calculate inverse and 
matrix-by-vector products in a systematic manner. 
3.7.2.2 Matrices. Incidence --------~---------
information is stored in two integer vectors: the 
coefficient vector (K) and the associated index vector (L). 
Taking a node-branch incidence matrix as an example; 
L gives the relative address of the start of information in 
K for each node. The coefficient vector K contains the 
numbers of branches that are connected to node. preceded 
by a minus s if the node, happens to receiving-end 
of the branch in question. This is effectively storing the 
matrix by rows, replacing a+1 by colunm ~umber, a -1 
by the negative of the column number, completely ignoring 
zeros. Fig. 3.6(e) shows the node-'branch i.ncidence matrix 
for the example given. 
3.7.2.3 Implemen~~. 
required to perform the tasks of 
subroutines are 
v storing and 
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indexing the coefficient and incidence matrices. A' 
routine performs coefficient matrix inversion. As well as 
these tasks, which are basically required at input, the 
solution of the network equations requires·the evaluation 
of matrix-by-vector products for which general subroutines 
were also developed. 
The product of a compactly-stored incidence matrix D 
and a vector V is obtained by algebraically adding the 
elements of V whose relative addresses and signs are given 
by the elements of K pertaining to each row in D. The 
product of the transpose pf D and a vector can be obtained 
by a similar modified procedure, and it.is therefore only 
necessary to store one form of incidence matrices. The 
real coefficient matrix-by-vector product is obtained by 
summing up the products of the non~zero elements in each row 
and the elements of the vector V, \vhose relative addresses 
are given by the column numbers st() in Ke. 
Multiple products, such as expressions given 
by equations (2.39) - (2.48), are obtained by scanning the 
expressions from right to left, progressively carrying out 
single matrix-by-vector multiplications until 
product is reached. 
3.8 VALIDATION OF MATHEMArICAL MODEL AND DIG! 
final 
PROGRAMME 
The segregation of the processes led above, 
allows for comprehensive te$ting of the individual parts. 
Full testing of mathematical model and programme can 
only be performed by comparison with results from simi 
types of studies, or from physically attained results. 
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The only facilities available for checking purposes on a 
quantitative basis, were a steady state (load flow) analys 
programme, a fault study programme, and a transient stability 
programme in which the solutions were based on the assumption 
of balanced, sinusoidal waveforms • 
. The separation of the eonve monitoring and 
controllogie routines, allows testing of the majority of 
the programme.with an a.c. system, without the need to 
include the more. restrictive d.c. components. Then, using 
combined a.c./d.c. systems, the remaining routines can 
checked. 
By comparing results of a dynamic simulation of normal 
steady state operation over a long period (say 500 msee), 
with .those from a load flow, a reasonably comprehensive 
check of the model and programme may be obtained. Taking 
into account the inherent assumptions in load flow analysis 
(infinite smoothing reactance, fixed commutation reactance, 
no dynamic control action), one can expect the solutions to 
be' very close. Test cases indicated that discrepancies of 
. .. 0 
less than 1-2 were seen in the control angles (a, y, 8) 
convertors. These are well within tolex'anee 
for power system analyses. 
These long simula·tions also provide a means 
expo~ing ~ny possible numerical ins lity the 
integration proeess(es), or accumulation of truncation 
and/o.r round 0 errors. The use of a different integration 
process, or step length, a para simulation an. 
alternative check. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FAULT STUDIES IN AC SYSTEMS INTEHCONNECTED BY HVDC LINKS 
·4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Different analytical models are needed to predict the 
various effects of a.c. power system faults, depending on the 
specific information required. Steady state power frequency 
studies are commonly carried out for the calculation of 
circuit-breaker ratings atid transient stability levels; they 
normally involve the complete power system, and use linear 
circuit analysis to obtain information at particular 
instants of time. 
Dynamic simulation studies are also carried out in 
order to obtain information on transient current and voltage 
waveforms following the inception of a fault, or its 
clearance, for .the purpose of dynamic testing of switchgear 
and protective relays. They usually require more detailed 
representations, but do not normally involve explicit 
modelling of the complete system . 
. Conventional a.c. fault algorithms cannot simulate 
the highly non-linear behaviour of HVDC convertors to fault 
conditions. The convertors' responses and subsequent effects 
are often neglected wi thout proper j ust~ification. For the 
sake of analytical simplicity, they are either assumed to 
~aintain a constant P,Q load throuqhout the fault period, or 
are disconnected entirely. . However.', simulations based on 
simple quasi-steady state representations (Heffernan 1977, 
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Turner 1980) have shown that the power of HVDC 
convertors are generally too large to be , and their 
speed of controllability (much ter than action) 
may have a profound effect on the entire system behaviour 
during, and immediately r, the fault. Moreover, a.c. 
system disturbances will inf 
istics of the d.c. controls 
the type and character-
for 
scheme, and this information can only be obtained through 
correct simul'ation of convertor behaviour under such 
circumstances. 
It is the purpose of 
extent of the applicability of 
chapter to discuss the 
quasi-steady and 
dynamic models, to the analysis power systems a.c. 
fault conditions. The New Zealand a.c./d.c. system used 
to test the models with both' balanced and unbalanced B.C. 
faults simulated. The results are used to discuss the extent 
of the applicability of the mode • and particularly, 
scope of the dynamic simulation in design of switchgear, 
protective systems and convertor contro 
4.2 DYNAMIC MODEL 
4.2.1 Introduction 
The time variant nature of the current and voltage 
waveforms in an interconnected a.c /d.c. , which 
subjected to an s.c. fault, can generally only be predic 
by dynamic analysis 
The state variable 
the interconnected 
, \'1i th 
of the frequent convertor topological 
convenient method performing such 
components. 
handling 
, is a most 
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4.2.2 Dynamic Representatton. of A..£ Sys~m 
Modelling of each component in an entire a.c. 
system using such techniques is sible, but for a 
system this may become, 
size and complexity of 
impractical due to the 
The use of an representation (part 
many an a.c. system, as dis in Section 2.2.7, 
computational advantages, and by correct network 
only a negligible in aCC'tlracy is s 
4.2.3 
To determine, an equivalent network for the 
stUdies to be out, the areas of speci interest 
in must first be identi For a.co fault 
a.c./d.c. networks, major area of 11 be at 
the convertor terminals ,;md, at the fault I since 
these are the most likely areas of overvoltage and distortion 
effects. Therefore, in general, explicit formation will be 
required at I viz. ' and invertor 
a.c. terminals, 
The New 
a test system. It 
networks of 
faul t locat,ion 
Power Transmiss 
ts of two 
capacity, 
North Island, 19 buses in the 
interconnected by a ±250 kV HVDC 
described in on 4.2.4. 
dominated by a ar component: 
scheme is used as 
220 kV a.c. 
21 buses in 
Island, which are 
ssion link as 
tern is not 
than the doC. 
link); it is 'co cons an equivalent network 
representation, with just the detailed 
being model explicitly. Ef then, at each 
of interest a Thevenin Equivalent must be obtained 
the a.c. system, as seen looking 
the relevant node. 
the from 
A means of obtaining equivalents for 
total system representation is pro by an a.c./d.c. 
fault study programme, which uses i~ i~steady state 
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representation, on inj currents at the convertors' 
a.c. terminals, for the d.c. link 1978). The programme 
is based on a nodal system analysis, which· steady 
state pre-fault nodal voltages of the a.c./d.c. system are 
described by the following matrix equation 
v Z I + Z J (4 • 1 ) 
where Z is the bus impedance mat 
I is a vector of inj currents due· to 
a.c. generators, and 
J a vector of nodal currents injected by the 
d.c. terminals. 
This a.c./d.c. fault progranune models the 
non-linear behaviour 
convertors control 
current setting~ When a 
of the a.c .. systems, 
of 'the faulted p, the 
the d.c~ link equations. 
current (at one of 
magni current 
but the phase 
turbances by asstm1i'ng 
so the 
occurs in one 
current f flowing a I 
i~s state 1 
With d.c. link on 
the convertor stations) I 
ection;:; , , will 
of the will 
depend on terminal voltages the d.c. link 
out. 
the 
, 
conditions (a , 6.). 
. . r 1 
From the matrix equation (4.1), the following 
expressions are extracted for the nodal voltages at the 
convertors and fault buses (Fig. 4 1) 
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Vf = V +Z (If +J f ) +Z (If+J f ) +z If 
m m nun m m ron n n mp ••• (4.2) 
Vf ::;;:: V + Z (If + Jf) + Z ( f + Jf) +Z If 
n n nm m m nn n np 
Vf = -Z f=V +Z (If +J f ) +Z (rf+J f ) +Z If P P pm m m pn n n pp ••• (4.4) 
where Zf is the fault impedance, 
If is the fault current, and 
V , V , V are the 
m n p voltages at the rectifier, 
Fig. 4. 1 
invertor and fault buses respectively, 
in the absence of d.co transmission. 
A.C. 
stem 
Current Injections 
and Fault Busbars 
Convertors' 
Equations (4.2) - (4.4) describe a x set 
three interre Thevenin The feature 
this interre is that each tion contains two 
terms which coup that equiva to the other two 
equivalents, viz. 
where Jf 
P 
f f o and I = I '. 
, p 
for k e: m,n,p 
j e: m,n,p 
j F k 
This equation set can be incorporated into dynamic 
simulation with particular ease, provided modification of 
the equations to allow the mutual co term, 
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which has both real and imaginary components of impedance, 
is performed. The equations affected are equations (2039), 
(2.43) and (2.46) which are modified so that 
(i) Rl now contains diagonal terms, and 
(ii) Ll contains additional off diagonal terms. 
Now that a method of obtaining an equivalent 
network has been determined,' the accuracy of this model 
at frequencies other. than the powe:r system frequency must 
be examined, since the fault study programme, and thus the 
Thevenin equivalent, only applicable at the fundamental 
frequency. As detailed in Section 2.2.7, the of 
a detailed impedance-frequency locus each system 
~onfiguration rules out correct representation at a 
frequencies. Hot\yBver for frequencies at and above 
resonant frequency of the high harmonic fi , the 
a.c. system impedan is swamped .. presence resonant 
condi tions in the range of the low€.~st harmonic filter (5th) 
to the high pass is not expected. Therefore an approximate 
model which is for .frequencies below the fth 
harmonic, where resonances are most likely to occur, if at 
all, is the most feasible. Such the model by 
Giesner (1971), which gives a constant impedance angle up 
to the fifth harmonic . 
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. The initial test cases presented here used a simple 
;fundamental frequency a.c. network impedance$ However this 
was a data limitation only, since if the impedance-frequency 
locus is known, it can be modelled in the programme by 
equivalent networks, such.as in Fig. 2.3. In particular, 
the Thevenin equivalent approach lends itself to the 
representation in Fig. 2.3(b) where correct system damping 
can be modelled. 
4.2.4 DC System Representation 
A schematic of the HVDC interconnection in the 
New Zealand (N.Z.) power system is shown in Fig. 4.2, 
where it can be seen that it involves four convertor 
bridges at each a.c. terminal. The HVDC link involves 
a bipole line consisting of 530 km of overhead line 
(South Island), 40 km of submarine cable (Cook Strait) 
and 37 km of overhead line (North Island) . 
For a.c. fault inve~tigations, the d.c. line 
representation may be simplified to a double-bridge 
monopole equivalent, since this still gives 12 pulse 
operation, and therefore represents the d.c. system 
accurat,ely. The transmission line monopole equivalent was 
represented by 3, pi-sections for the South Island overhead 
line, a large shunt capacitance for the Cook Strait cable, 
and.'a series impedance for the short overhead line in the 
North Island. The latter was incorporated into the smoothing 
reactor data at that end due to its relatively small value. 
AC 220kV 
Benmore 
'~II 
16kV 
To South Island 
S!:j~ S!jnchronous 
General::ors 
D.C. 
SOOkV 
I I L",ne 
Cc.\ble. 
3"3'KV J:ilter 
g. 4 2 h .' of N.Z. a.c./d.c. Interconnection SC.e::mat:tc 
Ha~w~.Jd..i! 
lA~ HO lnV 
H~~ls ! 
~;fJlh!.l!~0J~ 
~~?llJLV 
A C_1Ly'ilem 
Data Set (in per unit) 
S.I. smoothing reactor 0.00042 
, N.I. smoothing reactor 0.00254 
0.65807 
L' = 0.69843 d 
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overhead line r == 0.01087 1 "" 0.07568 C :::; 0.60711 
submar)..ne cable c = 1.59974 c 
Fig. 4.3 Equ~valent HVDe Representation fora.c. Faults 
This representation is depicted in g. 4.3, along with the 
data set used. Equivalent convertor transformer reactances 
were calculated using the N.Z. schema data, and corrected to 
a two bridge equivalent. Actual a •• harmonic filter data, 
corrected to a 220 kV se, was also incorporated from the 
N.Z. scheme, as was the data existing smoothing reactors. 
The entire data set is datai in Appendix A9. 
4,. 3 ESTA~LISHMENT OF INITIAL CONDI'I'IONS 
When a reduceq system representation is used to model 
the a. c. sys tern, the three pha'se reid and imagina terms of 
the Theveninequivalents' ch impedances in equat 
, , , 
(4.2) (4.4) are trans to the topological matrices RI 
and LI respectively, as described in Section 3.2. 
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The initial conditions are obtained using process 
d~scribed in Section ~.2.1. The study, which provides 
the Thevenin equivalents, provides the s 
pre-fault solution required by the dynamic analysis to begin 
.establishment of correct dynamic initial condi (Section 
3.2.2) • 
If a complete a.c stem representation used, 
full component representation implemented 
inclusion of component paramet~rs in the Rr , , Ll and Co 
matrices. The steady state pre-fault information may also 
be bbtained from an a.c./d.c. Load Flow analysis. In this 
case, the establishing realistic initial conditions at 
the instant of fault occurrence then follows the same 
pattern as in Sections 3 2.1 and 3.2.2. 
4.4 FAULT APPLICATION AND REMOVAL 
The simulation of a fault impedance is restricted by 
the network constraints defined in Chapter 2. Two methods 
for fault application and/or removal must considered 
allow representation of any type of 
general, to satis 
involve either 
the constraints, 
impedance. In 
. application 
(i) insertion of a resistive fault branch into a branch 
list or connection of a fault, u already 
established in the branch liflt, to the fault 
OR 
(ii) alteration of the impedance 
connected fault branch. 
a permanently 
; 
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The a.c. system entation used, wi determine 
the specification of the nodes at fault location. 
4 .4. 1 
(i) Application by Connection or Insertion of Fault Branch. 
There are two types of location in equivalent 
representations. 
(a) Convertor Busbar Fault 
When the convertor terminals have high pass lters 
attached,.thetopology definitions will mean each phase of 
the terminal busbar· is a 13 node. The existence of a 13 node 
at the fault location in the fault branch list, allows 
the fault application to be simulated by inserting a shunt 
resistance to ground at the convertor node, at a time 
corresponding to the fault occurrence. This resistance need 
not included in the pre-fault branch t. -1 Matrices Rr ' 
RS and KSr must then be reformulated to· describe this new 
shunt resistance. With this topology, practical numerical 
values for the fault element.will not convergence of 
the state variable formulation. Similarly, fault clearance 
is ·simulated by removing this resistance, and 
RS • reformulating Rr 1, KSr 
An alternative s whereby the fault branch, which 
may be inductive or resistive, included the ori 
branch, can also be used for this type of fault location. 
Fault application or removal is by altering KSr 
and RS for a res fault, or K rH for an inductive fault. 
The modifications to the connection require simply 
setting an element to zero for the fault and post fault 
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periods, and setting it to unity on fault appl In 
'both of these cases convergence is again not affected with 
practical values for the elenlent. 
However, if the convertor b3rminal is a y , i. e. 
no high pass filters are , then the constraints 
applying to the fault are the same as a 
remote fault location as detailed in (b) below. 
Whenever the fault located at a convertor terminal, 
only two Thevenin equivalents are required since node p is 
now identic.al to either m or n. Therefore equation' (4.4) is 
deleted from the system representation. If the convertors' 
a.c. systems are asynchronous, then there is no cross 
coupling and the equation ( 4 • 2) - (4.4) reduces to 
Vm 
f 
Vm + Z (I f + J f) = rom m m 
V f 
== Vn t Z (I f + J f) n nn n n ••• (4.6) 
and V f = - zf If = vf . P J 
••• (4.7) 
where j = m or n. 
(b) Remote 
When a net,work reduction technique as a Thevenin 
equivalent is , a busbar is crt'::lated at the remote fault 
location. In the absence of the fault, s bus is 
effectively open-circuited (infinite shunt impedance to 
ground). With the Thevenin configuration (source behind 
impedance model)', busbar will a y node in the 
dynamic analysis. On fault appl , insertion of a 
shunt resistance to ground, as in (a) , would violate 
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the origirialnodal specifications, since the resistance 
shunt element would change the t node from a y to a 13 
node. This is not allowed within the topology constraints. 
If however shunt contains a of any 
size, the original node would maintained. 
. Insertion of this shunt ofi fault application, i.e. into an 
already established branch list, would a large 
~1 
amount of matrix reorganisation, (L1 ' Rl , K yl ' Ly)' which 
would have to be repeated on fault removal. This is to be 
avoided since the storage scheme for the elemental matrix 
L{",1is rather complex. To overcome this, the ,fault branch, 
is included in the original br<;lnch list. Correct simulation 
of the pre-fault and fault periods, as well as the 
fault period, can then obtained by the relevant 
element(s} in KYl to zero and unity respectively. Each 
alteration of Kyl will require Ly to recalculated. 
1 However the matrices Ll and Rl remain constant. This 
sequence similar to the commutation action in the 
convertor bridges, where it is seen to not affect 
convergence of the numerical integration of the 
variables. 
(ii) Application by Alteration of t.ing Branch Pa.rameters. 
The scheme (i) limited faults at y since 
purely resistive cannot without upsetting 
the network topology_ An alternative to the method (i) for 
fault initiation and removal, which will be at 
both fault locations and for any of fault e , is a 
method based 'on the principle of ition. A fault 
branch (Z f) I which be resi or inductive, is 
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established in the original branch list. Any 
which is not infinite in the pre-fault period \\Tould create 
an incorrect system l·oading. However, very large values 
for zf affect the rate of convergence of the 
integration of the state variable equations. 
This can be avoided by including in the Thevenin 
equivalent, as seen from the point, a generating 
source exactly equal to the effective loading cr'sated by 
the non-infinite shunt impedance to ground at the fault 
point. By the principle of superposition, the dynamic 
model will ,then see the fault bus as an open-circuited 
terminal which will have the correct voltage. 
This procedure was checked performing an 
initial condition study, with a shunt impedance to ground 
of appreciable magnitude, so that effect a substantial 
load was created at the fault point. An equivalent 
generating source was included in the Thevenin equivalent 
to compensate for this. The solution then obtained by the 
dynamic simulation for the pre-fault condition was found 
to be the same as obtained by a load flow solution. This 
both justified and proved the application of the method of 
superposition to avoid the problem trying ~o simulate an 
infinite shunt impedance for the conditions. 
At fault application time, t:he shunt impedance is 
altered to its fault value to form the appropriate faulted 
network. In the case, of a remote :fault with a purely 
resistive fault zero fault -1 ,Rr will 
be infinite and Re will be zero. This would necessitate a 
ve'ry short integration step to achieve a reasonable rate of 
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convergence for th.e numerical integration process. 
Therefore a fault impedance in which the ratio X/R can be 
selected to avoid convergence problems must be used for 
remote faults. In the case of a convertor fault (with high 
pass filters connected), either' a resistive (R ) or inductive 
r. 
(jXl ) fault of any magnitude can simulated. 
, . 
Summarising then, in each of the above methods, by 
. establishing the appropriate fault impedance in the branch 
list the fault can be applied at ,a pre-selected time, 
provided a reasonably balanced state has been achieved. 
The means of establishing this shunt depends on the location 
and.fault branch required, and can be achieved by at least 
one of th~ above methods. 
Any type of fault can be simulated by each of the 
above three. methods. In a three phase-to-earth fault, each 
phase will have·an equivalent which is grounded through a 
fault branch. For a single phase fault the two healthy 
phases wil~ 'retain their pre-fault configurations. 
Similarly a phase-phase fault can be simulated by connecting 
the relevant phases together and if the fault involves 
,they may be connected to gr6und as well, using one 
methods detailed above. 
The usual form of a.c. fault clearance involves the 
following sequence: 
(i). detection of fault with relevant discrimination; 
(ii) ope,ration of the relevant circuit breakers to isolate 
the fault by opening the breakers within 3-10 cycles; 
. (iii) after a period sufficient for the fault path to 
deionize, the breaker is reclosed thus completing the 
original circuit! and 
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(iv) if the fault re-establishes, the sequence is repeated 
for up to 2-3 times and then if the fault still 
persists, the breakers will permanently isolate 
fault. 
Because of the definition of the fault iocation in 
the system model, this sequence of events can be simulated 
by an action equivalent to circuit breaker action. The 
actual time'of fault clearance is determined by the following 
sequence of events. At a prescribed time following fault 
application, say 5 cycles, ,a flag is set which indicates 
that fault clearance is to be initiated on the relevant 
fault branch(es) at the next zero crossing of current in the 
fault branch (es) . Extrapolation is used to predict the time 
when a zero crossing will occur: i e. if tj is the present 
time step, and h the step length, then 
t. ) = t. '1 )- + h (4.8) 
Therefore if the current in the fault branch at time t. is 
J 
I., then 
J 
hi = ••• (4.9) 
so that if h' is less than the next integration step (the 
nominal value as calculated in the integration routine) , 
the next time step will be 
::: t. + h' 
J 
••• (4.10) 
, which will coincide with the zero crossing of fault current. 
Fault cl~arance will then be as described above by 
(i) alteration of a connection matrix element or removal 
'a shunt resistance, or ~ ), al terat.ion of an elemental 
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impedance value to re~establish the pre-fault circuit. 
This process is repeated each of the phases which 
are faulted. A flow diagram depicting the actions taken 
fault application and removal is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. 
4.4.2 Full AC System ReEresenta'tion 
In a.c. fault simulations ~ith full ~.c. system 
representation, the fault location will generally involve 
eLther ana or B node. Therefore either of the methods 
described in (i) in Section 4.4.1 will be applicable. In 
.the case of y.node locations, e.g.' faults at the 
terminals of' an isolated generator, the method (i) may be 
used except in the case of purely resistive faults. In this 
instance, an adaptation of. method (ii) in Section 4.4 •. 1 may 
be used to corr~ctly simulate the fault. 
As an example the full sequence (i) - (i v) in Section 
4.4.1 is simulated for a (three phase-to-earth) a.c. line 
fault, witb reference to Fig. 4.5·(a) by: 
(i) Inserting the relevant fault impedance at the fault 
point in parallel with the shunt capacitance of the 
1r model corresponding to that location, by alteration 
of a pre-established connection matrix element. 
(i1) Subsequent to the specified circuit operating 
time, the line is isolated by reforming the connection 
matrix elements associated with the (breaker 
locations), on detect'ion of current zeroes there. 
(iii) After a speQified time, the breakers are reclosed 
and the fault to ground is removed by reforming the 
original connection matrices. 
-,... 
lit 
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Time for Fault 'les 
Application 
No 
No Time for Circuit Breaker Action 
Simulation i~e. Fault Clearance 
Yes 
(EXit) For each phase of 
fault branch: if 
--
For each node of 
fault location 
"Yes Fault already cleared apply fault: 
on this phase 
No 
r Monitor If I -I I 
1 
" Near Zero - If .. 0 Much qreater Perform Extrapolation 
than zero to estimate h' - remove fault 
I y node fault location I I 6 node fault location 
---, 
I Alter connection matrix KSr Alter connection matrix~l or Kfh or elemental values LI , Ri or elemental value 
or remove resistance Rr 
.. 
IF l 
~ 
~ I Step Length .. min(h,h ' ) I 
-Ci.:xT=:> 
Fig. 4.4 Flow Diagram of Actions Taken for 
Fault Application/Removal 
THE LIBRARY 
UNIVERSITY OF ~::\BUf\Y, 
'J:::HRISTCHURCH. N.Z. 
Fig. 4.5(a) Full System Representation of a 
Line Fault and Circuit Breakers 
Fig. 4.5(b) Inclusion of Circuit Breaker Resistances 
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Each of'the breaker operations can simulate the 
inclusion of resistance elements in the make/break sequences. 
A series resistive ,element may, be included at the relevant 
line ends (r 1 , r 2 in Fig. 4~5(b», the value of which may 
be practically zero without affecting convergence patterns, 
since the line ends are generally connected other lines, 
and are therefo.re in general a nodes. This enables 
simulation of preinsertion resistors on reclosing action 
qf the breakers, or of breaker contact resistanc e increasing 
with time, on opening of the circuit breakers. The value of 
this series resistance (see Fig. 4.5(b» can be al at 
any rate. 
by 
Openin~ of the circuit breaker can then be performed 
(i) increasing r 1 and r 2 at a rate defined by the 
breaker contact res tance VB time behaviour; ,and 
(ii) at a certain resistance, s~tting elements a1~e and 
a.n+1r 2 to zero in the connection matrix Ka,r • 
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Reclosing of the circuit breaker is performed by: 
(i) removing Zf by setting elementa,3zf to zero in Kar ; 
(ii) reinstating elements a,1r1 and Qn+1r2 to their 
'original values (1, -1) in l{ ; and 
ar 
(iii) decreasing r 1 , r 2 to comply with the pre insertion 
resistor values. 
In cases where breaker contact resistance is not modelled, 
only step (ii) in the opening action is simulated. Similarly 
in'cases where no preinsertion resistance is used, only steps 
(i) and (ii) are performed, with r 1 and r 2 equal to zero. 
4.5 TEST SYSTEM AND RESULTS 
The studies carried out'were primarily 'concerned with 
the fault and immediate post-fault periods. Extensions of 
the study-periods to investigate system stability are 
possible, butcomputational+y expensive. 
, , 
The following a.c. faults, balanced and unbalanced, 
were simulated with the South Island station rectifying 
and the North Island convertor inverting~ 
(i) A three-phase fault in the South Island, resulting 
in a reduction of the rectifier a.c. voltage to 
approximately 30% of the fault value (case 22). 
(ii) As in (i) I-except that the fault is applied in the 
North Island, thus reducing the invertor -a.c. 
- to about 30% of the pre- value (case 111). 
(iii) A three-phase fault in the North Island, close to 
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the convertor station (case 1). 
(iv) As in (iii), but with a single phase fault (case 101). 
No attempt was made to optimize the HVDC link 
controller constants independently for each fault condition 
under dynamic simulation, but rather a set was used which 
gave a fast, yet sufficiently damped and stable response, 
to all a.c. fault conditions tested. A typical fault 
clearing time of 100 msec (5 cycles) was used in all the 
4.,5.1 Fault (i) 
The dynamic response of 'the a.c./d.c. system prior 
to, during, and after the short-circuit is illustrated by 
the waveforms shown in Fig. 4.6. Waveform (a) shows the 
large direct· curre'nt variation which occurs for about two 
cycles following the abrupt a.c. voltage'changes, i.e. 
subsequE;lnt to fault occurrence (between cycles 2 and 4) , 
and after fault clearance (cycles 7 to 9). Cor:t'esponding 
changes in alternating current take place during those 
periods, and, due to the relatively slow response of the 
harmonic filters, very large. al~ernating current waveform 
distortion occurs. This in turn causes considerable a.c. 
voltage waveform distortion at the convertor terminals 
(Fig. 4~6(b», and at the faulted bus (Fiq. 4.6(0». 
Fig.4.6(d) sh.ows the d.c. power variation during the fault. 
The a.c. disturbance produces no consequential convertor 
maloperation, and about S.o msec after fault initiation 
(cycle 6) the d.c. controllers are able to the current 
levels (Fig. 4.6(a» very close to the specified settings. 
Fig. 4.6(a) 
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22 CONVERTOR DC CURRENTS 
2.0r-----.-----.-----.-----'.-----,-----~----~----_ 
1.5 
0.5 
2.0 3.0 4.0 ,:),0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 
TItE (CYc:l£S) 
Figa 4.6(b) RECTIFIERRC VOLTRGES 
1,5 r---'-.----.""', --....., ..... --'-,----,--""""'-""'l'""""--~--.... 
O.S 
0.0 
-0.7 
Fig. 4.6(0) FRULT BUS RC VOLTRGES. 
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Fig. 4.6(d) 22 CONVEP TOI~ DC POWERS 
1.5 .------.-----,-----y----,--.---r---,--,--.--,----
1.0 
0.5 
0.0 
p 
r 
-O.5L-----~------~~----~I~----~------~----~------L-____ _J 
1.0 2;0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 
TI~E (cYCLES) 
Steady state .solutions using a quasi-steady state 
d.c. model in an a.c./d.c. fault study programme, with the 
d.c. link operating, or blocked (.after the disturbance) , 
were also carried out, and a comparison of results at 
the instant of fault clearance is made in Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1 Comparison of results for case (i) at the 
fault clearance instant 
9.0 
~----' 
STEADY-STATE STEADY-STATE 
. DYNAMIC WITH DC LINK WITH DC LINK BLOCKED 
------
ex. (deg.) . 9.5 5.0 Not applicable 
0 (deg. ) .68.7 73.8 Not applicable 
V 0.35 O.33/§:~ O.4l/~ 
r 
If (kA) 13.6 13.8 14.5 
Close 
Generator 
-
2.2 2.0 
Current (kA) 
. Distant 
Generator 
-
1.4 1.2 
.Current (kA) 
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It is apparent from the Table' that for this particular fault 
and location, the steady state models provide adequate 
information for the level of fault current at fault clearance 
time. The presence of the d.c. link is shown to reduce the 
current slightly at the point of the fault, and increase it 
elsewhere. 
4.5.2 Fault (ii) 
When a similar a.c. fault is placed at the invertor 
end, the disturbance is sufficient to cause repeated 
commutation failures in the invertor bridges, producing 
a large direct current peak of about 300% some 15 msec 
after fault inception. These convertor disturbances cause 
extensive qurrent fluctuation (Fig. 4.7(a)), and thus the 
control angles and current magnitudes at the fault clearing 
time can not be accurately predicted with the steady state 
model. For instance, the steady st.ate prediction of fault 
level for a five cycle clearance is 40% higher than the 
value obtained' from the dynamic'simulation. 
The. current control action during the disturbance 
causes sUbs.tantial alternating current and voltage 
fluc:tu~tion, and harmonic distortion, at both ends of the 
d.c. link. By way of ill~stration, the. rectifier end 
voltage waveforms of Fig. 4.7(b) show a voltage peak of 
over ,150% during the fault. The voltage waveforms at the 
fault loc'ation following fault clearance are illustrated 
in Fig. 4.7 (c) • 
Fig. 4.7(a) 
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111 CONVERTOR DC CURRENTS 
O.O~--_--~·I----~I----~I----_~!----~!----~I~--~I~--.-J 
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 
TlI"E (CYClES) 
Fig_ 4.7 (b) 111 RECTIFIER RC VOLTRGES 
1.5 r----~--,---,__--,__--_._--_._--.....,....--.... 
. 1.5 ._. __ ._.L-.. ___ ...L.-, __ '-",:,,_~L ____ \"'-____ L-___ .L-__ -.J 
2.0 3.0 4.0 ~.O 0.0 ';l.O B.O D.O 10.0 
nt'f: (CYCIJ.S} 
g. 4.7(c) 111 FRULT BUS RC VOLTRGES 
o.e 
0.0 
.. 3.0 . 4.0 '..i.1.) (;.0 U.O D.O 10.0 
f I tf: lC'ft I.E!)) 
4.5.3 Fault 
-----'---=-
A low impedance fault is applied at the invertor 
a.c. bus, reducing its voltage level to less than 10% 
of the nominal. The immediate effect is a commutation 
failure in each of the invertor bridges, with subsequent 
failures q.nd a' continuous d.c. short circuit. The d.c. 
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voltage variation of Fig. 4.'8(a) illustrates ,this effect, 
and clearly for this fault there is no alternative to the 
dynamic simulation mode 1.. 
Fig. 4.8(a) 1 INVERTOR DC VOLTRCES 
1.5 ""----- "-,r---.,------r---,----y-----'I 
0.8 
0.0 
,:"0.7 
- J .S '-------'----'-----'------'-----'---...:......... .......... 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
TlI"E (CYCLES) 
The direct current waveforms, illustrated 
Fig.4.8(b), show a,rapid rise due to the invertor 
d.c. 'shortcircuit~ This r~sults in correspondingly 
l~rge variations in the convertor a.b. currents, with 
peaks of 3 and 4 times normal load values at the rectifier 
'and. invertor ends respectively. Th(';lrectifier end a.c. 
'current waveforms (Fig. 4',8 (e» are again very distorted 
and unbalanced. 
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Fig.4.8{b} 1 CONVERTOR DC CURRENTS 
<1.0 ,----,--
3.0 
2.0 
0.0 __ l. ___ L __ .~--L_.~_"""':L-__ ..L.... __ -1 
0.0 I.U 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
T:t'E (CYCLES I 
Fig. 4.8(c) RECTIFIER RC CURRENTS 
25.0 ....------.----;----..-----.---- -,.-----., 
12.5 
0.0 
-12.5 
-25.0 I..--__ --L-__ ---L ___ L-_'-----J...... __ ..:...l.... __ ----l 
4.0 5.0 6.0 0.0 1.0 . 2.0 3.0 
T1t'£ (CYCLES) 
Fig. 4. 8{d) 1 INVERTOR I=lC VOL TRGES 
1.5r----,-----.-----,~---T-----~---~ 
_1.\5 __ ..L.-____ .I .1.-.... __ ..J. __ 
0.0 1.0 L.U 3.0 ~.O ~.O 6.0 
r tt'l: (CYCLl.S ) 
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After five cycles, the direct currents are close 
to the normal settings, but the control angles are close 
to 90°. Therefore the convertor a c. currents are almost 
purely reactive, and cause large voltage regulation at 
both ends of the link. 
The recovery voltages, due to the proximity of the 
fault, are greatly affected by the convertor behaviour. 
For instance, Fig. 4.8(d) shows that one of the phases 
experiences a peak of 135% on fault clearance. 
4 • 5 • 4 Fa ul t ( i v) 
A low impedance fault is now applied to one phase 
only. The collapse of one phase causes an immediate 
reduction of the invertor d. c. voltage, and a sharp increase 
of direct current, which results in a series of commutation 
failures. The initial response of the d.c. link is thus 
very similar to case (iii) I and again, can only be assessed 
by the dynamic model. 
The direct currents and invertor side a.c. voltage 
waveforms are illustrated in Figs L~. 9 (a) and (b). 
The voltage unbalance produces two extended commutation 
overlaps per cycle. This effect produces a continuous 
variation of the invertor firing angle (particularly 
under symmetrical firing control), and causes direct 
current fluctuation (espeCially at the invertor). 
Moreover, the two convertor'ends operate with angles 
, 0 
close to 90 during the fault, and these two fects 
result in considerable voltage unbalance, regulation, 
and distortion of the two healthy phases (Fig. 4.9(b». 
Fig. 4.9(a) 101 CONVEHTOF~ DC CtJF?RE"NTS 
4.0 __ c __ ,._c______ r---~---- r c- -----r -----,-------
3.0 
2.0 
I .0 1-"""""==1-..... 
0.0 L-___ --'-__ ---' ___ .J.1 ___ -'--, _~-L----' 
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 
Tlt'£ (CYCLES) 
Fig. 4.9 (b) 101 INVERTOR 'RC VOL TRGES 
0.8 
0.0 
-0.7 
-1.5 '--__ -'-__ -.l ____ --'--__ ~ ___ .L __ ,.......J 
. 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.C 
Tlt'£ (CYCLES) 
Although some commutation ilures still 
occur 80 msec after fault inception (cycle 5 in 
their effect on the direct current level is small 
due to the reduced d.c. voltage ent. 
• 4.9) 
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4.5.5 Effect of Remote End Representation 
An investigation of the behaviour exhibited in 
the fault 'studies (i) -(iv) above, indicates that the 
extent, 0'£ disturbance to the remote end is governed by 
the severity of the fault. 
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Rectifier end faults causing a substantial drop in 
the rectifier a.c. voltage instigate CCC at the invertor 
,end. This may' result in waveform stortionand possible 
overvoltages at the remote invertor end (see Section 4.5.1 
above). , 
For invertor end faults, the drop in invertor a.c. 
vol tage will demand CCC action, at ,the rectifier which may 
create waveform 'distortion and possible overvoltages at 
the remote rectifier end. 
A reduction in the dynamic analysis computation costs 
may be achieved by usin~ a simplified representation ,of the 
a.c. system, remote from the fault location. Inclusion of 
the a.c. harmonic filters into the a.c. system's ,Thevenin 
equivalent, instead of explicitly modelling them in the 
dynamic analysis, will significantly reduce the number of 
differential equations to be, solved. This simplification 
may still provide accurate information for the faulted 
in the form of actual waveforms at the relevant busbars. 
However, because of the simplified remote end 
representation, waveform information is then limited there. 
Explicit filter modelling ensures inusoidal waveforms in 
the steady state. The effect of including the filters in 
the Thevenin equivale~t is clearly shown in Fig. 4.10(a) 
for a' fault study (case 222) involving the same, test system 
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as in Sections 4.5.1 - 4.5.4 above. The fault is in the 
South Island, and a simplified North Island representation 
is used. The invertor voltage waveforms, in the absence of 
the shun't fil ters ,reflect the effect of square current 
waves in the convertor transformer vJindings, and dents due 
to valve commutations. 
Fig.4.10(a) 222 INVERTOR RC VOLTRGES 
I.Sr------.----~.-----,-----_.------._----~------r_----~ 
-1.5 --- ,_1 ___ ---1..-__ J...I _~_'L _____ --'I'__ __ _'__ ____ .L_ __ 
l.O J.O 4.0 ~.O G.O 7.0 8.0 0.(1 10.0 
TIr~ (CYCLES) 
This simplification is valid provided the control 
action at the remote end is limited, as detailed above, 
since then the convertor will behave in a near steady'state 
manner, with little or no resultant waveform distortion. 
Two parallel studies of the rectifier end fault 
described above were conducted: one with the invertor 
, filters explicitly modelled (case 321); and one with the 
filters included in the Thevenin equivalent at the remote 
,end (case 222). Th~ results, pres~nted in Fi~s 4.1D(a) - (e) 
,indicate similar trends. However, the severity of the fault 
is sufficient to require the invertor to change from EAC 
to CCC.' Under inve,rtor CCC the behaviours are practically 
identical, but in the transition period where control action 
alternates between CCC and EAC, differences in invertor 
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direct current are evident. 
The extinction angles measured from the distorted 
invertor a.c. voltage waveform in case 222 (Fig. 4.10(a» 
a~e different from those obtained from the near sinusoidal 
waveforms of case 321. The difference is sufficient to 
cause more control action during the EAC/CCC transition, 
resulting in th'e more oscillatory invertor direct current 
waveform for, case 222. Although this error in invertor 
response (case 222) is directly related to extinction angle 
measurement, it can not be alleviated in the programme 
without modification to the basic control principle. 
Fig. 4. 10 (b) 
I.~ 
, I. 
I • .o~,"\,\i 
222 CONVERTOR DC CURRENTS 
I. 
1. 
, _~ J 
Ir 
{l.U ____ ...1._, --.L.-. ! _.-L-__ l_' __ -' 
~.U :J.u 4.U thO G.O 1.0 U.O \l.0 10,0 
'f 11'1: I C'r'CU.ti ! 
Fig. 4. 10 (c) 321 CONVERTOR DC CURRENTS 
1.5 
0.5 
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 S.O 6.0 7.0 8.0 
TltE (CYClES) 
Fig.4.10(d) 222 RECTI IER AC VOLTRGES 
_I .5 '---__ -L __ ---l'--'--~:_'_::_---:-'----.L-----J...I ---,'-----, 
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 0.0 7.0 9.0 0.0 10.0 
TIrE (CYCLES)' 
Fig. 4.10(e) 321 RECTIFIER RC VOLTRGES 
1.5 ~I 
O.B 
0.0 
-0.7 
The rectifier direct currents for each case bear a 
close resemblance, and the recti a.c. voltage profi 
are practically identical throughout the study period. 
The behaviour at the fault bus, i.e. fault current levels 
and recovery voltage behaviour, is also identical for each 
case. Therefore the waveforms at the fault end are not 
significantly affected by slight differences in control 
action at the remote convertor. 
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Use of a simplified invertor end representation for 
rectifier end faults is therefore limited by extinction 
angle measurement errors, which can cause discrepancies in 
convertor response. The use of the simplified model for a 
rectifier fault as severe as this is therefore not justified. 
However in the case of a mild invertor end fault, 
this particular limitation will not occur since CCC at 
remote rectifier does not require explicit angle measurement 
relative to a.c. voltage waveforms. The control action at 
the remote rectifier must, however, be sufficiently minor to 
not create waveform distortion. 
4.6 TIME VARIANT EQUIVALENTS 
4.6.1 Effects of Time Variant Thevenin Equivalents 
The a.c./d.c. fault study programme, with quas 
steady state d.c. link representation, uses impedance values 
which are selected to match the time at which calculations 
are to be made; e.g. for a study in which a circuit breaker 
will clear the fault after 5 cycles, the simUlation uses 
transient reactances for synchronous machines to obtain 
information at the breaker operating time. Therefore the 
Thevenin equivalents derive their numerical values from a 
fixed reactance system model, the value of the reactance 
depending on the type of reactance used for the synchronous 
machines. 
However, a dynamic analysis should accurately model 
the changing state of .the system. The use of constant 
Thevenin equivalents throughout the full study period will 
not be realistic. They must instead include the time 
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response of generators throughout the network, since, in 
the case of a major disturbance, machine effects may be 
appreciable. This requires a time variant Thevenin 
equivalent for the network, which can only be obtained from 
a simulation in time, since a single time solution, such as 
performed by the fault study programme, can only provide 
equivalents valid at that single time. 
The multimachine transient stability programme 
at the University of Canterbury is suitable for the 
simulation in time of .a.c./d.c. systems under a.c. or d.c. 
faults (Arnold 1976, Turner 1980). The stability programme 
represents the a.c. system fully, with the d.c. link 
represented by a quasi-steady ate model as a first 
approximation. At each integration step of the transient 
stability programme (approximately 10 msec), the 1 a.c. 
network is reduced to provide a Thevenin equivalent at each 
d.c. link terminal. The equivalent at each time step is 
thus a reduced representation of the a.c. system as seen 
from the convertor's a.c. busbar, and will include all 
associated generator effects. 
The transient stability study will therefore produce 
a time variant sequence of network equivalents, the 
variation of which will be a function of the disturbance 
investigated. To provide explicit representation of 'the 
fault bus, a third Thevenin equivalent is also obtained at 
each integration step of the transient stability study, by 
looking back into the a.c. network from that point, in the 
same manner as the fault study programme did. This is 
conveniently arranged, since basically each transient 
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stability solution uses the same set of equations as the 
fault study programme. Therefore for a two terminal d.c. 
link, three time variant network equivalent sequences are 
provided by the. stability programme. 
The equivalents obtained from the transient stability 
simulation of the fault condition, are derived using a 
quasi-steady state approximation to the actual d.c. link 
behaviour. An improvement of this approximation may be 
obtained by an extension of the interaction between the 
dynamic analysis and transient stability programmes. 
results from the dynamic analysis can be transformed 
into a suitable form for a more accurate transient stability 
analysis by the following process. 
At each integration step of the transient 
study, the dynamic simulation results are processed to 
provide a.c. power and voltage specifications at the link 
terminals (Turner 1980). In this way the quasi-steady state 
approximation to d.c. link performance is replaced by a more 
accurate representation of the link performance the 
purpose of a further transient stability analysis. 
Consequently, further iterations can be made between the 
two programme studies to improve convergence between them, 
as detailed in Fig. 4.11, where each loop indicates in 
effect an iterative interaction between the two programmes. 
Obviously, repeated iterations would be very costly. 
In order to determine the accuracy of the initial 
Thevenin equi valente, which were on a quasi-steady 
state d.c. link model, two iterations were performed for 
a severe invertor fault case. 
Yes 
Initial transient stabiUty 
-'] study provides fi.rst Thevenin 
Equivalent Sequences 
Dynamic Analysif;: performed it,jn 
consccuLi vc stayel, usinq latest 
Thevenin Equivalents - generat~s 
information for processing 
i-I 
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If observation of dynamic 
,xnalysis indicates mismatch with 
quasi-steady state d.c. link 
model in transient stahi li ty 
"tudy, adjust quasi-steady state 
performance accordingly. New 
transient stability will then 
provide more accurate Thevenin 
Equivalent sequences. 
Process analysis j 
information enable use in 
transient stability study_ 
Transient stability stUdY~J 
using processed dynamic ' 
analysis information yields 
new Thevenin equi valen,ts 
b---~---------r-----------
Check difference between the 
sequence of equivalents -
more iterations necessary? 
Fig. 4.11 Flow Diagram of 
Between Dynamic 
Stability Computer 
ve Interaction· 
is and Trans 
Programmes. 
Inspection of the Thevenin equivalent sequences obtained 
showed di rences of less than 1%. Hence the error in 
using a Tbevenin equivalent ned using the quasi-
steady state d.c. link representatjon, compared with an 
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. iterative process, will, in general, be much less than 1%. 
For the purposes of providing accurate indications of the 
behaviour of the a.c~ systems, in the form of time variant 
Thevenin equivalents, the quasi-steady state d.c. link 
approximation has proved to more than adequate. 
In addition, it is possible to ~bserve the trends 
as a dynamic analysis ses through consecutive stages, 
and if necessary, to interactively modify,the performance of 
the quasi-steady state d.c. link model over the period 
already dynamically simulated, so as to match more closely 
the dynamic simulation results (see Fig. 4.11). This then 
provides an updated sequence of time variant network 
equivalents'which can be used in succeeding stages of the 
dynamic analysis. Al though several short duration trans nt, 
stability runs may be required with this approach, they are 
less expensive than the alternative, which involves proces 
ing the dynamic analysis data as well as performing a 
transient stability run. In addition the former approach 
minimises the dynamic analysis computation. 
In cases where the full a.c. system represented, 
i.e. an equivalent'representation is not used, each machine 
may be represented by a time varying equivalent, or in 
case of a system dominating machine, by full transient 
equations. 
4 .• 6.2 Incorporation of Time Variant Network 
E~uivalents. 
In the presence of multibridge HVDCconvertors, 
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the simulation of waveform dynamics requires a very small 
integration step (of the' order of 0.1 msec). On the ot,her 
hand the transient stability p~ogramme, used to determine 
the generators' response during diE;turbances, provides 
reliable information with integration steps of 10 msec, 
i.e. one for every 100 dynamic simulation steps. 
~n the transient stability programme, at each time 
step, gr~dual changesofa.c. system parameters from the 
subtransient to the transient, as obtained from the 
generators' .response, are used to update the injected 
currents at the rminals of each. generator. The updated 
current injections yield a new Thevenin source voltage; 
while the Theveninimpedance remains constant. 
The r.m.s. magnitude (E) and phase angl~ (B) of 
each Thevenin voltage, as calculated by the transient 
stability study for each time step t., are stored in a 
. . J . 
data. Ie as a sequence of time·variant Thevenin voltages. 
The rates of changes of these Thevenin voltages over each 
time step of the transientstabilit.y study are small enough 
to allow a linear interpolation to find an appropriate 
equivalent at each time step of the dynamic analysis, 
i.e. at time in the dynamic is, 
Ex "" E. + (E. +1 - E. ) . (4.11) J . J J 
ex - B. + ( tl j +1 - 8.) • llt (4.12) J . J 
where at .- (tx - t. ) / (t j +1 - t. ) . . . (4.'13) J J 
and 
The dynamic analysis then calCulates instantaneous 
phase values for each Thevenin equivalent source volt,age 
at tx from these quantities, by 
e a - Ex cos (6 + tut) x 
eb ::: Ex cos (9 + tilt - 120°) ,. 41 0 (4.14) x 
ec 
:::;: Ex cos (6 + x tilt + 120°) 
The neqessary modifications to the overall programme 
~ontrol,illustrated in Fig. 3.1, to incorporate a facility 
for time variant network equivalents, are illustrated in 
Fig. 4.12. 
Careful alignment of the transient stability data 
file with the dynamic analysis is necessary to correctly 
,identify fault application and removal times. An initial 
solution at t ::: 0 by the transient stability programme, 
which yields information ih the form of a load flow, 
'provides the initial Thevenin Elqui valents. To shorten 
establishment of pre-fault initial conditions, the re renee 
angle in the a.c. system(s) is adjusted so that run 
begins within a commutation-free period (see Section 3.2.1). 
Thus all future angles obtained from the transient abili 
data file must be similarly adjus 
The dynamic initial'condit are obtained using 
the constant initial Thevenin equivalents. Fault 
application initiates process of obtaining the time 
variant Thevenin equivalents from transient stabili 
data file, as described above. 
/ 
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If the dynamic analysis is done in stages, as 
described in Section 3.6, the stage durations must be 
matched to multiples of the transi~mt stability integration 
time (10 msec), so that a 'new equivalent is available to 
initiate the next dyna~ic analysis stage. 
Since circuit breaker operation will be spread over 
approximately one half ( 3 fault), a nominal 
fault clearance time has to be used in the transient 
stability programme. As a first approximation this gives 
a reasonably accurate indication of, the a.c. system's 
response to fault clearance. Again, further iterations of 
the ,loop indicated in Fig. 4.11 may be used to improve 
accuracy, although this has not been found necessary. 
A consequence of using a time variant equivalent 
is that frequency deviations occur as the a.c. system(s) 
swing. Provided control information in the form of 
Id,'dId/dt (both non-zero) arid 0i (from cross-overs) is 
still available, this will not cause any problems. However 
a. must be measured from the cross-over of voltages (as 
0), if a correct indication of the absolute 
angle is required. 
Alternatively a reference to the system 
be formed so that distortion of the a.c. vol 
of f 
may 
waveforms 
does not confuse the firing control pattern when viewed as 
an absolute firing angle (a.). The ;3ystem swing is then used 
to modify the interval between firings (6Fi ), which are 60° 
in the steady state. Under disturbed conditions the 
interval will be (60 0 + tJ.P i). To c()mpensate for 
shi the interval will become 
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••. (4.15) 
where t::.8 is the in Thevenin source angle 
over the relevant transient stabi ty step. This may also 
be used to yield a value of a relative to the actual a.c. 
voltage waveforms. 
·4.6.3 Results 
Two cases were studied to demonstrate the use of time 
variant equivalents. These were compared directly with a 
time invariant solution in each case. To offer a wider 
range of comparison, di rent time invariant models were 
used for the two cases. In the first case, the system ]. 
was formed using the system generators' subtransient 
reactances. In the second case, transient reactances were 
used. 
From previous results (Section 4.5), it can be 
predicted that with a time invariant representation, the 
fault current level will remain essentially constant 
throughout the fault period,apart from the effects of d.c. 
offset related to time of fault occurrence. This will be 
in contrast to a time variant representation, where a decay 
pattern relating to subtransient/transient decay effects 
should be exhibited. 
The actual level of fault current depi in the 
time invariant cases will be dependent on the generator 
reactances Subtransient valU<3s will result higher 
levels than a transient reactance model would. For this 
reason, measures of fault current L~ve with a time 
invariant representation can only done at a time 
commensurate with the generator reac~tances used. 
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4.6.3.1 Invertor End Fault. In order to investigate 
a particularly severe fault, a three phase fault at the 
invertor a.c~ busbar was simulated. To retain sufficient 
voltage for valve turn-on, the fault impedance was selected 
so as to reduce the terminal voltag(~ to approximately· 10% 
of nominal·. 
As expected, there were .significant differences 
between study 311 (invariant) and study 312 (time variant) p 
since this particular fault is a severe one, whibh causes the 
loss of a major power source to the ihvertor a.c. network. 
Figs 4.13(a) and (b) indicate the differences in fault 
current levels. The time variant case shows the natural 
decay of the envelope of fault curr'ant. Closer investigation 
also shows that the magnitude after five cycles (at time of 
clearance) is significantly smaller, the r.m.s. magnitude 
being 24 p.u. compared with 50 p.u. 
Fig. !j • 1 3 ( ill 311 AC Fr-1ULT CUr<F':;CNTS 
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When comparing the case in Section 4.5.3, which 
used time invariant transient reactances, with the time 
variant case here, it was seen that the levels of fault 
current at breaker operating time were nearly identical, 
since the equivalent used in the former is based on the 
system equivalent at that time. The use of a time 
invariantsubtransient equivalent is, however, more 
appropriate in terms of protection ratings, without giving 
an indication of the fault level at breaker operating times. 
The use of the time variant equivahmt combines both these 
effects, giving an acdurate dynamic analysis. 
The decay (apart from d.c. offset decay) is a 
direct result of the reducing magnitude of the Thevenin 
source voltage at the invertor, which represents the 
normal time response of the system's generators. From 
an initial value of 1 p.u. this reduc~s to 0.5 p.u. after 
five cycles. This is depicted in Figs 4.13(c) (magnitude) 
and (d) (phase angle), which indicate the equivalent 
sources for each network. 
Fig. 4.13(c) VOLTRGES 
Rectifier 
1.0 t:-~------------- .. -----
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This decay in Thevenin source voltage results in 
reducing fault current· levels and decaying a.c. voltage 
wave rms at the invertor terminal. The a.c. voltages 
(Figs. 4.13(e) and (f» show the differences also, with 
waveforms (f) indicating a reducing magnitude through the 
fault period. Of significant interest is the behaviour in 
the post fault period. 
Fig. li.13(e) 311 HIVERTOR AC VOL TRGES 
Til'1£: «,"tCtESI 
Fig. li.13(f) 312 INVERTOR AC VOLTRGES 
7.0 0.0 9.0 10.0 II.U 
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As seen in Fig. 4.13(c), the recovery of the 
invertor's a.c. source voltage is gradual. Therefore, while 
voltage levels much in excess of the steady state values are 
experienced during fault recovery in the time invariant case, 
this does not occur with the time variant model. 
The behaviour of the d.c. link is similar for the 
initial period. However when the frequency shifts become 
significant, the timing of calculations of firing corrections, 
which occur at voltage cross-overs, is altered. As a res 
different control action is experienced, which leads to a 
different pattern in the link behaviour. This is indicated 
in Figs 4.13(g) and (h), which show the d.c. powers in the 
two cases. The gradual recovery of the invertor source 
voltage is effected in the gradual recovery of d.c. powers 
in the time variant case, compared with the relatively 
abrupt change in d·. c. powers in the invariq.nt case. 
Fig. 11.13(9) 311 CONVERTOR DC PO~fERS 
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As seen in the results of section 4.5, considerable 
distortion is noticeable at the rectifier end. There is 
little change in source or terminal voltage magnitude there, 
and the occurrence of overvoltages and distortion is linked 
cloSely to the control action of the link. To obtain correct 
values for these effects, a time, variant equivalent must be 
used. 
4.6.3.2 Recti End Fault. A three phase fault 
--------~--,-----------
which was expected to reduce the rectifier a.c. voltage to 
approximately 65% of homi was simulated, and the results 
are illustrated in Figs 4. 14 (a) - (f). This fault will not 
have such a severe effect on the d.c. link as did, the fault 
in Section 4.6.3.1. 
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The time invariant case (321) was modelled using a 
transient reactance model for the awc. systems. The fault 
.current patterns (Figs 4.14(a) and (b» ar~ dominated by 
a d.c. offset, which is due to the instant of switching. 
Closer investigation showed that fault occurrence coinci 
}'lith one of the phase voltages being at a maximum, which 
results in the fault currents of the other two phases 
having equal and opposite d.c. offsets. By breaker 
operating time this of et has practically disappeared. 
As for the invertor fault (Section 4.6.3.1), post 
fault recovery showed a gradual rather than instantaneous 
increase in the phase voltage levels at the fault and 
rectifier buses for the time variant case (Figs 4.14{c) 
and (d». 
Fig. 1I.111(c) 321 RE:CrrrIEJ< PC VOLTPCFS 
Fig. II. 14 (d). 322 RECTIFI RC VOLTRGES 
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Throughout the fault pe od, the behaviour of 
th~ d.c. link is similar for each case, with rectifier 
operation at a min , and the invertor controlling 
current. 
This behaviour is sustained post fault, but with 
the difference that the time variant model has a gradual 
increase in rectifier a.c. voltage. 
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As a result, the invertor continues to control 
link current, so that the direct current level is equal 
to the invertor setting< In the time invariant case, 
however, instantaneous voltage recovery is assumed, 
and so the rectifier assumes control of current at its 
setting.-As a result of these differences in control 
action, actual d.c. power transmitted is sUbstantial 
different in the-post fault period (see Figs 4.14(e) and 
(f) ) • 
As for the invertor fault (Section 4.6.3.1), 
because the d.c. link is an asynchronous nature, 
the a.c. network which is remote from the fault~ is not 
directly affected by the fault. Therefore the only 
regulation and distortion effects which occur are as a 
direct result of d.c. link behaviour, i.e. changes in 
direct current, and the control action implemented. 
However, as seen. in Section 4.5, this can ·contribute to 
overvoltages, both during and following the fault. 
4.7 TRANSFORMER SATURATION 
4.7.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in section 2.2.5, an appropriate 
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modi f.icat ion the transformer inductance matrix, to take 
into account the magnetizing characteristics, may be used 
to model saturation effects. In the coupled rcuit model 
used to represent the transformers, the magnetizing current 
may be directly formed by summing the instantaneous primary 
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and secondary. currents, with the sign convention as 
indicated in Fig. 2.1. Multiplication by the magnetizing 
reactance ~ill result in the instantaneous magnetizing ux 
linkage, i.e. 
(4.16) 
, lJJm = L i m ••• (4.17) 
where in per unit the magnetizing reactance Lm is equivalent 
to the self reactance (L'1' L22 ) of the transformer (see 
Section 2.2.5). 
Magnetization cu~ves in general relate the flux 
linkage of the transformer core to the magnetizing current, 
i.e. they indicate a 'relationship for the equivalent 
instantaneous magnetizing reactance (inductance) e'· When an 
overvoltage occurs, a large rate of change of flux 
created. If the overvoltage is sustained, the resultant 
flux may be sufficient to push the transformer irito the 
non-linear magnetization region. Typically, high voltage 
transformers may saturate at 10-20% above nominal flux. 
A typical transformer magnetization curve (Dommel 
1971 and 1975) is indicated, with hysteresis , in 
Fig.4.15(a) As can be seen, the knee point of the curve 
is tightly defined and the curve may be closely described by 
a two slope linear approximation as in Fig. q.15(b), since 
the slope in the saturated region above the knee is almost 
linear, and the slope in the unsaturated region is the linear 
unsaturated value of magnetizing reactance. 
In cases where the inst~ntaneous magnetization curve 
is not defined for. a part,icular transformer, it may be 
Fig.4.15(a) 
i, 
1.1 
1.1 
Typical Transformer Magnetization 
Characteristic 
Fig. 4.15(b) Linearised Transformer Magnetization 
Characteristic 
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derived from the r.m.s. characteristics usually supplied by 
the manufacturers, by a conversion technique (Dommel 1975, 
. Prusty and Rao 1980) which ignores hysteresis, eddy current 
losses and winding resistances. 
When a transformer saturates, its operating point on 
the transformer magnetization. curve, which may be expressed 
. as magnetizing flux linkage versus magnetizing current in 
instantaneous values, is shifted into the non-linear region. 
In the dynamic analysis formulation· instantaneous magnetizing 
current is directly available, whilst magnetizing· flux is 
expressed by the time integral of the voltage impressed at 
.the transformer terminals. The state space formulation 
requires .constant coefficients over .each integration time 
step, with no discontinuities occurring in flux linkages. 
The product of the instantaneous magnetizing current, 
obtained at time t., using equation (4.16), and the constant 
J " . 
value for magnetizing reactance over the previous interval 
(t. 1 to t
J
.), J-
linkage (IJ! ). 
m 
wi provide an instantaneous magnetizing flux 
This value may then be located on the known 
magnetizing characteristic to give an updated value for the 
magnetizing current (im). Since flux linkages are continuous 
through each time , a" new value for the magnetizing 
reactance (L ) can then be ~alculated, i.e. referring to im 
Fig. 4.15(b), if IJ!m < 1J!1 
i :::::: IJ!m/L1 m 
Lm "'" L1 ••• (4.19) 
if 1/Jm > 1J!1 
i =: 1J!1/L1 + (IJ!m - 1J!"1) /L2 m (4.20 ) 
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and L· m (4.21) 
where L1 and L2 are the gradients of the dual slope 
approxima tion •. 
To provide a generalised model for cases where the 
knee point is less well defined, a multislope linearized 
approximation has been developed, as an extension of the 
two slope approximation. Alternative numerical techniques 
for curve fitting have been suggested· (Prusty and Rao 1980), 
but their complexity is not justified for dynamic fault 
analysis, although the techniques are amenable to the state 
space formulation. 
Since the coupled circuit model's self reactance is 
based on magnetizing reactance, the transformer matrix Lt 
may be reformulated as in Section 2.2.5 with L11 and L22 
equal to the updated value of L , ~nd since mutual reactance 
m 
is a function of the self (magnetizing) and leakage 
reactances, the latter largely independent of core 
saturation, then 
Since saturation will fecteach phas~ independently, 
data for each phase of the transformer bank must be stored 
separately. Reconstruction of the . -1 tern matrix L1 can be 
performed directly, due to its block diagonal structure, by 
-1 
simply inserting Lt into the relevant location. If Ly is 
dependent on Lt , it must also be reformulated. In the case 
of . convertor ·transformer saturation, the windings affected 
are k branches, and Lk-
1 
and L6 will be the affected 
matrices. However, the formulation for variable topology 
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(which segregates convertor branches) is restricted by the 
assumption in Section 2.5.2 which :requires equal reactance 
matrices for each transformer phasfZ:. Therefore the case 
of convertor transformer saturation, use of the formulation 
in Ap~endix A3 is preferable. The difference in cost is 
minimal, compared with the' ,complications introduced by 
non-symmetrical transformer phases. The modifications to 
the overall programme control (Fig. 3.1) necessary to 
incorporate a facility for investigating transformer 
saturation, are shown in Fig. 4.12. 
4.7.2 Test Re 
To illustrate the effects of transformer saturation, 
a purely a.c. test system was devised, based on a Thevenin 
equi valent of New Zealand's South Island 220 kV a. c. system, 
with an equivalent PQrepresentation for the convertor load. 
The system was run at approximately 15-20% above nominal 
voltage for the following studies. 
(i) Obtain steady state conditions dynamically, 
and then observe the effects of saturation. 
(ii) Energize the transformer and connect on to 
the load, neglecting saturation. 
(iii) As for (ii) but with saturation modelled. 
The first study was conducted to illustrate the 
effect of overvoltages occur-ring in the steady state wi 
balanced conditions, i.e. in the of d.c. offsets 
magnetizing current. The dynamic will mirror 
practical occurrence of d.c. offsets in magnetizing current t 
as a result of the inrush current phenomena, if the study 
begins by sudden energization of all transformer: phases 
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connected to the loads. These offsets have a slow decay 
pattern, governed by the transformer and system parameters, 
and to remove them entirely would necessitate a very long 
initial condition study. 
By observing that the absolut,e value of magnetizing 
current is a maximum when the applied' voltage is zero, 
i.e. the two are 'in quadrature, the presence of these 
offsets may minimized as follows_ Using 'point on wave 
switching', the individual transformer phases are connected 
to the source at their respective voltage peaks. As a 
result, the magnetizing currentwil be zero in theory and 
so the programme will correctly form this value; along with 
its correct derivative, so that no (little) d.c. offset 
results. In the absence of saturation (case 550), the 
magnetizing current is therefore sinusoidal, and has a 
very small value (typically 1% of the, nominal value) with 
no d.c. offset~ This is indicated i.n Fig. 4.16(a), where 
the offset is relatively minimal. 
The magnetization characteristic in Fig. 4.15(b) 
is assumed to have slopes in the ratio 1:4000 (Stigant 
and Franklin 1973, Say 1976). When repeating the 
above test with the transformer bank. modelled by this 
characteristic, the magnetizing current (case 551) is 
seen to be very much larger .and dist.orted (Fig. 4.16(b»). 
This is due solely to the location of the saturation knee 
point, as· the peak operating voltages are approximately 
15-20% above this point~ The resultant effect of the 
peak overvoltage is a distortion of the voltage waveforms, 
but to a level not easily visible. 
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The effect of increased magnetizing current is to 
distort and regulate the secondary voltages. The former 
is again difficult to.compare, but differences of a few 
per'cent in magnitudes are apparent. 
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Transformer energization and load connection 
by instantaneous breakei closure is simulated in cases 
(ii) and' (iii) (552 and 553 respectively) I to indicate 
the effects. of saturation (modelled in case 553.) in the 
presence of magnetizing current of et. As discussed 
above, considerable·dec. offset of the magnetizing currents 
results from the transformer energization (Fig. 4.17(a». 
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In the absence of saturation, i.e. linear magnetizing 
characteristic, the effect of the ,d.c. offset on system 
voltages is minimal. 
However, introduction of saturation results in the 
non-sinusoidal magnetizing current waveshapes indicated 
in Fig. 4.11(b). The peak values of this current now have 
the same order of magnitude as the nominal load current, 
and the consequence is a significant distortion of the 
system voltages. 
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The voltage distortion on the source side of the 
transfonner is. largely governed by the strength of the 
system, which in this case is suf ciently large to 
produce only a minor effect. The resulting transformer 
regulation will similarly influence the secondary voltage, 
and Figs 4.17(c) and (d) indi 
two cases. The distor.tion is 
has the smallest d.c. offset, but 
'b' (positive half-cycle d.c. 
(ne,gative offset) is apparent. 
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An exploded view for comparison of phase 'b' over one cycle 
for the two cases 552 and 5~3 is provided in Fig. 4.17(e). 
The presence of third harmonic is obvious, creating over-
voltages (case 553) greater than those initially assumed 
in the absence of saturation (552). 
4.7.3 Summary 
The results obtained for the test system above 
indicate.that the major saturation ef occurs with 
energization of a transformer, due to the magnetizing inrush 
current which, dependent on the point on (voltage) wavea·t 
which the energizing occurred,' may create substantial d.c. 
offsets. Using a single valued saturation characteristic 
(i.e. neglecting hysteresis) this been indicated by 
the occurrence of significant harmonic distortion of 
. . 
resultant waveforms. The effects of saturation due to 
overvoltage as a result of normal operation, i.e~ not due 
to switching aspects, i~ seen to be relatively minor, even 
in these cases where significant ov(~rvoltages I e.g. 20% I 
were used with a heavily. saturated transformer characteristic 
above the knee point. 
4.7.4 saturation of 
during AC Faults 
Transformers 
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In purely a.c. , the recovery voltage is often 
strongly influenced by the transformer magnetizing current, 
particularly when switching is involved. Various studies 
and corresponding field tests (Bowles 1974, and Povh and 
Schultz 1978), have indicated the importance of the 
consideration of the inrush current phenomena. They found 
that in systems with pronounced resonance conditions and a 
low degree of damping, ternporary'overvoltages may develop 
when convertor transformers are swl 
clearance. These overvoltages may 
in, or at fault 
more than 1 sec g 
as explained above. Transformer saturation will produce 
harmonic distortion, and if this coincides with resonant 
points in a weakly damped system, consi harmonic 
voltages may develop. Accurate representation of the a.c. 
system impedance at all frequencies is therefore necess 
with an appropriate representation of the system damping 
and' transformer resistance to correctly simulate decay 
inrush currents. 
However the convertor transformers~ in the cases 
studied here, were kept in service throughout the a.c. 
conditions, with the d.c. current regulators trying to 
maintain constant current throughout the fault. The 
of magnetizing inrush currents does not occur under 
operating conditions seen in Section 4.7.2. However, 
the presence overvoltages during recovery may be 
sufficient, in certain instance's, to cause some transformer 
saturation, with further waveform deterioration. 
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The case described in Section 4.6.3(i) was 
investigated for the possibility of saturation occurrence. 
Since the time invariant case showed a higher level of 
overvoltage on fault removal, it was selected. If saturation 
was to occur, one would expect the post fault values of flux 
linkage (magnetizing current) to exceed their pre-fault 
values. However, on plotting the magnetizing current for 
both invertor and rectifier transformers in case 311, it 
became apparent that the peak-peak values were actually 
smaller than, or equal to, the pre-fault period values 
(Figs 4.18(a) and (b). Considerable d.c. offset is 
present, but this is not due to re-energization problems, 
and is expected for a study which was based on shott initial 
condition runs,'as explained in Section 4.7.2. Taking this 
offset into account, it is obvious that the subsequent level 
'of magnetizing current due solely to overvoltage levels, as 
measured by the peak-peak values, is insufficient to cause 
saturation of either transformer, ,even though overvoltages 
were indicated at both terminals. 
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These results indicate then, that assumption of 
linear convertor transformer magnetizing characteristics 
was justified in the studies carr out in this chapter. 
Indeed this examp using time invariant system models 
was one in.whichthe recovery voltage was significantly 
higher than is experienced in practice, as shown in 
Figs 4.13(e) and (f). 
The. validity of the assumption is constrained, 
however, to cases where the transformers are not swi 
In instances involving ene zation of convertor 
transformers, accurate representat of their ter--
istics is necessary to account saturation due to h 
currents. 
The inrush phenomenon will not occur at the remote 
end, so that only unii Iy overvoltaqe effects could cause 
saturation there. At the faulted end, effect of the 
inrush phenomenon will be reduced somewhat by the low 
recovery voltages typic 1y experienced .. 
4.8 CONCLUSIONS 
A computation tool, which utilises a multirnachine 
transient stability programme a dynamic analysis 
programme interactively to tigate a.c. ts in a 
power system containing HVDC plant, has been developed. 
The former programme provides an aCGurate time response 
for the a.c. system, which may in a modi 
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Thevenin equivalent form in conjunction with the accurate 
model of the HVDC plant provided by the dynamic simulation, 
The resulting accurate and continuous information is 
essential for studies of conmined a.c./d.c. systems, due 
to the waveform dependent nature of HVDe convertors. 
The results presented in thi chapter have 
highlighted: 
(i) the differences between fault currents calculated 
with a quasi-steady state representation 
HVDC link, and those calculated by a dynamic 
analysis programme: 
(ii) the need fo~ an accurate time variant model of 
the a.c. system, especially with 
recovery vol 
(iii) the effect 
; and 
on 
to 
recovery. 
The advantages developed analysis over one 
which, for example, calculates fault current at a speci c 
instant (Lake 1978) or calculates a time se,based on 
a quas steady state HVDC representation (Heffernan 1977). 
are many. Information on waveform distortion, transient 
voltage peaks, recovery voltages, and a.c. tern response 
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is provided, which is essential to the reliable performance 
of switchgear and protective systems. 
With the prospective use of faster fault 
discrimination. schemes (Arrillaga and Galanos 1970), which 
may u~e contrbl characteristics best suited to the particular 
fault, the developed model constitutes an essential tool in 
the design of the proposed control, with regar~ to switchgear 
and protection ratings. 
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CHAP'I'ER 5 
DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF' DC LINE FAULTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
To demonstrate fully the applicability of the dynamic 
model to HVDC dis"turbances, a type of temporary fault had to 
be selected which would cause a reasonably long interruption 
to power transfer. For this reason, convertor faults e.g. 
valve backfire, bl:'idge short~circui I:, commutation failure 
and valve fi:ee-through were not trE:'i:tted, since, although 
the valve stresses and/or overcurrents may be critical in 
some of these cases, the interruption to power transfer is 
generally small. Therefore it was considered appropriate 
to investigate in detail the performance of an a.c./d.c. 
power system which is s'Lilijected to a temporary d.c. line 
fault. It should be noted however, that the developed 
programme may be used equally to simulate convertor faults. 
Most transmission line short circuits are of a 
temporary nat:ure (e.g. insulator flashovers caused by 
lightning), dnd au"tomatic recovery ""ith only temporary 
interruption is possible In the case of d.c. transmission 
however, the absence of circuit breakers precludes the 
normal a. c. l:ransloission solution 0 [ temporary swi tching 
and auto-reclosing. With bipolar t cansmission 1 fatllts may 
involve either one or both poles and/or ground. 
Large I sus"tained fault currents will be preVented by 
normal constant current control at 8Bch convertor, as their 
controllers will act to 
across the d.c. link, by 
90°. The fault current 
state', to the dif 
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a nett voltage difference 
settings (i.e. the current rna 
e ring angles towards 
limited, in the 'steady 
t convertors' current 
However, transiently, 
i.he level of fault current. discharge of the will a 
Normally the combined 
and smoothing reactors 
current (and 
rated current, 
settle to the is 
with the recti . r 
However this 
on of the convertor controllers 
11 t the peak rectifier over-
current) to less than 2-3 ·times 
1 20 rusae the fault current will 
tel of the current margin, 
em rents at their set values . 
11 not necessarily be suff 
. (depending on res tance), even in conjunction 
voltage dependent. current ting to extinguish the fault 
arc. For sure , both the fault current and the 
(recovery) restr 
brought to zero. To 
across the fault path, must 
eve this rapidly, rec fier ~8 
usually compel to act as an invertor, so 
convertors are simultaneously acting as a si 
link. This energy 11 energy 
back into a c: networks. Some means of 
a protective act 
in conj 
duration of t 
time necessa 
important s 
c. line 
e normal cant 
control, 
r return to norma 
lity consideratjons 
ect of HVDC line faD 
rs, each concentrating on a 
t 
s 
th 
the 
fed 
g sllch 
'I'he 
, are 
scussed in 
cular aspect of 
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the disturbance, e.g. of the d.c. line's 
configuration and characte the fault location 
(Hingorani 1970, l<:irnbark 1970), maximum expect.ed fault 
and convertor overcurrents (Peterson et aL '1969), and the 
dynamic behaviour of the convertor p t (Reeve and Kapoor 
1972). However, these models are not suitable to analyse 
the overall fault behaviour 
and detection to the final full 
approach with varying 
depending on the information 
chapter. The proposed model 
step dynamic analysis and mult 
computer programmes. 
The basic characteristics of 
faults, from detection, through arc 
time of its inception 
A more general 
trans 
in th 
small 
stability 
d.c. 1 
and 
deionization, line re-energisation, and finally 
recovery I are discussed in sections: 5.2 5.4. 
1 power 
models 
used to represent the Boc,/d.c. povler system are outl 
in Section 5.5, and then, using the N.Z. power 
e of various system parameters on the 
characteris are investigated ill Sections 5 6 and 5.7 
5.2 OVERCURRENT CHARACTERISTICS OF' DC LINE FAULTS 
currents resulting from 
a and fault parameters, fault 
timing 
subsequent 
inves 
by 150 
the level 
of convertor operation, and 
Peterson etal. (1969) 
transient rectifier overcurrent 
parameters to determine their effects. 
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Their analyses were based on a quasi-steady state d.c. 
~epresentation, and i the effects of the a.c. system. 
The assumption of a s voltage beyond the 
commutation reactance is not lly valid. The increased 
rectifier current during ~eriod will produce 
harmonic current imbalances in the .c. system, which will 
always result in a.c. waveform distortion for an a.c. system 
with finite short circuit capacity. Moreover, the extra 
alternating current requi from the a.c. system as Id 
increases must be supplied from a.c. network, which 
will result in further regulation of the convertor a.c. 
voltage. Thus a more accurate model the a.c. network, 
including a.c. harmonic fil , is necessary for the 
correct representation of both regu and commutation 
effects, as well as for waveform distortion. The use of an 
infinite a.C. system representation wi otherwise yield 
pessimistic levels of rectifier overcurrent. 
The presence of the smoothing will limit 
magni tude "and rate of rise of overcurrents. Peterson et at. 
(1969) showed that saturation of th(~se react.ors· r high 
overcurrent would dramatically increase the peak 
current. For this reason, however, smoothing are 
normally designed to retain their nominal inductance with 
up to 2-3 times rated current. The effect of re stances 
in the convertor t.ransformers and smoothing reactors on 
peak currents is small. 
Since d.c. systems contain only sive e 
the main source of fault current is the a.c. system, with 
d.c. line discharge contributing additional fault current. 
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The impedance between a theoretica] a.c. infinite bus and 
the fault location will determine the maximum fault current 
magnitude. There~ore strong rectif a.c. systems will 
result in higher fault·and rectifier overcurrents than would 
a d.c. line fault with a weak (i.e. low S.C.R.) rectifier 
a.c. system. A d.c. ne fault on the line side of the 
rectifier smoothing reactor is the:t'ofore the most severe in 
. terms of location, and a zero fault resistance will be the 
most severe in any particular location. 
The initial overcurrent will be limited by the surge 
impedance of the d.c. line (which includes the line 
capacitance, inductance smoothing inductance). SiI)ce 
control action is only possible at Bcrete intervals (every 
60° for 6 pulse, and 30° for 12 pulse operation) I even with 
instantaneous detection, a transient overcurrent may occur. 
However control actio~, initiated a protection scheme, 
which retards o,r into inversion, wi limit the maximum 
overcurrent lE>vel when compared to normal regulator action 
(CCC) " since the latter will have time delays (circuit time 
constants) and/or gain limits incorporated in their ign 
to. ensUre stable operation in the state. 
Severe oscillations d. c. 'voltage and current can 
occur following normal control action, due to possible 
resonance effects betw~en the d.c. ine and the control 
system. This highlights the need an over~riding 
protection action to not only limit overcurrent stresses, 
but· also to ensure rapid fault clearance and recovery. To 
. provide back up protection q control systems are ly 
designed so that no more t~han one commutation occurs in 
12 pulse operation after a line fault, before a protective 
action is taken by the current control system. 
Rectifiers operating with minimum firing angles at 
fault inception will e~1ibit h~gher overcurrents than those 
with firing anqles qreater than a . I since the effective 
- - Inln 
voltage driving the fault is then greater. Fig. 5.1 (a) 
indicates the effect of the rectifier delay angle, at 
the time of the fault inc(~pLion, on the maxirnum levE~l of 
rectifier ove-rcurrent. These curves assume instan-taneous 
f2_ult_ d,,~tecti on r bu-t with the fault applied immecEr1t_ely 
after a valve firing so that no control action can occur 
until the nexi firing instant. The levels are pessimistic 
in t,hat they Cl:3sume an infinite a .. c. source with ze,1:O 
overlap (cOll1!rtut.:::l,tion) angle (Peten30n el; aL 1969) so tha_-t 
for 6 pulse operation 
- \r::rsino~ )lr/6X 
r c 
and for 12 pulse operation 
max 
I dr sinex + cosO', ) Irl 12.X r r c 
(5.1) 
(5 .2) 
To correct for non-zero overlap angle, a is replaced 
in these equations by a .~ yt f where yi is the overlap angle 
during the fault, which is larger than the pre-fault overlap 
angle. Thus for norrncIl. opera'tion f \\ihern delay anglpc.; are 
w:;ually J.ess ·tban 30° f 12 pulse. operation will have :::mal1e:c 
overcurrents thun 6 pulse operation. 
Fig, 5. '1(a) also applies when t.hc absci,cosa an9·1J_=' 
dep,i. et,.; th(~ L:imE~ bet.ween ta u1t. inc('ption and the previous 
ved. Vf..' firin9, 
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applicable from 0° to 30 0, and thm:: 12 pulse operation 
always has a lower peak overcurrent than does 6 pulse 
, I 
operation. The negative slope of the curves is indicative 
of the time which must elapse before protective retard 
action of the rectifier firing angle can be initiated. 
Again, instantaneous detection is assumed, this time with 
a constant firing angle of min Ct • Substantiation of these 
curves is provided by Foerst in his discussion of Peterson 
et aZ. (1969). The cumulative effects of initial firing angle 
and elapsed time fore protective action becomes effective 
can be obtained from curves. 
The effect 9f non-instantaneous detection on the 
level of overcurrent is shown in Fi.g. 5.1(b) for a zero 
resistance earth fault on the line side of the rectifier 
end terminal. The nominal ring angle was 25° with the 
fault applied 10° after the last ring. Calculations based 
on the above idealised formulae « 5 1) - (5.2» indicate levels 
much higher than those obtained by the dynamic simulation, 
for both instantaneous detection for detection 30° a 
fault application. 
This indicates the need for more accurate 
simulation in which the a c. system, filters, d.c. system 
parameters and convertor controls are accurately modelled, 
in order to assess the effect of voltage regulation, 
commutation, and waveform distort Unless the simulation 
can accurately represent the actual timing of valve rings 
in relation to fault occurrence, and. the subsequent effects 
of rapid control action ated vJi th normal or protecti va 
action, inaccurate results will be obtained. 
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The interactive use of the state variable dynamic 
analysis and a transient stability programme provides 
accurate simulation of the a.c./d.c. system behaviour aver 
the entire fault and recovery period. 
The dynamic analysis requires suitabfe representation 
of practical d. c. line fault detect.ion and recovery schemes, 
Similarly, accurate representation of the expected fault 
behaviour, including the arc characteristics, must be 
incorporated into the model. 
5.3 DETECTION OF DC LINE FAULTS 
Based on the'characteristics discussed in Section 5.2, 
a d.c. line fault detection and protection scheme must: 
(i) respond rapidly to d.c. line faults independent 
convertor or plant parameters, and fault location; 
(ii) not respond to convertor fa~lts, a.c. system(s) 
faults, or reduced d.c. voltage due to operational 
changes (e.g. step changes d.c. voltage); 
(iii) preferably involve only local detection to avoid 
dependence on .telecommunications; and 
(iv) be able to determine if convertor r~start has 
successful 
various early methods detection suf a 
variety of drawbacks (Erinmez 1971) such as confusion with 
other types of faults (e.g convertor or a.c. system 
Uhlmann 1960) 1 or detection speeds "'>111ich were not 
satisfactory (e.g. in the use of voltage level detection) . 
.On the occurrence of a line ,a travelling wave 
(Fortescue 1918) runs along the conductor, away from the 
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fault point, in both directions at equal speeds. 'These-
waves, and their subsequent reflections, create high voltage 
and cu~rent gradients at the convertor stations. 
Since, as described in Sect 5.2, the protection 
must be fast acting, the detection scheme must be able to 
identify the travelling waves set up on the transmission 
lines by each type of fault, and to discriminate between 
them. 
The polarity of these travelling wave gradients, 
with respect to line voltage, holds enough information to 
determine whether the fault is lar or monopolar, and 
to indicate the pole(s) involved. In the case of a 
monopolar fault, travelling waves are also induced on the 
healthy pole by virtue of mutual coupling action. 
Investigations into possible overvoltage thereon, by 
Hingorani (1970) and Kimbark (1970), have shown that in 
certain circumstances the coupling action as a result of a 
monopolar 'fault may be sufficient t.o cause a flashover on 
the healthy pole. The magnitudes of overvoltages induced on 
the line by coupling action are cally influenced 
'the d.c. line terminations. Fault location and type, as 
well as line characteristics, will also affect the over-
voltage magnitude at the terminals. As indicated in Section 
5.2, convertor control will have no effect on the firstwav~;, 
reflections at the termina ,which in general 
peak overvoltages. 
Because of the d. c. lin]{ smoothing reactors v invertor 
faults and a.c. system changes will cause considerably 
gradients of line voltage and current at the fier than 
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will d.c. line faults, since there is much more inductance 
between the detection unit and the fault location. ' Simi 
discrimination is possible with current gradients, since the 
two types of travelling waves initiated by the fault are 
interrelated. 
The fault resistance will also fect the travelling 
wave gradients. In the case of a high resistance ground 
fault close to the invertor end of a long line, information 
obtained at the rectif end, based exclusively on voltage 
magnitude and gradients, may not be sufficiently reliable, 
since it may be indistinguishable from voltage information 
resulting from operational changes or a.c. faults. 
Resorting to comparison of current at either end is also 
unreliable, and would require signal transmission. The use 
of current gradient however, is a reliable signal which can 
be formed by the use of an instrument transformer (Erinmez 
1971) • 
It was established by Erinmez (1971)· that for rapid f 
accurate d.c. line fault detection with complete discrimina-
tion of fault locations, is best to use the weighted sum 
of the direct voltage and direct current gradients at 
convertors, for each pole of the d.G. line. This meant 
measuring 
n· == •• 0 (5.3) 
which will be directly related to the travelling waves 
initiated by the fault, and contains information relating 
to the fault type, size and location. Since the terminations 
of the d.c. line will affect the gradients of the travelling 
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waves, this must be considered in setting sui tab detection 
levels .' 
Also, by suitable choice of K5 and KG' restraints may 
be put on n to ensure that a monopolar fault is not seen as 
a fault on the healthy pole of a bipole system, due to the 
voltage which may be induced thereon by mutual coupling 
action. ' Of course if this induced voltage is sufficient 
to initiate a flashover on the initially unfaulted pole, 
an extremely undesirable condition. then n must be such as 
to initiate 'the detection/protection scheme associated with 
that pole as well. On detection of a line fault, the 
convertor bridges associ with the faulted pole(s) will 
then undergo the relevant protective action as described 
below. 
5.4 FAULT CHARACTERISTICS 
5.4.1 Arc Extinction and Deionization 
Normal grid/gate control techniques in an HVDC 
transmission system have been shown to provide the best 
means of clearing line ults andre-as shing normal 
operation. Fast convertor blocking is normally used 
for internal station ts, and is not necessary for d.c. 
line faults, where a method of fast ion of fi 
angles is most effective. 
On detection of a line fault, driving the 
rectifier into inversion (say a = 1200 to 135°) r the 
r 
bridge side voltage will rapidly drop appreciably low 
the line side , forcing the current to 
extinguish more quickly than it would under normal 
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action. Similarly the drop in line voltage at the invertor 
·due to the line fault will extinguish the invertor current 
quickly. 
However, this condition of ~;ero energy trans into 
the link will not inunediately extinguish the fault. In 
case of a d •. c. link such as in the N. Z. scheme, the 
/ 
combination of a long overhead lim:1 (with smoothing reactors) 
and a relatively long submarine cable represents a lightly 
damped oscillatory RLC circuit with a natural frequency of 
approximately 50 Hz. This circuit represents a significant 
energy storage capacity. Wi th no €:xternal sources, i. e. 
once both convertors have shut down, the time for the energy 
in this circuit to dissipate is determined by the relative 
magnitude of the circuit resistances, which will be made 
from three components: 
(i) d.c. line resistance; 
(ii) earth fault resistance; and 
(iii) are tance. 
The. value of the line resistance will be known for a 
particular line. This value will vary a little with loading 
of the link, but it sufficiently accurate to use the 
nominal value for its representation. fore to decide 
upon the interval neeess for complete arq extinction, 
properties of the arc, as well as the specific earth 
resistance, must be established. In tests where a s 
rectifier fault of zero earth resistance was simulated, with 
the d.c. line disconnected, Kohler (1967) determined the 
most important properties of a free burning arc, i.e. the 
arc voltage and the arc path deionization time. 
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investigations, using current equal to the normal 
current margin (which is absence of line 
discharge currents), that: 
arc lengths of 0.4 to 2.0 (i) The arc voltage 
metres seemed to of fault (rectifier) 
current and of arc length, 
of 2 kV per metre of arc. 
an average value 
(ii) The deioni.zation time, from the instant when 
the arc current below 1A (0.5% rated current), 
must be from 20-50 msec to reignition of the 
arc on convertor restart. r: line recharge 
voltages were found to re slightly longer 
deionization periods. 
(iii) 'A minimum interruption time of 100-150 msec may be 
sufficient to restore full d.c. transmission if the 
fault is of a temporary nature. 
In these tests by Kohler, the d.c. was not 
simulated, so that the only storage element involved was 
th~ d.c. smoothing reactor. For this reason, re 
quick extinction was achieved = of the 20= 
However when the line storage elements are 
the extinction time will be longer, depending on 
of the stored in it. 
msec. 
greatly a 
used for earth resistance 
the time necessary to achieve 
11 then 
current 
extinction, s as discussed abo~e, the magni of 
resistance in circuit will determine how quickly 
the natura oscillating fault voltage (and fault current) 
envelope decays. In , earth resistances at t 
the magnitude of the tower footing resistance must 
expected. Typically this may range from 5 ohms up to 
'approximately 20 ohms. 
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Since, as detailed above, the arc voltage drop is 
relatively constant, the arc resistance is dependent on the 
instantaneous arc current. Therefore the arc re tance 
must be calculated as a function of the instantaneous arc 
current, and will range from a few ohms to a large value. 
Since the fault impedance 11 be predominantly 
resistive, the fault voltage and current will be in phase. 
With a naturally oscillating current waveform, the period 
of which is dependent on the line parameters (normally in 
the range 100Hz), there will be several instances at 
which the arc may'extinguish. However if the voltage 
impressed across the still ionized arc path has suffic 
peak amplitude to sustain further arc current, i.e. the 
voltage at the fault location is greater than 2 kV per 
~f arc, then the arc path will continue to ~onduct current. 
Once the maximum value of voltage (1 - earth value) 
insufficient to reignite the still 
current has through zero, 
arc path a 
current will 
remain at zero. The deionization time, representing the 
period taken for the arc path to dE~ionize, will then be 
measured from this time on. 
The majority of HVDC schemes, luding the N.Z. 
scheme invest , have higher direct voltage and 
direct current ratings than the test used by Kohler. 
Therefore the more conservative spec! (Uhlmann 1975) 
of 100 msec was used as a safe deionization interval for the 
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purposes of this work. 
After this time, the arc path will generally be 
sufficiently deionized to withstand normal voltage. During 
the arc extinction and deionization periods, the rectifier 
maintains a firing a'ngle in the range 1200 - 1 o (nominally 
1250 say). Normal 'invertor controller action (CCC) would 
have driven the invertor delay angle towards i 
sp 
in an attempt to maintain link current at Idi 
In the New Zealand scheme, t:he presence 
minimum 
a large 
capacitance (submarine cable) at the end of a long overhead 
line can create oscillations in link voltage. If invertor 
operation is only limited to a minimum firing angle of 90 0 , 
these oscillations can force the line voltage to change 
polarity following line fault occurrenc~. Normal d.c. link 
operating p,rinciplesdo not permit this polarity change, 
since a resonance effect between d.c. line and the 
control system may sustain the oscillations in line voltage. 
These oscillations will extend arc extinction times a 
protection scheme is implemented which overrides the 
invertor CCC, and maintains EAC. Such a scheme, us 
same detection principle as for the fier end, was 
modelled, wi th the result that curx'ent extinction at 
invertor was enhanced. 
5.4.2 Convertor Restart 
On completion of the deioniz ion period, it 
appropriate to initiate the restart for the 1 
In most cases the line is restored to normal voltage and 
pre-fault power. If re-energization at full voltage is not 
acceptable (e.g. due to wet or dirty insulators) I then a 
lower voltage may be used by bypassing one or more of the 
convertor bridges, or by the use of constrained control 
action i.e. larger minimum limits on ~ and o .• 
r 1 
Various methods have been suggested for attempting 
resumption of normal power transfer. Basically the 
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transmission cannot restart itself f since operation at the 
completion of deionization is with both convertors in 
inversion, i.e. a = 125 0 and o. = 00. A starting order is 
r 1 
therefore needed to remove the protective control action 
and to release the normal control systems of the convertors. 
The actual time required for the d.c. link to regain nominal 
voltage and current will depend on the properties of the 
.d.c. line and the con'\lertor controls. Generally, fast 
. restart with a speed of power recovery conducive to stable 
operation, but with avoidance of overswings in both d.c. 
voltage and current, is required. Oscillations of these 
parameters may otherwise occur at the natural frequency of 
the line, and may be sufficient to cause arc restrike or 
to put additional stress on other plant. For this reason, 
restart. by an ,instantaneous release of the normal controllers 
is not practical. 
Alternative restart methods based on alteration 
the convertors' reference settings can be achieved 
increasing the settings linearly wi time. However one 
. must ensure sufficient current margin is maintained, which 
may be done either by laying invertor controller release 
with respect to the rectifier, or by using a slower rate 
increase in the setting at the invertor This will 
allow the line to recharge to the specified nominal voltage, 
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and the convertor currents to increase towarQs the setting. 
However, with fast acting control systems this may 
be simplified. After completion of the deionization period, 
the protective control enforced at each convertor may be 
removed. As in the above instance, once the rectifier 
recharges the line, the invertor 11 be able to receive 
power, and the link current will begin to increase. Since 
the control system is fast acting, with corrections at 
commutation, there need not be any violent overshoots in 
d.c. voltage or current, even though pre-fault settings are 
retained, provided this line recharge is done smoothly 
under the control of a starting control unit. 
To avoid overswings in d.c. voltage (and current) , 
the start control unit of the d.c. link may be designed 
to increase the direct voltage exponentially to the 
nominal value, with minimum overshoot, rather than as a 
sudden step. This, unit usually operates only for s 
or re-energization.following a line fault. The time 
constant of the exponential increase must be long compared 
to the natural frequency the line (e.g. 100 msec cf. 
20 msec), to ensure stable, controlled recovery of the d.c. 
system from the fault condition is obtained. A similar 
method is used in practice on the New Zealand scheme with 
an equivalent time constant near 100 msec. 
If the line fault persists, or the arc restrikes 
due to inadequate deionization, the above s may be 
repeated a few times with increased deionization periods 
and/or reduced restart voltages, and. then I if it still 
. persists, the faulted pole will be removed from service. 
However, if the restart is successful, normal operation 
will resume. 
5.5 POWER SYSTEM REPRESENTATION 
5.5.1 DC Network 
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The New Zealand Transmi~sion scheme was again 
used as the test system. To investigate d.c. line faults 
a sufficient number of pi-sections must be used to accurat.ely 
simulate the behaviour of the d.c$ line. Since we are only 
interested in effects at the two convertor terminals and at 
the fault point which are not of a high frequency nature 
(e.g. switching transients, overvoltage phenomena), it was 
considered sufficient to use a pi-model for every 50 mi 
of overhead line. 
Since the termination of transmission lines fects 
the reflection of travelling waves, it is pertinent to 
accurately represent the line's terminal parameters, 
particularly in the N.Z. case for the cable and overhead 
line section at the N.l. terminal. 
with Q bridges in 12 pulse operation at each 
convertor, on a 2-pole system, and for the purpose of 
analyzing a bipole fault to ground, it was cons 
appropriate to use a monopole equivalent of the bipole 
transmission line. This means modelling a monopolar 1 
the parameters of which are identic to an equivalent of 
the existing bipo line. Analysi of a single pole fault 
on a b'ipole system would require explicit representation 
of each pole and any mutual effects 
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Data in per unit 
Smoothing Reactors 0.65807 0.00042 
lyC' 
S.I. overhead line 0.09686 
'" 
0.00509 Cl C2/2 
= 0.064752 
N.r. overhead line L = 0.040362 R 0.00212 C3 = 0.026983 
Submarine cable C == 1.599743 
c 
Fig. 5.2 Monopole uivalent N.Z. HVDC Link 
in DC Line Fault Studies 
Thus an equivalent representation of the four bridge 
convertors and the bipo line system of Fig. 4.2, is a 
model involving double bridge convertors, i.e. in 12 pulse 
operation, with a monopole line between convertors, as 
Fig. 5.2, using the data indicated, as derived from 
ApPE;!ndix A9. 
As has been indicated in previous sections, the 
parameters used to model the d.c. ult are particular 
crucial to the fault behaviour. The dynamic simulation 
permits modelling the fault· by either a zero (dead short 
circuit) or non-zero fault impedance, by connecting a nnt 
element at the faulted 
simulated by modifying 
node. The zero impedance 
-1 
the nodal capacitance C
a 
fault is. 
accordingly. 
For non-zero fault resistance (or impedance), the shunt 
element is a non-zero resistance Rr (or impedance Rl + jX1 ) f 
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which may be connected as indicated in Section 4.4. 
5.5.2 AC Network 
The dynamic simulation of d.c.faults is mainly 
., 
concerned with the behaviour of the d.c. system. Therefore 
by using an eq'ui valent representation of each a. c. network 
as seen from the convertor's a.c. busbars, it is not 
necessary to explicitly model a.c. busbars beyond those at 
the convertor terminals. 
As detailed in Section 2.2.7, provided the a.c. 
harmonic f ters and convertor transformers are modelled 
explicitly, a suitabl~ representation, especially in the 
absence of a suitable impedance frequency locus for the 
a.c. system, is a modified Thevenin equivalent (see Fig. 
2.3(b}). 
For this equivalent to be a realistic representa 
of the a.c. network it must include 1 associated generator 
effects. 
In a real power system subj to a d.c. line tv 
with subsequent temporary loss of power transfer, the 
behaviour of the a.c. system will determined by the 
relative size of this loss.to the a.c. stem capacity. 
Where it is significant, an appreci will be 
e~erted on the a.c. s~stem generators. 
Transient stability studies may used to 
the behaviour of generators during such disturbances, and 
from them, the time varying Theven equivalents of the a.c~ 
networks can be obtained. These equivalents will be 
influenced by the subtransient and transient effects 
experienced by the system generators. 
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Typical variations of the equivalent Thevenin source 
for each a.c. network a depicted in Figs 5.3(a) (r.m.s. 
'magnitude) and (b) (phase angle) where curves (i) and (ii) 
represent the rectifier and invertor a.c. network equivalents 
respectively. 
Fig. S.3(a) 301 THEVENIN RMS VOLTRGES 
Z.O t-< ---.,.....---.,....-'--.~-,.----.........,----...... 
1.5 
(ii) 
0.5 
O.OL-___ -JI ____ < __ ~-----~I---------~,-----~ 
0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 
Tlt'iC (CYCLES) 
Fig. 5.3(b) 301 THEVENIN Pf-IRSE r-=INGLES 
so.O 
0.0 
-so,O 
-100.0 ............ __ --L-,_~.J...-. ___ -l. ___ .......L. ___ .....J 
0.0 4.0 8.0 '2.0 16.0 20.0 
TW£ (CYCLES) 
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The disturbance investigated was a loss of full d.c. 
transmission at 2 cycles, and subsE;quent resumption of full 
transmission ,at 18 cycles, using the New Zealand a.c./d.c. 
system, as depicted in Appendix A9, as the system. 
As expected, during the fault the two a.c. networks 
swing in opposite directions, since effectively the recti 
suffers from a surplus of generation and the invertor from 
a loss of generation. The curves indicate the relative 
strengths of the two a.c. networks, with the invertor 
suffering a 10% reduction in'its a.c. voltage. Although 
the presence of the harmonic fil would tend to elevate 
the invertor a.c. voltage, the local loads, which are 
connected to the rest of the North Island a.c. system by 
long a.c. tie lines, cause a nett a.c. voltage reduction. 
The reference angle there swings appreciably, espec lly in 
the subtransient period, as its machines slow down due to the 
loss of power injection. At the recti er end the s of a 
P +jQ load results in slightly elevated voltage levels 
the lters still connected, and increased system ,frequency 
as the generator speeds up, as shown by the curves (i). 
These preliminary investigations indicated the 
to incorporate 'in the dynamic analys time variant 
behaviour of the a.c. system, by regularly updating the 
Thevenin equivalents. The formulation set out in Section 
4.6.2 was used with the following modifications. As a res 
of the loss of control information over a long period when 
the link is shut down, in order to maintain the firing 
angles at (l = 125 0 and Cto == 1800 ..;. °0' compensation for a.c. r ~ 
system frequency shift by a time shift of the firing pulse 
instant was necessary. Th was done on the basis indicated 
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in Section 4.6.2. If, however, firing control was based on 
detection of actual voltage cross-overs and direct measure 
ment of delay angle (i.e. individual phase control), this 
would not have been necessary. 
The use of the interactive process indi.cated in F'ig. 
~.11 allows the d.c. fault clearance times, indicated by the 
dynamic analysis, to be correctly simulated in the transient 
stability analysis. The transient stability analysis may 
ramp the d.c. power to closely match the actual response as. 
indicated by the dynamic analysis, thus.avoiding the need 
for further interaction. In all other aspects, e.g. the 
alignment and initiation of the use of the time variant 
'equivalents, the interaction will be exactly as detailed for 
a.c. faults in Section 4.6. 
The representation for each convertor and its 
associated a.c. system is depicted in Fig. 5.4, where 
ZTHEV may be adapted to comply with the configuration 
in Fig. 2.3 (b) • 
I 
. I 
'-
INfORMATIOH F~;-M- --I 
TR.\!-\S\E.NT ST,r..:t2,\UTY 
:z 
'- THE-V 
At:., HARMClN Ie 
FILTERS, 12. PULSE 
CONVEHTOR UNrr 
Fig. 5.4 Representation of each ~onvertor and 
Associated a.c. Network 
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5.6 RESULTS 
5.6.1 Fault Applicatio~ 
Once satisfactory dynamic initial condi for the 
test system were achieved (2 es of simulation were 
necessary), a decision as to when to apply the twas 
made. For a d.c. system operating at nominal convertor 
angles, 'and provided with a protect.ion principle on 
the detection of travelling waves, the worst type line 
fault in terms of overcurrent be.en shown to be one in 
which a zero resistance fault occurs immediately adjacent 
to the line side of the rectifier smoothing reactor, 
immediately after a valve firing in one of the recti 
bridges. Thus for 12 pulse operation it will be a 
before any action becomes e Initiation of 
the fault may be performed by alteration of the relevant 
connection matrix element (K or K"'l) for an already 
. , ar ~ 
established branch element, or by ins.ertion of a new branch 
element (Rr ) and reformation of Kar 
5.6.2 Fault Detection 
In Section 5.3, detection were formed 
based on travelling wave information. This related to 
rectifier terminal only, but in Sec 5.4 it was found 
that arc extinction was enhanced by ion of a 
principle at the invertor. However a 
levels for KS' KG and T) were necess 
discrimination. 
fferent set of 
to provide fault 
In the state variable formulation, the detection 
principle is implemented by monitoring rates of cll 
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of the state variables '~l ~nd Q
a 
on each pole of the d.c. 
line at each convertor terminal, where 1 is the smoothing 
reactor branch and a is the node relating to the convertor's 
line side termination. Equation (5.3) may then be rewritten 
as 
= + (5.4) 
An indication of the relative detection times for the 
two convertor units is shown in Figs S.5(a) (convertor 
direct currents) and (b) (line side convertor voltages) , 
dynamic simulation of a 20 ohm earth fault appli as 
indicated in Section S.6.1. An indication of the travelling 
wave initiated by the fault can be obtained from this graph, 
as can the natural frequency of the d.c. line. The recti 
detection unit is seen to respond almost instantaneously to 
the fault, as the voltage gradient very high. The 
protective'action initiated, with the next firing pulse 
o 
retarded, is seen to be effective after 30 , as predicted. 
This is indicated by a change in the rate of se of 
rectifier current. The time delay associated with the 
travelling waves on the line is indicated by invertor 
detection delay of around 5 msec between fault initiation 
and identification. Alteration of 'the constants KS' KG 
n can alter this value, but inspection of Fi'g. 5.5 shows 
detection occurs near the peak voltage and current gradients; 
and since the fault is at far of the line, these 
levels indicate good discrimination, Invertor current 
seen to extin.guish after approximab"lly 8 msec,' and the 
rectifier current 6 msec later. The oscillation of 
invertor lin.e voltage is seen to be of about SOHz frequency. 
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Fig. 5.5{a) 301 DETECTION RESPONSES 
Z.O .r-----.-----r----..,.........,-----.r-~--__r---...,.....---..__--_ 
1.5 
"', ~ 1.0 
I 
0.5 i 
0.0 J 
Z.O 2.1 2.2 :£.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 
TIME (CYCLES) 
Fig. 5.5(b) 301 DETECTION RESPONSES 
1.0 
.0.5 
0.0 
2.1 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.6 7.;-
TI!'1: (CYCLES) 
Fig. 5.5 Coordination of d.c. Fault Detection Action 
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The envelope of the fault voltage is seen to have a peak 
of around 0.15 p.u. or 30 kV 1 which will promo~e a 
healthy arc. 
5.6.3 Arc and Deionization 
As indicated in Section 5.2, the levels fier 
overcurrent and peak fault current are dependent on the 
timing of the line fault relative to the convertor 
the location of the fault, and the magnitude of the's 
resistance to earth. However it was noted in Section 5.4 
that a crucial factor in inves ing d.c. line faults 
is the time for the fault arc to extinguish. In the 
absence of a current source be entirely dependent 
on the characteristics of the d.c. line, and of the fault 
path. The assumption of a dead short circuit, whilst the 
most onerous th respect to overctl.rrents and extinction 
times, is contrary to the real situation. 
To examine the effects of various earth resistances 
on the decay of fault current, it is appropriate to cons r 
the situation once the rectifier shut down, since 
to this time it will act as a source which is sustaining 
fault current. Subsequent to rectifier turn off, the only 
fault current source is the energy s in the d.c. line, 
and as discus in Section 5.4.1, current will 
thus decay exponentially with a constant dependent on 
the total circuit resistance. 
The combined a c./d c. system 
5.5 was subj to a d.c. line fault ( 
in Section 
"'."." ..... lly 20n earth 
5.6.1, using 
studied until 
resistance) at the time described in 
the detection principles in Section 5.6.2, 
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the rectifier current became zero (with a
r 
= 125°). Over 
this period (approximately 14 msec), it was found that the 
fault voltage and energy states of the d.c. line were 
relatively independent of the earth resistance. Slight 
. , 
variations in peak rectifier overcur~ent, fault current 
level, and fault voltage are evident, but these have 
negligible effect on the decay of fault voltage. This can 
be indicated by considering the nett energy absorbed and 
dissipated by the d.c. line and the fault, when the source 
(rectifier) is present. Therefore, the effects of earth 
resistance on the time taken for the arc to extinguish can 
be investigated by using the d. c. ·line energy states at the 
time the rectifier turns off. 
By modelling the d.c. line as a simple, separate 
system, with these states as initial conditions, a simple 
and computationally inexpensive comparison can be made 
b~tween various earth resistances with respect to fault 
current. This is advisable since, for practical values of 
earth resistance, step lengths below 0.1 0 are necessary to 
achieve a reasonable rate of convergence in the numerical, 
integration process. 
Since arc voltage is largely independent of fault 
current, the effective arc resistance will vary inversely 
with fault current. The total fault resistance, simulated 
at the appropriate point, is thus a combination of the time 
variant arc resistance (calculated at each time step as the 
ratio of the specified constant arc voltage drop to the 
actual fault current), and the specified earth resistance. 
For the N.Z. scheme the direct voltage rating is ±250 kV 
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and an insulator flashover may thus be expected to sust~in 
an arc of nearly 2 metres, with a voltage drop of around 
4 kV. 
Studies for earth resistances of 2, 5,,10 and 20 ohms 
were conducted, and the corresponding fault currents are 
illustrated in Figs 5.6(a) -'(d) r~spectively. The extinction 
times achieved are summarised in Table 5.1~ 
Table 5.1 Arc Extinction Times as a Function of Earth Resistance 
EARTH RESISTANCE (OHMS) 
2 5 10 20 
TIME (msee) 110 100 90 80 
It is apparent that each halving of the earth 
resistance increases arc extinction by approximately a 
half cycle, which at the natural frequency of 
\ ' 
50 Hz is about 10 msec. The arc extinctions occur at 
zero crossings of arc;, current, provided the peak arc vol ta~.fe 
is below the arc level (approximately 2 kV/metre) . 
The arc path resistance then effectively 
infini ty, since no curren't flows, provided res 
does not occu~, the fault branch removed or 
disconnected. This action is invoked at the completion of 
the specified deionization time, when it is assumed the arc 
path is completely deionized. If arc restriking is to be 
simulated, the fault branch may be reinserted or reconnected 
depending on the method being used (see Section 5.6.1). 
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5.6.4 DC Line Recharge and Power Transmission Restart 
As outlined in Section 5.4. , close co-ordination 
of convertor controls is necessary lowing deionization 
to en.ure that the restart not suffer from severe 
oscillations in voltage and/or current. A line recharge 
process which results in 1 ove:r~hoots of line voltage 
may cause the 'arc to restrike or may cause additional stress 
to other line components, resulting in consequential 
, , 
failures. With a scheme which uses linear ramping of 
firing angles, such as when normal control action is used 
with a limit on maximum emgle advance, this is a distinct 
possibility. By rampirig of the convertor settings, with 
suitable delay at the invertor, this may be avoided. 
However, Figs 5.7(a) and (b) depict the results of applying 
such a linear ramping of current ngs, wi,th a limit on 
the maximum firing angle change per firing, to the New 
Zealand test system's controllers.' The angle advance limit 
was set at 15° to allow nominal voltage to attained 
nearly a cycle after controller re1ease. The responses 
indicated, although exhibiting rapid line recharge, are 
os llatory in nature. This is a the 
particular d.c. line characteristics. The vo 
oscillations and line travel time also result in 
oscillations in the direct current. Obviously then, a 
recharge process based on the ramping procedure 
unacceptable for the N.Z. scheme, since the ove 
indicated '( 30% above nominal) CQuid be detrimental to 
system1s recovery ~rom the fault condition. 
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A d.c. line recharge start control unit, to used 
instead of linear ramping methods for the (re-)energization 
of a d.c.line, must be capable of attaining nominal line 
voltages quickly, but with a well damped, minimum overshoot. 
The time constant of the d.c. line (approximately 20 msac 
for the N.Z. scheme) will giye an indication of the rate 
of response which may be acceptable. 
To recharge a d.c. line from a = 1250 and O. = 0 , 
. r 1. 0 
it is best to control a r by a start control function, 
whilst maintaining 0.= 0 This ensures the rectifier 
. 1. 0 
recharges the line fully before the invertor begins to . 
" draw power. This will mean that both the rectifier and 
invertor constant current controllers will be inoperative, 
since the invertor is controlled by EAC and the rectifier 
by the start control function. A function which will 
exhibit the above characteristics is one in which (l is 
. . r 
controlled exponentially. 
Following the completion <;>f the deionization period, 
a
r 
is stepped from 1250 to 90° over one firing instant. 
Subsequent ring action is then con 
function 
= 
where a
o 
is the oontrol angle whi 
nominal line voltage, .and 
l'lt is the elapsed time since 
led by the 
••• (5.5) 
will give 
of the 
convertor control to the restart unit (i.e. 
from when (lr = 90°). 
The constant k will determine the response rate. 
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Figs 5.8(a) and (b) indicate respectively a
r 
and 
cosa (which is proportional to the ideal no load voltage) , 
r 
for various values of k, as a ion of elapsed time (~t). 
In this case a 
o 
, 0 
= 10 • For a d.e. line which has a time 
constant of approximately 20-25 msae, it is desirable to 
have no more than 63% of nominal ltage/when 6t = 25 msee, 
in order to obtain criti damping the no load voltage 
rise. Curve (ii) exhibits this stic, and ac·tually 
achieves nominal voltage When 6t approximately 100 mse~. 
Fig • .5,.8 (b) shows that, ideally, overshoot of line 
voltage should occur. Other factors beside ar'affect the 
line side voltage (e.g. reflection travelling waves) . 
However, by designing the start control unit on an idealised 
basis to-exhibit critical damping, a ic approximation 
to the expected response may be achieved. In the N.Z. scheme 
an equivalent recharge time of approximately 100 msec is 
used. Therefore the selection of k 2.4 is istic and 
justified. Selection of a slower (e.g. k = 2) would 
have been detrimental to the total response time without 
markedly enhancing restart. performance with to 
protection problems and possible arc 
The recharge process is implemented by 'listing t.he 
firing instant Fj +1 by 
6P j +1 - a. J (5.6) 
where 10 + 80 'exp(- 2,4 6t} ••• (5.7) 
and where 6t is measured to F j+1 • 
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When the d.c. line fully recharged to nominal 
voltage at the correct polarity, conditions are conducive 
to resumption of normal power transfero At this time 
ar will b~ close to nominal and 6i will be on its specified 
optimum va The rectifier then switches from the line 
recharge controller to ponstant current control, whilst 
the invertor maintains EAC. 
5.7 FULL SIMULATION OF A DC LINE FAULT 
A temporary 20 ohm earth ref;,lstance bipole fault 
at the d.c. line's terminal connection with the rectifier 
smoothing reactor was investigated from the time of fault 
initiation through to full fault recovery and normal 
power transmission, using the developed dynamic analysis 
programme and the interactive facility ~f a transient, 
stability programme as indicated in Section 4.6. A flow 
diagram indicating the co-ordination of the special control 
functions designed for protection 
line faults is shown in Fig. 5.9. 
in Figs 5.10 (a) - (g) • 
The fault was applied as 
recovery of d.c. 
results are indi 
in Section 5.6.1~ 
using the detection process described in Section 5.6.2. 
Two phases at the rectifier continu:~ to conduct current 
for an extended riod (Fig. 5.10(£), as a r is retarded 
,to 125°. The initi rectifier Ovst:current occurs 4 msec 
after the fault is applied. The pe is only 80% above 
the setting and decays to zero, 15 msec after fault 
ini tiation. ,The invertor has already shut down by this time. 
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DElC}lI7.MlCN { 
FAULT RC}.;OVAL { 
D.C. LINE. 
RECHARGE. 
YES 
'(ES 
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EXPCME.NTlAL l:mJCTlON 
CONTROL Re.CIIARr~E 
BY At.TE~HJG CXr b-_____ ~ ____ .------
LI N E R.E.CHARGE.D -
RE.Sror.U:. eee REGULATORS 
TO aom RECTIFIER 
AND IMVERTOrt 
--- ~.-.-----" 
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SI'.T <xr " \7.~:l" 
C~ iii";; So 
RE.NDER • 
co:n!~OLLE.il,S 
1~!CpmAilYF... 
o AND ® RE.PRE.5ENl EXIT At>JDRt-iNTRY POIMTS Fr\OM THE. 
DYt>JAMIC SIMULIHIOr..IS MAIN CON'fRClLlhlG SLlBROUTlhlE. 
Fig. 5.9 
'. 
Flow Chart of Coordination cif ia1 
Control Characteristics for d.c. Line 
Fault Protection 
The Figs 5.1 Oillus.trate the existence of voltage 
oscillations with the invertor voltage reaching 50% of 
the rated voltage with reverse polari,ty. The invertor 
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line voltage oscillation is then seen to die out within 
approximately 80 msec as a result of the protective action 
taken, whereby the invertor is kept on EAC control (as 
indicated in Section 5.4.1). Even with this protective 
action, a slight negative power level, indicat.ing fault 
contribution, exists for a short time prior to invertor 
shut 'down. The rapid decay in invertor direct current is 
illustrated by the a.c. current wavi3forms. Due to the 
continued presence of the harmonic filters, a residual 
current level remains throughout the fault, with considerable 
initial harmonic content as indicated by the a.c. voltage 
·waveforms. This is even more evident at the rectifier end 
due to the large initial increase in direct current and 
also due to the large change in control angle, which does 
not occur at the invertor end under EAC. The rectifier 
voltages exhibit a large regulation effect, as well as 
distortion, during the over-current period as a result of 
the harmonic content and phase imbalance evident in the 
a.c. current waveforms. The distortion of voltages at each 
end is seen to reduce quickly as the residual (filter) 
currents become settled. In each case this takes about 
.five cycles, giving an indication of the relatively slow 
time response of the harmonic filters. 
During the same period the line voltages are seen to 
decay, and as indicated in Fig. 5.6(d), extinction of the 
arc occurs some 80 msec after fault initiation. 
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The deionizat.ion iod then for approximately 
100 msec. With no control action throughout this period, 
and with only f1 currents being supplied by the source, 
the voltage waveforms become sinuso dal since the f.il ter 
currents are balanced. However the effect of the a.c. 
system's response to the d.c. link shut down, as obtained 
from the transient stability study indicated in Figs 
5.3(a) and (b), is manifested as a rm of modul in 
both convertora.c. voltage wave The amp tude 
variation is especially noticeable n Figs 5.10(d) and (e). 
Some 200 msec a fault tiation, the arc is 
assumed to be comp te deionized, the fault ch 
is removed. 'l'he convertors' protective control laced 
by the line recharge control to cO~I~nce fault 
As indicated in section 5.6.4, the nvertor maintains EAC 
and the rectifier angle is progress advanced, i ally 
from 12 o to 90 I and then under COl) of the exponential 
recharge function. The rectifier direct current and both 
line voltages indi this process. The current lved 
in line recharge is seen to be relat small, and the 
d.c. vpltages are seen to climb relatively quickly (in 
,60 msec) to about 801 of nominal voltage; the invertor 
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voltage increase being delayed by the travel time of the 
line. Because the invertor is on EAC, the invertor does 
not conduct current until 'the line is charged to about 90% 
\ 
of nominal. The recharge time, meDsured from deionization 
until the line is recharged and convertor current has begun 
to increase, is seen to be about 80 msec. This is marginally 
faster than was anticipated, and is indicated by small 
oscillations in line voltage~ These oscillations are only 
about 10% above nominal at the invE'rtor, with slightly 
laiger oscillations at the rectifier. The reasons for these 
oscillations being larger than predicted can be found by 
inspecting ther.m.s. values of the Thevenin voltages 
(Fig. 5.3(a)), where the invertor value is seen to be some 
10% down from nominal, whereas the rectifier value is 5% 
above nominal, By designing the recharge function for 
pre-fault values of the Thevenin voltages (E
r
, E i ), and 
control angles a
r 
and 6i in Section 5.6.4, the nett voltage 
difference across the link with different source voltages, 
such as in Fig. 5.3, is significantly larger than it would 
be at the pre-fault levels. The direct voltage at the 
rectifier end is therefore greater than the response 
characteristic was designed for. As a result, the 
oscillations in line voltage are slightly greater than 
predicted. To reduce this oscillation, a value for a
o 
of 
30° appears t.O be more sui.table than 10°, since this results 
in the same no load volt.aqe difference for the d.c. link 
as when the pre-fault voltage is used. 
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A new family of curves similar to those Figs 
5.8(a) and (b) may he constructed using the 
equation (5.5) with an appropriate It value se 
In order to indicate the ef of the r.m.s. voltages 
at each convertor, instead of plotting COSet as in Fig. 
r 
S.8(h) , llowing function could. he plotted: 
o . 
/ (E. E ) 
~ r 
o 0 
where Ei and Er are, ly ,the pre-fault invertor 
and rectifier Thevenin voltages, and Ei and Er are the 
corresponding values at fault recovery time, as obtained 
from a preliminary transient stability 
The use of a recharge' function designed using these 
principles will result in the line being rged more slowly 
and to a vo~tage lower than nominal (in this case 10% 
due to the reduced invertor a.c. voltage). 
FollmlJing t.he period, which completed 
280 msec afb~r fault initiation, the convertor currents are 
seen to increase quickly steadily to the set values. 
This increase takes p with the on CCC, and 
the invertor on EAC. The current i~ seen to reach its 
setting after 60 msec with only a m initial overshoot, 
indicating that the CCC constants are adequate. At 
this time (cycle 19) d.c. power are not at 
pre-fault values since the invertor a.c. voltage 11 
depressed; although it is increasin,3' 
reinjection of link power. As indi 
wi 11 take. some time the pre-
regained. 
ly with 
in Fig. 5.3, it 
a.c. voltages to be 
r 
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The effect of control and current 
increases during the convertor restart period is again 
indicated by distortion of the a.c. At the 
rectifier, signifioant ~hanges in occur, as well as 
current modulation due to direct current changes. This 
behaviour is simi to immediately following the 
fault initiation when the response of the filters 
was also found to be significant. The distortion is less 
at the invertor since it is under EAC with steady current 
increase. 
Convertor behaviour, i.e. the firing pattern, is 
'set~led (±SO change firing at the rectifier) 
and thus extension of 
indicated is not justi 
dynamic a.nalysls beyond the time 
Therefore a total dynamic 
analysis time of 400 msec is suitable for this investigation. 
Beyond this period a quasi-steady state approach, as given 
by a transient stability programme, will be suitable for 
investigation aspects. 
5.8 CONCLUSIONS 
The techniques outlined in this chapter have shown 
that transient ground on one or both poles a d.c. 
line may be cleared quickly by conv(~rtor control, \'lithout 
the need for a mechanical breaker a8 is the case in a.c. 
systems. The main factors influencing the duration of 
interruption due to the fault have been 
these have been shown to be dependent on: 
(i) the fault resistance (including arc 
which will control the rate of arc current extinction; 
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(ii) the time necessary for deionization of an arc; and 
(iii) the restart procedure which involves recharging the 
d. c. line to nominal vol tags and resumption of pm .. 'er 
transfer. 
To investigate these effects, it was essential to use 
a dynamic analysis progralnme with a small integration step 
(0 .05 - 0.1 msec) , in order to identify the variation in 
energy states in an a.c./d.c. sys~em due to the frequently 
changing convertor topology. Since a.c. current and voltage 
waveforms are greatly influenced by the dynamic behaviour of 
the harmonic filters and convertor controllers, this 
information on actual a.c. waveforms is essential to 
determine if any distortion· or over-voltage effects occur. 
This programme also allows accurate co-ordination of the 
detection and protection schemes necessary for the recovery 
of the d.c. link from a fault condition. The prospective 
use of microprocessor identification and control of 
particular fault conditions makes it essential to provide 
accurate assessment of such applications by a simulation 
tool. 
The behaviour of the generatin~ sources in the a.c. 
systems follm'l7ing a disturbance has been shown to be 
suffici~ntly important to necessitate a time variant 
representation for the a.c .. system. Utilisation of an 
interactive facility developed with a multi-machine 
a.c./d.c. transi~nt stability programme has made this 
feasible. 
The test results indicate tha.t the interruption and 
recovery tim(~s may be optimised by means of faster detection 
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schemes, fault development control for extinction and 
deionization, and also by .control of line re-energization. 
At no time ar,e any convertor faults initiated as a result 
of the fast control action taken, nor are excessive stresses 
put on the convertor plant. 
The effect of earth resistance on overcurrents and 
arc extinction has been shown to be important in considering 
tower footing resistances for d.c. transmission lines. 
Similarly, careful insulation design is possible by observing 
likely overvoltages on the healthy pole ofa bipole system 
subjected to a monopole fault. As has also been shown, 
overvoltages can occur on line re-energization, and these 
factors must be taken into accourit for design purposes. 
The effect on the B.C. System during such a fault 
has been seen to be relatively mil~, with acceptable over-
voltages ~nd only limited waveform distortion occurring, 
when compared with the a.c. fault cases studied in Chapter 4. 
For faults with high earth resistance, the complete 
interruption interval has been shown. to be 200-300 msec. 
The interruption time will increase as fault resistance 
decreases (i.e. extinction time inc)~eases), deionization 
time increases (due to system ratinqs) v or protection and 
co-ordination speeds reduce, making the upper limit of 
350 msec realistic. 
In a.c. systems, interruption times of 500 msec, 
even with rapid reclosure, are expecienced. Moreover, 
a.c. fault current levels of many times the full load 
ratings occur, whereas d.c. fault cnrrents are of the same 
order of magni tude as the rated linle current. 
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Thus the behaviour of a. d.c. system under line t 
conditions has been found to be more favourable than 
an a.c. system with rapid ree ure facilities, by 
simple modifications to the normal convertor controller 
actions. 
An interesting of d.c. transmission is that 
minimum outage time does. not necess ly provide an op,timum 
response in terms of system stability. It has been sugges 
in the terature (Dougherty and llesland 1970) that outage 
time should be matched to the frequency of machine angle 
oscillations in the a.c. system(s). This may mean that 
re-energization control should ~de information of 
generator swings to.improve stabi following d.c. line 
faults. Further,development of the interactive facility 
with the transient stability programme could be performed 
to investigate such a possibility. 
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CHAPTER 6 
WITH GENERATOR-CONVERTon 
-------
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, several contributions to the 
literature (see References in Anderson and Fouad 1977) have 
indicated the need for acting methods of excitation, 
capable of providing fast field forcin,g for improvement 
of system stability under abnormal operating conditions. 
As a result this enqui 1 excitation systems have 
proposed whi have a time response very much than 
those. of the traditional AVRs, such as indicated in the IEEE~ 
Committee report of 1968. To obtain these fast response 
times, the designs may involve feedback of the generator 
output voltage to a three phase full wave bridge recti r 
(Goto, Isono and Okuda 1971). The output this bridge is 
then applied to the field \'lindings. The power source of 
such excitation terns is therefore an integral part of the 
generator (Cotzas, Hesse and Lane 1~79). 
Self excited synchronous using stor 
cont~olled bridge exciters have many advantages over those 
using convent.io'nal rotati d. c. , including easier 
maintenance and operation, and, because high ini response 
is possible, transient lity of generator and 
connected network may be improved. The form of the proposed 
bridge design ranges from simple diode schemes' with auxiliary 
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control, to bridges which may be operated as rectifier 
bridges,. thus providing the required excitation under all 
expected load conditions as well as under no load and fault 
conditions. 
To provide full control, however, it is necessary 
to consider the possibility of lowing the exciter b~idge 
to operate transiently as an invertor. This will then give 
the. excitation system a negative voltage ceiling as well as 
a positive voltage ceiling. Some modifications have also 
been proposed whereby negative 
To ensure invertor operation, 
normally has an absolute amplitude 
positive ceiling voltage. An 
above characteristics may then 
ld current can be obtained. 
negative ceiling 
s than that of 
tion system with the 
capable of providing 
high initial eld voltage forcing for good system stability 
under abnormal operating conditions, 
Whereas the effect of normal AVR responses could be 
modelled adequately by the use of constrained algebraic 
relationships applied to the fixed voltage (E fd ) in 
the model of Section 2.2.:3 (Campos Barros 1976, Brandwajn 
and Dommel 1979), the proposed thyr.is excitation 
circuits must be explici t.ly modellscl, to accurately 
represent the dynamic behaviour of excitation circuit. 
The application of such exciLation schemes to· 
generators operating in various system is 
considered. Fil:~stly, to demonstrate thyristor bridge 
excitation, its steady state performance in a simple a.c. 
system is investigated. The normal application of such 
excitation'systems in th context j.s to control the 
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terminal voltage of the generator by modif ion of the 
exciter's thyristor firing angles. The ability of the 
thyristor exciter to perform this function under' normal 
operational demands, or due to a.c. system faults, is 
indicated in the following sections. 
The mismatch between traditional excitation 
controllers and those of an HVDC tra.nsmission scheme 
I 
have been highlighted in earlier work (Arri , Arnold 
\ 
et al. 1977). These studies of interconnected a.c./d.c. 
systems indicated that normal convertor control had a time 
response.much fa r than that of traditional AVR systems. 
This meant the two control systems t!lere not always matched 
to give optimum performance. 
It has recently been sugges that interconnection 
of a synchronous generator and an HVDC convertor in a 11nit 
type concept could reduce HVDC scheme. costs (Calverley et aL 
1973, Krishnayya 1973). The application of fast acting 
thyristor exciters to such systems also eliminate 
need for rectifier control if the response of the 
exciter could be designed to approach that of normal 
convertor control. This would not eliminate 
for controlled rectif , but also eliminate the mismatch 
between rectifier and generator cont.rol systems. 
Bowles (1977) in preliminary studies using analog'Ll,e 
simulators for such isol generator-diode rectifier t 
schemes, has indicated their feasibi and also'poss 
protection limitations. A digital model of a 
type connection of diode rectifier i~ind synchronous generator 
wi th fast thyristor excitation is d~~scribed in this chapter, 
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and is used to investigate the stea state and fault 
behaviour. This unit scheme model, which may have 6 or 
12 PQlse conversion, can be connected to a normal d.c. line, 
invertor and invertor end a.c. system. 
6.2 MODELLING OF THYRISTOR BRIDGE gXCITATION SYSTEMS 
The present model for the field circuit (aligned 
the rotor's d-axis) is a fixed e.rn.f. in series with the 
field circuit's inductance and resi tance as in Fig. 6.1. 
Fig. 6.1 Representation ofField Circuit by Fixed e.m.f. 
Typically, models excitation systems in dynamic 
analyses have used constrained algebraic relationships 
applied to the field voltage, E fd , or when a more accurate 
. model is needed, additional differen alequations to 
describe the voltage regulator and exciter performance are 
used. These models are based on assumptions which, in the 
case of thyristor controlled exci , are not al111aY5 val 
For instance the field inductance is not in nite, so some 
ripple will always be present on the field current~ the 
commutation reactance as seen by the thyristor bridge is 
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reasonably la (a combination of machine sub'cransient 
reactance and excitation transformer reactance) 
so considerable harmonic current mtly flow in the stator 
windings unless filter equipment is provided; and normal 
excitation is usually at a-high delay angle to provide 
a~equate excitation ceili Then:! analyses based 
·on assumptions of perfect smoothing, no waveform distortion, 
and. firing angles and conunutation angles 55 than 60° will 
be in error. As was found in the case of HVDC convertor 
performance, an accurate assessment of the dynamic behaviour 
ofa thyristor bridge (excitation) system can only be 
obtained with the use of a led model. 
The proposed model of a thyr star excitation ci t 
.will in effect replace the fixed ld voltage, Efd , by a 
variab d.c. voltage which will be supplied, via excitation 
bridge and transformers, from the generator terminals. The 
field circuit i~ Fig. 6.1 is thus replaced by a circuit as 
in Fig. 6.2, where a single star"'"star transformer 
exciter bridge operation s depicted. 
v g 
Fig. 6 2 Dynamic Representa.tion of Thyristor 
Exciter 
6 puls;e 
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The incorporation of the above model for an 
excitation system into the programme descr:ibed in Chapter 3 
is relatively straightforward "vith regard to component 
representation. 'rhis can be seen by comparing the model 
with that used to represent HVDC convertor bridges. The 
same formulation will apply for an excitation ;bridge. 
However a limit is encountered in the machine representation. 
Because the machine's field circuit is now also a 
part of the excitation bridge circuit, its branch would be 
identified as a k (convertor) branch (compare with smoothing 
reactor identification in HVDC convertors). All other 
generator branches must then be k branches (i.e. part of 
the same subnetwork) due to the pre,sence of stator-rotor 
and d-akis mutual inductances. To allow this, no generator 
connections could involve y nodes without violating the 
topology constraint on Kyk and K8l (both null). Since this 
likelihood is high, e.g. ungrounded stator star point 
(neutral), or generator terminals usually being directly 
connected to a transformer, the alternative, formulation 
must be used where convertor subneb'lTOrks are not segregated, 
'and all inductive elements are modelled as 1 branches. The 
inclusion of' the field circuit, its excitation transformers 
and its thyristor bridge into the synchronous machine 
representation is necessary to satisfy the formulation. 
This requires some modification of the input routine for 
synchronous machines. 
Initial condition specifications will apply as in 
Section 3.2.1 with the realisation that the rotor field 
current and the exciter bridge. current are identical for 
the calculations in Sections 3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.2. 
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6.3 EXCITATION CIRCUIT P.U. SYSTEM 
6.3.1 Excitation Transformer Ratio 
In the absence of saturation, and with perfect d.c. 
side smoothing, the field vol tage (,~qual to Rfd I fd ) will 
be directly proportional to the field excitation (E.) as ]. 
indicated in Section 3.2.1.2. The ratio of this ~oltage to 
a.c. input voltage, when the bridge operates with a fixed 
delay angle, will be constant provided the a.c. source 
impedance and the field circuit are fixed. Therefore to 
obtain the desired bridge output vcltage (equal to the 
voltage required by the generator field winding), it is 
only necessary to.select the proper turns ratio for the 
excitation transformer. variation of the field voltage to 
suit particular operating conditions can then be made via 
delay angle control. 
To provide adequate excitation ceilings, the nominal 
delay angle is usually selected (Cotzas o Hesse and. Lane 1979) 
to allow for an 'excitation margin' of near 50% under normal 
operating conditions; i.e. by fully advancing the firing 
angle, the field voltage :may be rai:::;ed by 50%. This would 
indicate a delay angle of around 45° - SOo for norn:tal 
generator operation. By an increase in the nominal delay 
angle to near 60 0 , a ceiling of 2 p.u. can be achieved 
since the field voltage is roughly proportional to the 
cosine of delay angle. Thus by designing the excitation 
system so that a nominal delay angle of 60 0 will provide 
1 p.u. terminal voltage at rated power, the necessary 
transformer turns ratio will be defined by the required 
field voltage for these operating conditions. 
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The definition of a particular turns ratio the 
excitation transformer will also provide a means of fixing 
a non-arbitrary base for rotor quan ties. 
6.3.2 
With field circuit configuration as in Fig. 6.2, 
it is obvious that the ro circuj per unit quantities 
must be calculated relative to a d.c. system set bases. 
The base quantities used for the rotor circuit may be fixed 
by any arbitrary means, such as fixing rated field current 
as a base value (Anderson and Fouad 1977). 
In addition, the di phas(.;! model of the synchronous 
machine requires that invariant basIc:! sets are selected, 
since for per unit systems in electromagnetically coupled 
circuits, it is essential to select the same voltampere 
and time base in each part of the rcuit. Normally 
base time value is the same in circuit in an analysis 
It can be shown (Lewis 1958) that t choice of a common 
time (frequency) base forces the 
in all circuit parts, and also 
inductance be the geometric mean 
inductances, i.e. 
to 
base mutual 
self 
equal 
• •• (6.1) 
which will elH"mre the per unit mutu;),l inductances 
reciprocity~ 
An inspection the equations a synchronous 
generator {equations (2.5) - (2.6» shows by choosing 
three base quantities involving tage, current· time, 
all other base quantities will be f This will apply 
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to both the stator and rotor ts, and, using the method 
described in Appendix 9, the stator base quanti s fixed 
are apparent power (MVA) f to cated power, 
rated line-line voltage (kV) and r<:'ted generator 
~ 
(radians/sec) . 
As stated above, the voltamp 1zre base and time 
base must the same for both rotor and stator. Therefore 
there is only one "free" quantity in rotor circuit. 
The choice of the remaining rotor quantity 
depends on nature of stator-rotor coupling. As 
indicated in Section 6.3.1 the excitation system transformer 
ratio' fixed the level of ld voltage. In accordance with 
the per-unit system used HVDC convertors then, the d.c 
(rotor) side transformer voltage is used the remaining 
rotor base quantity. 
This is different to the base system normally adop 
for represe"ntation of synchronous machines where the 
remaining rotor base quantity is a field current obtained 
from the rated voltage on the no-load curve's 
air gap line. However 
conjunction with an 
is system is normally used in 
ion set \vb ich ul1dergone P 
transformation, and with" fixed or values 
the field voltage. For "purposes of an 
involving dynamic rep tion of axe 
the base system using f Id voltage more appropriate. 
Obviously; because the stator base is 
larger than the MVA 9 of the (field) circuits, 
some rotor quantities will be largE), making the 
corresponding per un quantities II sma 
However, this problem will 
parameter used.' 
irrespective af the 
Data for ~ detailed synchraD0us machine was campi 
from a set relating to machines at Kingsnorth, England, 
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which was used by Campos Barros (1976). 'fhe per-unit tern 
contained therein used the rated field current to de a 
suitable base 
a change in the 
for the rotor 'circuit. For this reason 
unit data set to the base system 
described above, \"hich is more condllci VB to simulation of 
the proposed excitation circuit, was necessary. 
6.3.3 Va tem 
------------~~--------~. 
The original data base is indicated in Appen~ix A10, 
and the modified for use thyristor excitation 
applications is included for compa:t'!son. To the 
conversion of data from that detaih~d by Campos Barros (1976) 
(using a different per-unit system)· to the requi per-unit, 
system and voltage bases, a simple test case was devi 
which used the system to be investigated ultimately. 
da ta conversion is indicated in Apprmdix A 10. 
The preliminary tem invo a fixed 
generator working into a load a transformer. 
order to ascertain the sped. cation of rotor 
voltage baser which res ',:s in some rotor per unit 
1 per unit va 
I 
quantities having much sm(tller nume 
(by orders of magnitude), affects 
errors accuracy, some sts were 
, round 
formed. The two 
data sets were shown to pJ::'oduce identical 'vlOrking condi 
for a full operating range provided the unit va 
rotor quantities were calculated to same degree of 
of 
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accurq.cy in data input and initial concH tion 
establishment routines. 
6.4 INITIAL CONDITION PROBLEMS 
The sUrlceptibility simulations involving detai 
machine mode ~~ to inaccur,;lte 1 conditions was indi 
by Campos Barros (1976) to be a maj()r problem his work, 
8ystems." Various 
"' 
which involved generator-
explanations, mainly relating the presence of the HVDe 
convertor unit, were forwarded to e(cplain the appearance of 
d.c. components the stator currents, and fundamental 
frequency components in the rotor currents. 
6.4.1 Transformer 
Inves"tigations in'to "transfor;oer behaviour (Section 
4.7) ha vesholtJn that a considerable amount of of in line 
currents can occur due to a component relating to the 
magl1etizing current. In the trans f,)rmer model y initial 
values for the primary and secondary line cu:r:rents are 
assumed to be equal (in p(~r unit). Since magnetiz 
current will be the fcence the two, or in the 
convention used (see Fig. 2. 1) the urn. of 11 and 1 2 , -c.he 
initial value of magnetizing curren is therefore 
be zero in each phase of the trans 
The correct value of magneti~ 
is directly proportional to the 
linear magnetizing 
related to impressed vol 
\l = dIP/dt 
(in pEH' 
bank$ 
current 
zing f 
Since 
t) by 
rced to 
the 
is 
••• (6.2) 
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and the inst.:intaneous vol are on cosine relations, 
the flux relationships sinusoidal, i.e. the flux 
waveform will lead the o by 90 1 and will 
have the same per unit maximum va 
The magnetizing current by the programme 
will therefore have a fundamental component., and 
a d.c. component initia equal to difference between 
the assumed initial zero value and actual value which 
may be calculated from a knm'l1edge f the impressed voltage 
waveform. The rate· of decay of thi zing current 
offset (d.c. component) is largely on the circuit 
(transformer) resistance involved. ·this is usually 
low for power transformers, the taken the offset 
to disappear is considerable 
In Section 4.7 a method to the d c. 
component of magnetizing current was devi and illustrated 
for a simple system involving a source e.m.f., trans r 
and load. The method involved the l.1Se of point-on<~wave 
switching, in which each phase of the transformer and 
was connected when the re!3pective phase, voltage was a 
maximum. Since peak (absolute) voll:age corresponds to a 
zero of magnetizing current, if eac,11 phase is at 
a' vol tage maximum, the correct zero "falue for magnetizing 
current at the switching instant will be obtained so no 
resultant 0 occurs. 
Preliminary investigations into fixed excitation, 
detailed synchronous machine models~ using a system 
involving generator with transformer and load, showed 
(;\ d.c. component the stator curr\~nts and a corresponding 
fundamental frequency component in the rotor circuit • 
. This was .related to the cO,nnected transformer windings, 
and therefore the viability of using the point-an-wave 
switching technique to eliminate transformer magnetizing 
current offset, and thus the effects on the generator's 
stator and rotor, were examined. 
In the first instance, initi~l conditions were 
calculated for the system assuming full load current, . 
an~ the dynamic analysis 'Nas initiat:.ed assuming 
instantaneous values calculated from the initial full 
load current conditions with all load phases con~ected. 
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Using the approximate initial conditions calculated in the 
absence of magnetizing current, as in Section 3.2.1.2, 
resulted in a d.c. component in the stator current.s, the 
magnitude of which depended on the initial value error for 
the magnetizing current of each phase. In the case where 
one phase 'voH:age was a max.imum at the initial time step, 
no resultant offset occurs in that ~hase, although both 
other phases had offsets of equal and. opposite magnitudes. 
This offset was approximately equal to the r.m.s. value of 
the fundamental frequency component" As a result, d.c. 
offset of the ~tator currents occurred, with a corresponding 
fundamental 'frequency component in the rotor circuit. Since 
the magnetizing current was rated at only 1% of load current, 
the effect is rather small overall, and only slight: errors 
occur in the results (again around 1%) • 
. In the second case, the proci~dure of instantaneously 
connecting full load at the initial time step was replaced 
by one involving point-on~wave switching of the load circuit. 
2 '10 
It began by using zero stator currents, which required the 
initial conditions to be calculated for a no-load condition. 
This required new initial values foc I fd , 80 etc. to be used 
in the dynamic analysis. By this m(?thod, the offset was 
shown to be significantly reduced C~ even entirely 
eliminated. 
However the effect of progressively connecting each 
single phase load was detrimental to the generator behaviour, 
since it re~uired large changes in field current from the 
ini tial no load value to t:he full load value. In a simple 
e.m.f. source representation this was not a problem with 
p6int-on-wave switching, but in this case significant 
differences in generator states, with substantial changes 
in rotor currents, occui for quite some time. These effects 
are more significant than the original problem, thus ruling 
out the possibility of using this n\(~thod to eliminate 
transformer magneti zing d. c. componc'lnts. 
To counter this problem, instantaneous energizat.ion 
of all three phases from no load initial conditions was 
investigated. Although an improvern'mt in the speed of 
attaining steady state conditions over the previous case 
was experienced, the level of magnetizing current offset 
was similar to that observed in the first case. 
In summary then, no programmf~ techniques could be 
shown to eliminate transformer magnt~tizing current d.c. 
offset, which occurs due to the use of approximate initial 
condi tions, 'lftlithout severely impairing the overall 
performance of the test ~ystem. 
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6.4.2 Generator Ene ization 
As indicated in the last section, the p em of 
inaccurate initial values the C1trrents in 
magnetically coupled coils of a transformer can a t the 
duration of dynamic analysis net)ded to obtain accurate 
initial conditions. By analogy it would seem that same 
problems could occur with initial values in a generator 
modelled by coupled coils, i.e. involving (implicit) 
~agnetizing inductances. 
Campos Barros (19 that problems had 
arisen in cases involving a tatioD synchronous 
machine, llywhere the load was an HVDe convertor 
as in Fig. 6.3. He showed .that when a.c. harmonic lters 
were pr~sent, any unexpected components due 
inaccurate ini values quickly sappeared. However, 
without the fi I as, might be the case in an iso 
generator-rectifier scheme, this was not so apparent 
since the circuit damping resistancp, previously provi 
mainly by the filters, ,.,as now small Therefore the 1 
condition period had to be signi extended to 
eliminate the stator current d.c. ts, and the 
fundamental frequency components of rotor current present. 
Fig. 6.3 Schematic of Fixed Synchronous 
Generator-HVDC Convertor System 
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As detailed in Section 3.2.1.2, initial values are 
calculated using a classical analysis based on positive 
sequence values only. This approach is satisfactory 
provided only small unbalances i.n b~rminal voltages and 
currents exist. More accurate calculations accounti.ng for 
unbalances ('3, g. convertor load)· by estimating negative 
and zero sequence current,s have been suggested (Brandwaj:n 
and Downel 1979, Gross and Hall 1978), but the initial 
values thereby calculated? ignore 3·cd and higher harmonic 
effects. Therefore again, some simulation time is required 
for the steady state operating point to be obtained 
dynamically, albeit shorter than without these more accurate 
calculations. 
Modification of the rotor da!.nper I s resistances t:o 
inflated value~ allows the time constants of the machine to 
be ~rtificially reduced, so that the initial value errors 
disappear mo:n-'! rapidly and the machine moves quickly ,to its 
steady state. By analogy with the transformer magnetizing 
offset ca~e, this provides increased rates' of decay to 
initial valu(~ errors which were caw3ed by assuming bali-mced 
and sinusoidal steady state conditions in the generator. 
This artificial me'thod is sufficieoL:ly adequate, wit,h decay 
rates fast enough to not require the:!: more laborious solution 
entailing more accurate initial value specifications. 
Although the majority of these unexpected generator 
components is thereby removed, the components due to 
transformer magnetizing current offi3et 'will remain. Campos 
Barros also suggested starting from no load conditions, but 
as indicated in Section 6.4.1 this can have dramatic effects 
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on the gerierator circuit as it goes from no load to full 
load, without,removing transformer magnetizing current 
offset. 
Fig. 6.4 indicates the rotor currents from an initial 
condition study (case 0093) involving a excitation, 
detailed generator model which is connect~d via paral 1 
transformers to a recti r in 12 pulse operation (all 
modelled explicitly). Th,,~ short d. G. link isa simple 
inductive model and the invertor is modelled as a constant 
d.c. voltage source (see • 6.3). The reason for using 
these simplistic models r the d.c line and invertor 
system, is to enable generator problems to be isolated 
by eliminating possible contributory e from a 
controlled invertor and na~urally resonating link. 
Increased damper resistances are a o'used in the ini al 
condition period to accelerate the decay of unexpected 
generator current components. 
0093 ROTOR CURRENTS 
0.0 
.0 0.0 2.0 3.0 4,0 S.O ;;>,0 8,0 9.0 
'U I"E (t.'"l'Cu:.s) 
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The field current waveform in Fig. 6 4 conta 
significant 12 pulse ripp which can be directl~ 
to the short rcuit e sting durin!;] 12 commutation 
processes occuring every cleo so evident is a 
fundamental frequenc~ component which isre ted to stator 
current d.c. offset. This occurs because of inaccurate 
initial values transformer curI',~nts, z. ignoring the 
magnetizing current effect, as explained in Section 6 4.1. 
Inspection of the actual magnetizing current fied 
the presence a considerable 0 at in two phases of 
approximately 3% load value. Tb corre with 
the magnitude of the fundamental component of fi d 
current. 
The other, more 
change in the d.c. of 
, effect is a continuous 
current. This is not 
cyclic, but occurs very slowly with Borne decay of its 
envelope pattern, although even a ten cycles it is 
still not settled. This behaviour is not related to 
effects already mentioned, nor is it related te 
initial values due to calculations on positive 
sequence curr,:~nts, nee damper resistances 
. have been us to ensure that such effects decay ckly. 
This initial decay is den~nstrated Fig. 6.4 over 
first two cycles. 
Closer inspection of the t: system and method 
calculating initial conditions Isee Section 3.2.1) 
reveals that the analysis the system to obtain ini 
values uses a steady state model for the d.c. link 
based on fundamental components in the avc. system. 
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The g~nerator parameters are then calculated a positive 
sequence network using fundamental a.c. quantit~es, 
However the actual system wi , in the absence of harmonic 
filters, display considerab distortion, which will 
effectively result in a reduced r.m.s. level of 
voltage. Asa consequence the initial values rot.or angle 
and excitation parameters, as I as the d.c. link 
variables, will be different to those estimated in the 
absence distortion. Therefore the effect indicated in 
Fig. 6.4 is an illustration of the shift to a new set of 
operating conditions (lfd' 1 CI. r etc.) under the f 
excitation which was calculated erroneously. 
Since excitation is fixed, rectifier firing 
control will control the operating point shift. In th 
case the reduced effective terminal voltage caused a 
decrease in direct current. Control .action responded by 
advancing Ci.
r 
which resulted in a of Id back 
towards the setting. The amount of control via CI. was 
r 
insufficient however, and only a change in the excitation 
voltage will restore Id fully. Additional increases in 
Efd would allow both Cl.r and Id to return to the.ir nominal 
values. 
In summary then, to dynamically obtain a given s 
state condition, several aids must be implemented: 
(i) the correct tial values must calculated 
to eliminate former magnetizing current 
effects on generator; 
(ii) effects due to slight inaccuracies in initial 
values based on balanced conditions must be 
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eliminated by ing resistances; and 
(iii) the cerrect eperating peint must be feund by taking 
into. acceunt the effect ef waveform distertion etc. 
Pe~nt (iii) will be discussed later with reference 
to. a relevant system. P6int (ii) has already been discussed 
and successfully selved above. The solution to. (i) is 
eutlined belew • 
. 6.4.3 
Value Preblem 
Experience has shown that if zation, i.e. 
connectien to source, ef each trans phase is performed 
at peak veltage, only the fundamental frequency compenent of 
current will be present in the ensuing dynamic analysis. 
This indicates that the initial zero value speci for 
magnetizing current is correct, as explained in Section 
6.4.1. Hewever, this metho.d ef·selective energi of 
a transformer phase was found unacceptable in Sectien 6.4.2 
for systems invelving detailed generater medels and/er 
cenverter bridges. Therefere a means of exactly calculat.ing 
the initial instantaneeus magnetizing current must be 
established, and this value used implicitly in specifying 
different initial primary and secendary winding currents. 
Equation (6.2) shows that since 
J ces u du sin u ••• (6.3) 
the magnetizing flux (current) waveferm is a sine waveform, 
with a maximum magnitude equal (in per unit) to. the maximum 
voltage magnitude scaled by the magnetizing admittance (Y ), 
m 
i.e., if 
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v == V 
m 
cos wt (6.4) 
then 
i = y V sin wt m mm (6 5) 
Therefore knowledge of the tage impressed on the 
transformer will allow accurate estimates of magnetiz 
current to be calculated, which int.urnwill be to 
calculate different per unit values of primary and secondary 
current .. This then correctly specifies the initial value 
of magnetizing current, and so its only component is of 
fundamental frequency and no d~c. offsets occur in the 
line currents. 
6.5 VALIDATION OF EXCITNrION SYSTEJV1 MODEL 
To test the model proposed in Section 6.2 to represent: 
a thyristor bridge direct excitation system, the simple test 
system in Fig. 6.5 was used. The rating of the exciter 
transformer was made excessively large to amplify the 
effects of excitation control. The data for the scheme is 
indicated in Appendix 10, where it is noted that the load 
circuit is designed to represent closely a 
equivalent of the proposed HVDC link in later 
tests. with the high rating of the exc circuit, 1 
voltage was provided by a thyristor angle of 80°. 
This gave excellent opportunity for 1 ceiling voltages 
of either polarity with small changes in control angle. 
The proposed tests were desi<;1ned to investigate 
validity of the excitation model, this reason the 
first test was to examine the lity of the model 
under steady conditions. 
Fig. 6.5 
6.5.1 
Schematic of System used,to Validate 
Thyristor Bridge Exciter Model 
state Conditions 
Using a normal single phase (positive sequence 
network) ste state analysis, the r.m.s. values of the 
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a.c. system quantities were determined for a fixed loading 
condition. Using the method in Section 3.2.1.2, the initial 
values for the generator (So' r fd ) were determined. These 
values then gave an indication of the ,necessary ,firing anglE: 
of the exciter bridge. At.this stage, the effect of any 
transformer magnetizing current was neglected, although 
increased rotor damper winding resistances were used. 
The waveforms for this case (0195), illustrated in 
Figs6.6(a) and (b), give an indication of the generator's 
terminal voltage and its rotor currents for an ini al 
condition study using the initial values described above. 
The slowly decreasing 'average" field current, and consequent 
reduction in terminal voltage magnitudes, can be directly 
re'lated to th"~ ini tial specifications of a and a. • 
o e 
Since the thyristor bridge is simulated in the same way as 
a convertor bridge, its ring pulses, in the absence of any 
con~rol signals, occurred at regular intervals and were not 
measured relati v.e to actual voltage cross-overs (ct). 
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Fig. 6.6(a) 0195 GEN[PRTOR VOLTRGE-
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Investigations of the ual waveform cross-overs and the 
ring instants showed that the exciter valves were actually 
firing at an angle greater than 80 0 , This was found to be 
due to small inaccuracies in the ini al value calculations, 
especially in 0 , which resul 
o 
in di vol 
relationships to those predicted. Obviously then, the 
se 
effect of any errors in the initial rotor angle will affect 
the voltage phase angles, and thus the timing of exciter 
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valve firings, and consequently the level of field voltage 
and current. 
Also significant in the figuJ':es is a 50 Hz component 
in the roto~ current, and a d.c. component in the terminal 
voltages .. This is entirely due to transformer magnet~zing 
currents, as explained in Section 6.4. Because of the 
f~edback effect - i.e. any d.c. component in the exciter 
, 
transformer windings will be impressed on.to the bridge, 
and thus the field current - the offset magnitude is much 
greater than with the fixed excitation system investigated 
in Section 6.3. 
To clarify the above problems, a new set of initial 
values were calculated, to a greater degree of accuracy than 
above, in an attempt. to obtain a constant 'average' fiel& 
current. The results for this case (1195) are indicated in 
Figs 6.7(ci) and (b) where it can be seen that the drift in 
field current has been eliminated almost entirely, resulting 
in constant maximum phase voltage magnitudes. However, the 
component due to transformer magnetizing current is still 
significant. 
To eliminate this effect the method proposed in 
Section 6.4 was utilised~ as detailed in Appendix 10, for 
this particular case. The resultant waveforms for this case 
(2195) are shown in Figs 6.8(a) and (b). The magnetizing 
currents' d.c. components in both the load and exciter 
transformers are significantly reduced (compare Figs 6.9(a) 
and (b)) by this method. The component still present is due 
to the inability to correctly specify the initial values of 
r.m.s •. magnitude and phase angle for the terminal voltage. 
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Fig. 6.S(b) 2195 ROTOR CURREf'1T 
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The use of increased damper resistances has ensured 
that the generator settles to its initial state rapidly 
(within one cycle). The field current is then very settled 
with a dominant 6 pulse ripple, as f~xpected for the output 
of a 6 pulse bridge. The magnitude of this ripple could 
reduced by changes in the system parameters. The terminal 
voltages are also balanced, with a small amount of distortion 
due to the presence of the (over-rated) excitation circuit. 
Again, this distortion (during commutation periods) could 
be reduced by better design. 
From these results then, it seen that with careful 
calculation of initial rotor angle, exciter ring angle 
and field current, combined with a good approximation for 
,initial values of transformer m;agnetizing current, the 
system quickly settles to the specified operating condition. 
This validates the use of the excitation model and solves 
all the initial condition problems normally associated with 
simulation of such a circuit. 
The ability, of the, system'to perform under disturbed 
conditions must also be investigated to show the ibility 
of modelling the excitation system by above means, 
6.5.2 Disturbed Conditions 
A preliminary test to show the ired to 
a temporary demand for increased generator termina,l voltage 
was p~rformed primarily to illustrate the practicality of 
the exciter's thyristor 
terminal voltage. Simi 
ring angle control in regulating 
, a simulated three phase fault 
in the a.c. system was studied to investigate the required 
exciter response. These tests were not designed to 
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investig~te the actual voltage regulation control parameters, 
but merely to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed 
model in responding to certain demands. 
In the first instance (case 3195), the initial 
conditions provided by the settled case in Section 6.5.1 
were used to start the study. The exciter firing pulse train 
o 
was advanced 10 for 2~ cycles so that the new firing angles 
o 
were 70. The effect on field current is readily observed 
in Fig. 6.10(a) where it is seen to steadily iQcrease to 
approximately 115% of its original level. The terminal 
voltages (Fig. 6.10(b» have similarly increased to nearly 
110% of their original level. This illustrates the quick 
action possible using thyristor control of the excitation 
circuit. 
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As explained, 'the actual control response is not 
simulated here, the major interest being to illustrate the 
ability of the model to indicate excitation circuit response, 
and the resultant generator effects, After 2~ cycles the 
pulse train was retarded so that the original firing angle 
was restored. With the increase in terminal voltage due to 
the period of increased excitation, returning the 
firing angle to near 80° stabil the generator terminal 
voltage at new level. 
It is obvious from this simple example that the 
effect of excitation control can be simulated using 
the proposed model. As a further e:x:ample, the performance 
under disturbed conditions was investigated. The 
disturbance simulated was a remote three phase fault which, 
in the absence of excitation control, would result in a 15% 
reduction in generator terminal voltage. Campos Barros 
(1976) simulated several similar faults (mainly at the 
generatbrterminals) with a fixed excitation model for 
the machine. 
The instant of fault occurrence affects the level 
of d.c. offset which will be present in the stator currents. 
For severe faults the offset can be significant, and in 
studies of a three phase fault at the terminals 
the field current was shown to have a corresponding 
fundamental component, in certain cases with a magnitude 
greater than the pre-fault d. c. lev(2!I. As indicated in 
Section 6.5.1, stator d.c. or rotor fundamental frequency 
components are magnified by feedbac,lc in the 
used here. 
system 
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Preliminary inves gat ions of a three phase fault 
close to the generator terminals verified this effect with 
the peak value of the fundamental components due to the 
instant of fault approximately equal to 80% of the pre-fault 
ld current level. There to avoid confusion, these 
effects were reduced by simulating a remote fault for which 
classical analysis predicted a generator .terminal voltage 
drop of 15%. 
In conjunction with the fault application, a signal 
was delivered to the exciter's firing control to advance its 
grid pulses. This forced earl~er ring in the exciter, thus 
creating more field voltage. As a t, field current and 
generator terminal voltage increased, the latter to its pre~ 
fault level after just three cycles of pulse train advance. 
These eff~cts (for case 4195) are indicated in Figs. 6.11(a) 
and (b). 
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6.6 ISOLATED GENERATOR-RECTIFIER APPLICATIONS 
The concept of the gencrator'~HVDC convertor uni t 
was advocated during the last decade (Cal verley et al. 1973, 
Krishnayya 1973) in an effort to reduce HVDC system costs. 
Since the terminal costs of HVDC schemes dominate, any 
suc,h reduction improves the economic feasibility of HVDC 
as an alternative,to a.c. transmission. This concept' 
proposed operation without a.c. harmonic filters, as 
indicated in Fig. 6.12. The elimination of a.C. filters, 
a.c. switchyard, etc., by the use 0 unit type connections 
would not only remove associated operational problems 
(Kimbark 1971), but would render HVIJC an even more 
attractive alternative for power transmission from remote 
sites. 
Fig. 6.12 
I 
I 
~. 
Schematic of Unit ,Type Scheme 
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The effect of .operation without harmonic filters 
was analysed by Bonwick and Jones (,1972) I subsequently, 
dynamic analysis of the performance of a synchronous machine 
supplying a rectifier load was performed by El-Serafi and 
Shehata (1980) with particular attention to the harmonic 
analysis of resultant waveforms. F:com these studies, the 
capability of generators to withstand the harmonic currents 
in the machine windings was assessed, and s~ggestions for 
design refinements were made to ensure the unit type 
application was feasible. Normal hydro generators should 
be capable of operating in a unit type connection with 
twelve pulse convertor loads. 
Investigations by Arrillaga, Arnold et· aZ. (1977) 
highlighted the mismatch that exists between the traditional 
controllers of synchronous generators (AVRs) and HVDC 
convertors. These investigations of unit type connections 
of generator and convertor (as in g. 6.12) showed that 
there was no real need for both types of control (i e. 
excitation and convertor), since generator 
independently and is connected direct to the convertor 
transformers, in isolation. 
The replacement of the control convertor at 
sendi:o.g end of an HVDC link by a diode rectifier was 
proposed \Bowles 1977 , Jotten et aZ. 1978) for applications 
involving isolated (e.g. hydro, mine-mouthJ generation infeed 
by HVDC, where voltage (power) revel'S was not requi 
The economic gains to be achieved by an isolated generator~ 
diode rectifier scheme can be subs , since much the 
equipment normally associated with HVDC convertors, e.g. 
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a.c. filters, bus work, circuit breakers, buildings, control 
and communication systems can be eliminated or reduced. 
The reliability of the simpler diode rectifier would also 
be much greater than the corresponding thyristor bridge in 
the absence of the grading, control y communication and 
damping requirements of a controlled bridge. 
A further advantage of diode rectifier operation is 
that harmonic generation is minimised, and in general, 
would be below the tolerable levels of hydraulic generators 
thus ensuring the feasibility of a.c. filter removal and 
unit type operation. 
These advantages, which are detailed by Bowles (1977), 
show that for isolated generation, the generator-diode 
rectifier technique offers substantial reductions in 
associated HVDC ~quipment and a more flexible, more reliable 
and more easily maintained and operated convertor unit. 
The feasibility of such schemes however, is very much 
dependent on their ability to perfox'm control and protective 
functions. such functions, including the synchronous 
generator's excitation must therefore be examined to 
determine the feasibility of the system. To provide , 
adequate control and protection, the excitation must be fast 
acting (Evans and Brown 1977), such as provided by the 
thyristor bridge excitation circuits detailed above. As 
indicated, these excitation systems can only be accurately 
simulated by dynamic analysis. 
The following sections will investigate firstly the 
performance of a fixed excitation generator model with a 
controlled rectifier load, and secondly a fast thyristor 
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excitation-generator model with an uncontrolled rectifier. 
Preliminary investigations into the latt.er's performance 
under d.c. fault conditions will also be conducted. 
6.7 FIXED EXCITATION GENERATOR-CON'J'ROLLED RECTIFIER 
SYSTEM STUDIES 
During certain a.c. conditions, the Kingsnorth HVDC 
scheme may operate with one of its large generators feeding 
the d.c. link in isolation. Studies of this configuration 
were reported by Arril et aZ. (1977 (2». These studies 
were not concerned with excitation effects, although Campos 
Barros (1976) did perform a preliminary study of the effect 
of excitation on the performance of a system such as in 
Fig. 6.12. He concluded that with a 25% change in 
excitation voltage, although the field current altered 
significantly over a few cycles, a similar, opposite current 
was induced in the rotor's d-axis ds.ropers, with the result 
that the nett rotor flux remained practically constant llJi th 
no resultant effect on the generator's performance. 
However, investigations into thyristor excitation of 
'a.c. generators (Section 6.5) have shown that us the same 
generator data, significant changes terminal voltage 
magnitudes can be obtained by rapid alteration of the 
effective field voltage. Therefore system illustrated 
in Fig. 6.3 (using the data set in Appendix A10) was 
investigated to determine not ol?-ly its response to excitation 
changes, but also its steady state performance and the 
possible interaction between convertor controls and 
excitation. 
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As indicated in Fig. 6.4, this system (0093) took 
Some time to attain reasonable steady state conditions. 
Some·of the reasons for this have been discussed in Section. 
6.5. However in addition to these .ceasons, the absence of 
a.c. harmonic filters contributes markedly to initial 
condition problems. Their absence removes a source of the 
reactive power requirements of the convertor, and as a result 
the initial conditions predicted by classical analysis 
(assuming balanced Sinusoidal waveforms) are inaccurate. 
A higher level of excitation (and field current) will be 
necessary to provide this extra reactive power in the 
absence. of sinusoidal waveforms, and thus give the operating 
condition predicted. 
However, initial condition problems associated with 
non-sinusoidal waveforms, due to the absence of harmonic 
filters, occur not only in relation to discrepancies in 
reactive power and excitation level assumptions, but also 
in the initial specifications of line currents. These line 
currents, ignoring magnetizing components, are obtained 
directly from knowledge of the convertor va states, so 
that in the absence of harmonic filters the stator currents 
have square wave shapes (as for 12 pulse operation) . 
Whereas sinusoidal stator currents will correctly identify 
the correct voltage magnitude and phase relationship as 
predicted by eo' this will not be tJ~ue for non-sinusoidal 
currents, since the derivatives of current are now zero in 
the commutation free periods. 
The result is seen in Fig. 6_13(a) where initial 
values for termin voltages are clearly excessive. 
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During the initial condition period, because of the 
excessive generator terminal voltage, Id increases above 
its initial specification (Fig. 6.13{b» There the 
initial .convertor response is to retard a r . 
The. error in vol tage' waveform is, however, qui.ckly 
eliminated with high rotor resistancE, as seen by inspecting 
the fie ld current response in Fig. 6,," I and the terminal I 
voltages in Fig. 6.13(a). Consequently, as a result of th 
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fast (increased rotor damping) generator response, and the 
increased regulation due to increased direct current, the 
voltage waveform becomes depressed, which results in a 
decr~asing direct current Therefo.'t'e the convertor 
controller then acts to advance a 
r 
min 
·towards a 
Inspection of Fig. 6.13(a) indicates these changes 
in rectifier firing angle, with a large amount of distortion 
occurring as a result of firing retard action, and then, 
with firing angle at a minimum for a ~ustained period, a 
minimal amount of o.istortion· is apparent (cycles 5.5 to 8.5). 
With the fixed level of excitation predicted by 
classical analys , it is seen that after some 5 cycles of 
simulation, the system has settled at a reasonably constant 
operating point. This operating point has a reduced direct 
current level (901 of nominal) and reduced field current 
(831 of nominal). As a iesult of the deficiency in direct 
current; the rectifier firing angles have been advanced to 
min 
a 
Moreover, the extra demand reactive power in the 
absence of harmonic filters has in depres 
generator terminal voltages. Figs.4 and 6.13{a) (b) 
indicate that continued operation a min , but with a step 
change in excitation voltage to 11 of nominal, results in 
an increase of around 101 in both the field current and 
convertor current just two cycles. By furthe.r 
increasing the excitation voltage, desired convertor 
attained. time taken this 
to occur would be controlled by the magnitude and rate of 
the change in excitation voltage. 
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The difference in exciter convertor controller 
time responses, however, makes an objective investigation 
of this behaviour difficult. Elimination of one of the 
controllers,· which are· both performing the same basic 
operating task, would be of more int.erest. 'rhe ability of 
fast excitation control, with high 
I 
ling voltage limits, 
to perform this function will determine whether exditation 
control is sufficiently rapid to eliminate the need for 
fast convertor control. If this can be shown to be true, 
then considerable savings in HVDCconvertor terminal costs 
could be achieved in remote applications. 
To investigate the effect of excitation control, 
the controlled rectifier in the above case can be replaced 
by a diode rectifier, and the fixed excitation, Efd , by 
a thyristor ,bridge excitation circuit. 
6.8 FAST THYRI~TOR BRIDGE EXCITED GENERATOR-UNCONTROLLED 
RECTIFIER SYSTEM STUDIES 
The system illustrated in Fig. 6.14, with test data 
as detailed in Appendix A, is used to analyze the steady 
state performance and the initial response to d.c. line or 
remote end a.c. faults. 
Fig~ 6.14 Schematic of Thyristor Bridge Excited Synchronous 
Generator-HVDC Diode Rectifier System 
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6.8.1 Preliminary Studies 
As 'indicated in Section 6.7, zero values for line 
current derivatives, as a result of non-sinusoidal waveforms, 
create errors in matching terminal voltage conditions to 
those predicted by the analysis in Section 3.2.1.2. 
However, adjustment of the rotor angle 80 , whilst retaining 
the same initial values of line currents, provides a closer 
approximation to the required steady state operating point. 
In the test case, an adjustment of some 150 was 
necessary to get reasonable magnitudes for tbe generator 
and convertor terminal voltages .. Table 6.1 indicates the 
approximate instantaneous magnitudes of rectifier voltage 
obtained for several values of 80 at time zero, with all 
other parameters constant. 
Table 6.1 Effect of Initial Rotor Angle on Initial Conditions 
e 
o 
-18.5 
7.2 
-9.25 0.0 
.. 
5.3 3.3 
4.25 5.0 9.25 
2.4 2.2 1.4 
The initial condition calculations of Section 3.2.1.2 
predicted an initial rotor angle of , yet speci a 
rectifier d.c. terminal voltage of 2.2 p.u. As can be seen 
in Table 6.1, these two conditions are incompatible, and only 
by adjusting e from -9.25° to +5.0° are the correct wave-o . 
forms, .as specified by the load flow analysis, attained. 
At this stage no other changes were. made to enhance 
the initial condition period. The initial condition period 
for case 0193 extends from cycles 0 to 1.5 in Figs 6.15(a) 
(generator voltage), (b) (rotor currents) and (c) (recti 
current) • 
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During this period, it can be seen that the transformer 
magnetizing current problem is present (50 Hz component of 
field current), and that the average value of field current 
excitation is resulting in a generator voltage that is some 
15% above that predicted by the initial value calculations. 
As a result, the rectifier voltage is high, and with 
a constant invertor d.c. voltage, the d.c. line current 
increasing slowly. Because of the high generator voltage 
and the feedback effect of the excitation circuit, in the 
absence of any control action, the excitation voltage will 
. continue to increase. Obviollslythen, some better means 
obtaining tial conditions is required. 
6.8.2 Initial Condition Improvement 
Using the techniques described in Section 6.4 for 
reducing magnetizing current errors and initial value errors 
, 
in generator specifications, attempts were made to obtain 
initial conditions more quickly. However as explained before, 
a change in eo was necessary to compensate for d.c. current 
flow in all windings. This alters the initial values of 
terminal voltage, and thus the initial values of magnetizing 
current. Better estimates for initial of magnetizing 
current can be obtained by observing the voltage waveform at 
t · e + 90 0 . 1. me 0 ., By scaling these values by the magnetizing 
admittance, and adjusting for the·co~rect 
this will give correct values for ini 
current, assuming constancy over the 90 0 
damper resistances were also used to speed 
response as explained in Section 6. It • 
relationship, 
magnetizing 
Increased 
the initial 
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The results this case (2 93) are illustrated in 
b ~ 
Figs 6.16(a) (rotor currents) and (.) voltage) . 
'The former indicates a steadily incl'easing average level, 
with a dominant 6 pulse ripple. The fundamental frequency 
component is no longer evident due t.O the more accurate 
ification of magnetizing currents. However the high 
level of terminal va is still a problem, since this 
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results in higher than predicted rectifier currents. 
These could be reduced by excitation control (retarding a ) 
. e 
but this process would take some time to settle to the 
required operating point. 
The above methods have attempted to begin from full 
load steady state conditions ,.and without control, settle 
dynamically to the operating point. With excitation based 
on terminal conditions, it is not possible without some 
excitation control to reach a stable operating point. As 
seen in Section 6.4, this operating point can not be 
accurately predicted by the use of equations based on 
balanced, sinusoidal waveforms. Hm>lever, alteratiori of 
the field parameters will allow the specified rectifier 
current (or power) to be obtained. 
An alternative method 9f attaining initial conditions 
was investigated, based on the start-up procedure of an 
isol~tsd generator-diode rectifier~ Starting from no load 
conditions (B
o
' Ifd,ae ), which can be estimated accurately 
by equations based on balanced and sinusoidal waveforms 
(see Appendix A10), the rectifier current is allowed to 
increase from zero to full load. rate current 
increase is controlled by the nett direct voltagedi 
which will be a function of both the generator tatioD 
and the effective control at the invertor end. The latter 
is simulated by increasing the fixed source (Vdi ) from zero 
to full load at a rate correspondin9 to normal start-up 
control action. 
Fast start-up can be achieved by as control. The 
amount of control will determine wh(3ther the start-up 
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(especially the rate of rise of I d ) is under-d?mped (or 
even unstable) or over-damped (too slow). Fi 6 • 1 7 (a) - (e) 
indicate a start-up (case 5193) which exhibits close to 
critical damping of the direct current response. Full 
load cur-rent is achieved within fOlll- cycl(~s with nominal 
generator voltage and field current. The excitation 
action is indicated by the field voltage. 
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Initially, positive field forcing .«(1, == 60 0 ) gives a 
e 
rapid increase 0.£ field and:rectifi(~r current. A 
stahi lising period (et :: 850 ) . follml1ed by de-excitation 
e 
(with a = 1100 ) controls the rate of rise of current, 
e 
and returns the terminal voltage to near nominal, where 
et e is reset to 85°. 
The field current waveform indicates a steady 
climb from its no load value (0.013 p.u.) to a value 
approximately equal to the full load value predicted by 
classical analysis (0.0675 p.u.). As expected, a 6 pulse 
ripple is evident, and in the last cycle of simulation 
small deviations around a slowly increasing level occur 
due to the control action occurring in the thyristor bridge 
These deviations are not related to. magnetizing current 
offset, since Fig. 6.17(e) shows only a small amount of 
offset in these currents~ 
This study has therefore indicated the performance 
during simulated start-up, using bot.h positive and negative 
excitation, with the system attaining the desired operating 
point (Idr , I fd , ete ) within 5 cycles, compared the 
earlier study (Figs 6.16(a) and (b»), which attempted to 
begin with full load initial conditions. 
An attempt to increase the speed of 
resulted in under-damped responses, as indicated 
Figs 6.18(a) and (b), where curves A andB 
2 and 1 cycles of field forcing respectively, curve C 
the case of Figs 6.17(a) (e). 
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6.8.3 Fault Stud 
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In addition to achieving suitable ini al conditions, 
the previous simulations have displayed the applicability 
of fast excitation control in depressing or boosting the 
generator vol tage in a shor.t period of time. This can 
extended to the simUlation of fault~ where, as explained 
earlier, the ability of the exciter to provide sufficient 
protectl0n and control of the scheme will determine the 
suitability of isolated generator-diode rectifier 
applications. Bowles (1977) has performed preliminary 
investigations of fault conditions using simulator techniques. 
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The digi tal computer model d!~veloped here, provides a 
fUrther tool,which may be used to more accurately investi te 
the feasibility of these schemes under both normal and 
abnormal operating conditions. From these stUdies the need 
for protec£ive action additional to that provided by 
excitation control may be ascertained, whether it be in the 
form of an a.c. circuit breaker, requiring additional a.c. 
buswork, or'a d.c. circuit breaker. 
In Figs 6.15(a) (c) and 6.19 (a) - (b), the initial 
response of the generator to a d.c. line fault is illustrated 
for a period of 3 cycles. 
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The excitation system is umedto detect the fault 
within ~ cycle, and to retard the thyristor firing angles by 
40° so that the exciter bridge is on full retard (i.e. amax). 
This is illustrated in Fig. 6.19(a). The fault SO causes 
an increase in voltage regulation. In conjunction with 
de-exci tation, this causes the gene.rator terminal voltage to 
decrease rapidly, which in turn extends commutation periods 
and further depresses the voltage. The voltage depression 
in this case limits the peak over-currents to some 50% 
above the setting within two cycles of fault occurrence. 
Continued simulation shows the generator terminal voltage 
collapses 2~ cycles after faul t occurence, with the result 
that unacceptable commutation fai occur in the exciter 
and convertor bridges. 
Whereas the de-excitation effected by thyristor 
control will limit the d.c. over-current, it is necessary 
to remove the source (generator) completely to clear the 
fault. This normally performed by convertor control 
action (see Chapter 5), but in the diode rectifier 
application this is not possible. The alternative is 
to use circuit breaker action. 
Normally, low a.c. voltage wili be detected and a 
protective a6tibn initiated whereby a.c. ci t breakers 
will interrupt the a.c. line (fault current) at current 
zeroes. However, although such need only have 
limited duty due t6 the restricted fault current (Fig. 
6.19(b)), isolation of each phase at current zero cannot 
be guaranteed in the presence of an HVDC convertor. If 
one phase is cleared at a current zero ·(i.e. on extinction 
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of a valve), the next valve commutetion will be hindered by 
a reduced commutation'vol As a result of the extended 
commutation period, d.c. short circuits may occur and 
alternating current zeroes cannot guaranteed. 
the operation of an a. c. circui t bl>eaker alone, may not 
a viable pro'tection auxiliary to ' exci tation control. 
Recently (Bowles et al. 1976), proposals have been, 
forwarded, for the use of a direct current circuit breaker. 
Simulator studies carried out by proposers showed that 
the use of; a high speed breaker to guard against d.c. line 
faults, and faults'within the receiV'ing system, allowed the 
performance an isolated generator-diode rectifier scheme 
to approach that of a 'conventional controlled rectifier 
scheme. This required the d.c. t breaker to have a 
'trip-reclosesequence of around 5 clcles. It was indicated 
that invertor commutation failures 'It"Tould not require breaker 
action provided the excitation system was t enough. 
The simulation of a.c. circuit breaker operation 
in dynamic analysis, indicated in 4, can also be 
applied to d.c. circuit breaker ope£8tion, i.e. the 
sequence of operations and non-linear resistance character-
istics of the proposed breaker could be easily incorporated 
in the state formulation. Studies of an isolated 
generator-diode rectifier scheme, subjected to a variety 
of faul t conCi! tions, could then be1mdertaken to determine 
the feasibility st excitation <::ontrol a.c. and/or 
d. c. circuit breaker action providiilg e 
co-ordinated protective control. 
and 
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6.9 CONCLUSIONS 
Various studies conducted on typical and proposed 
generator-convertor systems have illustrated the versatility 
of the developed model for investigating the dynamic 
behaviour of synchronous generators provided with thyristor 
bri~ge excitation control, and .the effect of fast thyristor 
bridge .excitation in isolated generator-rectifier 
applications for both controlled and uncontrolled rectifier 
schemes. 
Future work could utilize the developed model to 
investigate the feasibility of various configurations of 
generator-rectifier schemes and, in particular, their 
controllability and protective sequences, with a view to 
obtaining the most economic, practical solution to HVDe 
infeed from a remote source. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
Recent technological developments, coupled with real 
cost reductions and a steady improvement in reliabili 
have resulted in HVDC transmission emerging commercially 
as an attractive.coml?lement to a.c. power systems. This is 
particularly so with regard to the increasing requirement 
for bulk power transfer into urban centres. The location 
of new generating sources (hydro, nuclear, mine mouth, etc.) 
is invariably remote from the load centres, and the 
advantages of HVDC when long overhead transmission and/or 
underground/submarine cables are necessary, coupled with 
the higher transmission power densi.ty possible over a given 
right of way, make HVDC at least comparable to EHVAC with 
regard td reliability and economic and environmental 
However one of the problems generated by increased 
utilisation high capacity d.c. links is that a larger 
portion of the a.c. system load is fed 'remote' 
generation, with the result that a link may be feeding into 
a relatively weak syste~, i.e. where the ratio of convertor 
a.c. bus short circuit level to transmitted d.c. power is 
less than say 2.5. The resultant e possible include 
·increased overvoltages on load rejection, susceptibility 
to commutation failures during voltage disturbances, and 
difficulty of rapid re-start of d.c. transmission following 
faults. The system must in general be able to withstand 
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. . 
these overvoltages, or their effects must be limited by 
protective devices (overvoltage control) or by convertor 
control. 
The accurate simulation of transient phenomena 
associated with sUch disturbances vitally important in 
the .. design of HVDC schemes, particularly if they are to 
feed into a relatively weak a.c. system. 
Over the last two decades, digital computer 
programmes for a.c. network solutions were developed 
, 
which were more attractive than the traditional analogue 
network analyser on the basis of cost, convenience and 
size/accuracy of representation. Traditionally, the 
simulat:.ion of transients associated with ijVDC transmission 
has also been performed by analogue models, such as special 
purpose HVDC simulators; since they provide the required 
detailed modelling of the convertor equipment. Such 
modelling was not possible with the level of programming 
developed .for a.c. network solutions. 
However the simulators, although indispensable in 
the practical introduction of HVDC, have the inherent 
limitations associated with any ana or physical model. 
More recently, digital methods. have been developed to 
'coIflplement these analogue simulators. However to date 
their application to the simulation of transients in intsr-
connected a.c./d.c systems has also been limited by the 
trade-off necessary between the ze and accuracy of system 
representation, and the cost of running the programme. This 
trade-off has resulted in programmes which use either a 
simplified (quasi-steady state or normal mode) representation 
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for the HVDC link(s), or a reduced representation of 
the a.c. networ\<. Transient stability programmes have, 
with tenuous justification, tended to use the former 
simplification, whilst retaining full B.C. network 
representations. Programmes design<3d to analyse the 
transient performance of convertors have tended to use 
\ 
a simplified a.c. network representation. 
It has been shown in this thesis that by combining 
the full a.c. network representation of a transient stability 
analysis with a detailed d.c. link model, it is possible to 
.obtain a digital computer simulation which not only models 
the entire a.c./d.c. system accurately throughout the 
dynamic analysis period, but also has a computation co·st 
comparable with those simulations which used inaccurate 
simplifications for the a.c. network representation. 
Explicit modelling of essential a.c. components 
(e.g. convertor transformers, harmon4.c filters) has been 
retained. Special provision for tht3 detailed modelling 
of important synchronous machines has been included, along 
\ 
with an exact equivalent for the rest of the a.c. network, 
obtained via the transient stability programme. The 
waveform dependent topology of the bridges can be simulated 
for all modes of operation, with a multisegment pi-equivalent 
representation of the d.c. line. The accessibility of all 
system variables allows various types of convertor con 
systems to simulated. 
The developed dynamic analysis programme was used 
for the investigation ofa.c. faults (Chapter 4) I convertor 
maloperation and d.c. line faults (Chapter 5), and these 
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topics have been the subject 0 two publications (Appendices 
A 11 and A 12 respectively). Included in the programme for 
these investigations are facilities for representing non-
linearities' (such as transformer sat.uration), phase unbalance 
and circuit breaker operation, and d.c. line fault protection 
schemes. 
The use of the programme in the preliminary 
investigation of prospective applications, such as the 
isolated generator-diode rectifier schemes, has been indicated 
in Chapter 6, and the development of an accurate model for 
fast excitation systems provides a tool which will be 
essential in the determination of the practicality of such 
schemes. A novel technique for harmonic elimination has 
been developed by Baird et aZ. (1979) 1 and a configuration 
involving an isolated generator with fast excitation control 
feeding a d~c. link which utilises this new technique could 
make diode rectifier schemes more at,tractive. The develop-
ment of the dynamic analysis programme to study diode 
rectifier schemes, and in particular those that incorporate 
the elimination technique, offers an area of research,which 
could be exploited. 
Many of the initial condition previously 
associated with dynamic analyses, which contributed 
appreciably to their running costs, have been isolated 
and eliminated duting the course of this research. A 
supportive package provides a means of post processing 
I 
results (e.g .. to obtain a harmonic analysis phase 
quantities), and a post-simulation graphics package 
provides flexibility in the presentation 
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.. A parallel development of the interaction between the 
dynamic analysis and transient stability programmes has 
enabled exact transient stability studies to be carried out 
during severe disturbances (Turner 1980) . This work. has 
been extended to study the utilisation of the d.c. link. to 
provide transient stability improvement following a.c. 
disturbances. These investigations demanped the interactive 
facility of the two programmes, at least until a time when 
the convertor's behaviour could be accurately represented 
by a quasi-steady state representation and the a.c. waveforms 
were reasonably balanced and sinusoidal. This time could 
only be determined from a study using the developed dynamic 
analysis computer programme. 
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APPENDIX A1 
DETAILED SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
rrhis matrix, Lg in equations (2.S) - (2.6), is a 6 x6 
matrix which can be partitioned into stator, stator-rotor, 
and rotdrterms, i.e. 
where 
L 
ss 
L 
sr 
= 
L' 
rr 
-L -L 2cos2(8+1S0)-L-L cos2(8-90) 
ac ac bc bc2 
L
afd e08 e Lakd cos e 
Iofd cos (8-120) Lbkd cos ( 8-120) 
L
cfd cos (8+120) LCkd cos (8+120) 
. -:l 
-L -L c082 (0+150°) I 
ac . ac2 
-L 4 c054(8+150) ! 
ac I 
-L -L c052(6-900) II, be bc:2 
-L c084(8-900) bc4 
L +L 2cos2(8+1200) 
cc c 
L 
akq sin 
(:) 
L sin ( 8-120) bkq 
(8+120) J - L sin ckq 
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L ::: L t 
rs sr 
and 
Lfd Lfkd 0 
L 
rr 
::: Lfkd Lkd 0 
0 0 ~q 
Similarly, the torque matrix is a 6 x 6 matrix derived from 
Lg by 
ClL dL 
ss sr 
--ae ~ 
d 
de Lg 
dL dL 
rs rr 
--ae ~ 
dL dL dL. ) t 
where rr 0 and rs [ sr ::: 
---ae --as 
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APPENDIX A2' 
TRANSMISSION LINE REPC:rnSENTATION 
HVDC and 'EHVAC multiconductor lines or cables are 
defined by their series impedance (H. + jX ) and shunt 
admittance (Bc) matrices per unit length. Their equivalent 
circuit is represented by an appropriate number of 
pi-segments, the elements of which are derived from the 
physical geometry of the conductors, earthing and conductor-
earth resistivities. 
A method for calculating these matrices is described 
by Al-Khashali (1976), and results in the fOllowing: 
Defining the B matrix, whose order is the number 
of conductors, including earth wires, and whose general 
element is given by: 
where 
B.. = log (D . . /d . . ) 1Je 1J 1J 
D .. 1J = distance between the ith conductor and 
the image of the jth conductor; 
d.. :::: distance between the i·th and jth 1J 
conduct6rs (i ~ j); or 
d.. = radius of ith conductor (i = j) • 1J 
_. 'I 
The capacitance matrix per unit length is C = 2'H:' B . 
The useful part of C correspcmds to the "li ve II 
conductors since the earth wires are at earth potential 
and may, therefore, be eliminated. This is achieved by 
discarding the rows and columns in C corresponding to the 
earth wires. 
The resistance and inductance matrices (series 
impedance) are given by: 
+ jw (Lg + + L ) e 
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where suffixes g, c and e signify 1 .r:-especti vely, the effects 
of geometry, conductor and earth 
The contribution of the geometry to the total 
inductance is obtained directly from the B matrix as 
Lg == llB/21T. 
The effect of the conductor on the resistance at low 
frequencies is limited to the d.c. resistance per unit 
length and, where skin effect is significant, a corrected 
power frequency value may be used. Th.e internal inductance 
LC is constant and is calculated using the concept of 
geometric .mean radius. The earth return contributions 
and Le can be calculated using an infinite 
The earth wires cannot be entirely eliminated from 
the series impedance matrices in the present study s 
the impedance matrix, given in terms of fferential 
operator p as Z = R + L"P, has an inverse whose elements 
are, generally, high degree polynomia in (p). It 
only in special cases, when these polynomials can 
that the elimination of the earth wires may be 
without undue complication. Single frequency is, 
p may be replaced by jw, and lossless analysis are examp s 
of such cases. 
Therefore the equivalent circuit of a typical 
transmission line segment, and the corresponding inductance 
and capacitance matrices, are shown in Fig. A2.1. 
a 
b 
I 
a 
c 
(a) Equivalent pi-segment model 
loa lab lac lae 
Lbo lbb Lbc. lbe 
lCo. Lcb Lee lee 
lea le.b lee lee 
(b) Inductance matrix 
a
l b' c' 
a' Coa ~b Cae 
b' r. 
'-be. ebb Cbe 
Cca Ccb Ccc 
, 
c 
(c) Capacitance matri 
g. A2.1 Transmission Line representation 
(typical pi-section) 
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The elements of the capacitance matrix are related to the 
equivalent circuit by, lly, 
and 
C 
aa 
== 
- C 4 
APPENDIX 
STATE VARIABLE EQUA'l'ION BE'!' 
Applying principles of Section 2.4.5 to the 
equations detailed in Section 2.4.3 Ids: 
t/J I 
:::: 
Qa 
Vs = 
Ll II 
C V 
a. a 
-R S {l'f31 II + I(sr 
1, -1 
}. K t 
-L K Y Y 
r 
-1 (K tv + II' t ) 
ra a'l.rr~ V S 
ra 
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(A3.1) 
(A3.2) 
(A3.3) 
(A3. 5) 
(A3. 6) 
••• (A3.7) 
where the Land C matrices are react.ance and susceptance 
matrices respectively, de are performed with 
respect to an frame of refe 'enee, i.e. d/d8. 
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APPENDIX AL~ 
FORMULATION l"OR VARIABI.E TOPOLOGY 
The inductive subnetwork is now defined to contain 
(I + k) inductive branches, the k branches denoting branches 
involved in a convertor representation, and the I branches 
denoting all inductive branches ext(~rnal to the convertor. 
An inductive branch between the two inductive subnetworks 
will be specified as a k branch so that the connection matrix 
t Klo is null, Therefore Q nodes will have only inductive 
branches within a convertor subnetwork (k branches) connected 
to it, whereas .'Y nodes have any external inductive (1) 
branches or an extremity of a convector subnetwork connec 
to it. Therefore: 
• • (A4. 1 ) 
t t t 
and Klo ' Kro ' Kco are all null. 
Because of the nature of the convertor subnetwork, 
it may be assumed that it contains no a.m.f. sources, or 
time variant inductances (i.e. pLk 
ing to Kirchhoff's current law, 
K6kI]c 0 
or KokPI k 0 
K I + K ~ II "" 0 
'Ykk 'Yl 
Kl3klk + KrnII + KSr 0 
Kaklk + Kal II + K I + K' I "" 0 ar r ac C 
0). Applying 
(A4 2) 
(A4 • :3) 
(A4" 4) 
(A4.5) 
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The k branch voltage equations may be written in a 
diakoptical form as 
(A4 .6) 
along with the following equations from Section 2.4.3 
(A4 • 7) 
(A4.8) 
• •• (A4 • 9) 
where from equation (A4.S) 
J = K 
a ac = r 
••• (A4.10) 
This equation set now has three dependent variables 
VS' Vy and Vo which can be evaluated directly. Premultiply-
ing equation (A4.8)by Ka 1 yields 
fJ r 
-1 t Va = -Ra (Ka R K V + KalIl fJ fJ fJr r ret (t fJ 
Using equation (A4.2) and multiplyi 19 
Then defining 
yields 
(A4 • 11 ) 
(A4.6) by 
tv Y + Kk 0 tv 0 ) 
••• (A4.'l2) 
••• (A Lf.13) 
Differentiation of equation (A4.3) 
1 
substituting equations (AU.6) and (A4.7) yields 
or 
where 
L == 
£ 
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••• (A4.1S) 
(A4. 16) 
••• (A4.17) 
• •• (A4. 18) 
which is not affected by t.opology changes, but is, in 
general, not sparse. Inspection of equations (A4.14) and 
(A4. 17) that they are two inter-dependent equations 
for the two vectors V y and V 0 • To :-::01 ve for se two 
vectors would require an i terati ve process, b1.l t the 
associated computational burden would i 
However, in a practical interconnect.ed a. c. /d. c power 
system, the only interface between convertor non-
convertor inductive subnetworks occurs at 
transformer's a.c. terminals. The is to have 
a.c. harmonic lters, including a , connected on 
the a.c. • which would by definjtion create a a node at 
this busbar. Alternatively the coru of an a.c. line 
or static capacitors will define it as an a Thus if 
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the restriction KYk == 0 is applied, the computational problem 
is removed without imposi any real system representation 
restrictions. In the rare case of the convertor busbar 
being a Y node the formulation without 0 nodes may be used 
i.e. equations (A3.1) - (A3.7), since .this would be more 
economic than using an iterative process to solve vy and Va 
as above. 
By applying this network triction, i.e. KYk null, 
to the above equations, one obtains a direct solution z • 
and 
== -L K Y Y 
•.• (A4.19) 
(A4.20) 
With the state variables as defined in Section 2.4.5, the 
equation set for a variable topology formulation will then 
be as set out in equations (2.38) - (2.47). 
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APPENDIX 
DESIGNATION OF CONVERTOR 
-----
All convertor configurations assume that one end of 
the bridge combination is earthed and the other connected to 
the smoothing reactor. Hence, only two nodes are explicitly 
defined in 6-pulse operation to s valve switching, 
with a further node needed to represent the neutral of the 
transformer secondary in a star bridge. Five nodes 
altogether are needed to simulate 12-pulse operation, of 
which one is shared between the two bridges and another 
represents the neutral of the star-connected secondary. 
The allocation of new o-nodes to a new set of convertor 
data, assuming that m such nodes have already been defined, 
is shown in Table AS.1 where it is assumed the convertor is 
nominally a rectifier. For a nominal invertor, the 0t and 
0b designations are reversed. 
Table AS.l Convertor Node 
a-range 
,--
°t ° °b Type of convertor neutral m min max 
---
6-pulse STAR m+l m+2 m+3 0 m+l m+3 
6-pulse DEL'rA - m+l m+2 0 m+l m+2 
STAR m+l m+2 m+3 m+4 m+l m+5 
12-pulse 
DELTA 
-
m+4 m+5 0 m+l m+5 
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Table AS.1 indicates that a fixed structure used 
in representing the variation in topology caused by valve 
switchings. This implies that, during commutations for 
instan~e, redundant nodes are retained to the detriment of 
computation efficiency. However, tile dynamic re-ordering 
and relocation of data, 'Ylhich would otherwise required, 
is avoided by adopting the fixed structure. The convertor 
bridge, on the other hand, should under normal conditions be 
in a non;-commutating state, which requires all the nodes 
defined the greater part of the time. In some special 
cases, explicitly the non-commutating arm short circuit 
and the open circuit condition, the number of nodes defined 
above is insufficient to with the configuration in the 
direct manner used in the others. Action is taken in these 
special cases to free one of the redundant nodes and use 
it in representing the relevant condition. This approach 
was preferred, since specification of extra nodes to deal 
with this situation, whilst easier, would increase 
computation time. 
As an example, consider when two phases simultaneous~ 
ly have no conducting valves, so that both are set to 6 R as 
In 
in Mode C (see Appeno.ix A7). In this case, the smoothing 
reactOr bridge terminal (0.1 or d2 in g. 2.4(b)) is set to 
the opposite side of the bridge, thus describing the 
circuit. Similarly, to describe an open circuit condition, 
C';I.ction is taken to connect the smooi::hing reactor bridge 
terminal to the other end of the reactor. This latter case 
permissible since the smoothing )::'eactor normally has no 
mutual coupling with any other inductive element in the 
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network. Moreover, if the third phase is also assigned to 
the node which normally corresponds to the smoothing reactor 
bridge end, a similar change can be carried out for that 
phase. This process leaves a free node to which one of the 
two op~n phases may be assigned, thereby establishing the 
independence of these two phases. 
The relation between a bridge's designated nodes 
and the transformer secondary terminals is thus generally 
defined by the mode of operation.' As an example consider 
Mode A, the non-commutating mode. Referring to Fig. 2.4(b), 
if valve v 1 is ON, then a is set to Q't and if valve v4 ON, 
then ,a' is set to obi otherwise, if both v 1 and v 4 are OFF, 
a set to om" 'When the process, repeated for band c, 
all bridge nodes (a, b, c, d1 and d2) will have been 
assigned to the set of 6-nodes defined as in Table AS.1. 
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APPENDIX A6 
FORMATION OF NON-COMMUTATING f'\(ODAL MATRIX L8 (NC) 
By assumirig equal leakage reactances (see Section 
2.5.2) this matrix may be written by inspection using the 
nodal specifications as detailed in Appendix AS. The 
results are indicated in Fig. A6.1 for: 
(a) star-star bridge 
(b) star-delta bridge 
(c) 12 pulse convertor bridge. 
The inductance xd ' representing the smoothing reactor, 
is then connected between m + 1 and 0 for a 6 pulse delta 
convertor or between m + 2 and 0 for 6 pulse star and 
12 pulse convertors using the method detailed in Appendix A7. 
Inti 
mt2. 
mt3 
m+4 
m+5 
m .. lml-2mH 
m+1 Q a a 
--
~----".-~ 
O1t2 a 2Cl a 
--
-----.- . 
--
m+3 Q a 20 
----
~~ 
a 
-
xl 
m+l ~~FI 
mt2 [~~1~~1 
b ~ Xl/J 
m+l mt·t mt4 
Q+2b ot2.b ot2.b 2b 
2,-< 
O+2b (o+b) ah?b 2b 
2)( 2.b r+2b arZb (~}b) 
2b 2b 2b 2b 
b 
(a) Star 
(b) Delta 
m-t-S [yy-{':!~~!~- -, 
b . I 
m+1 I"'YV,\..xls omt?! ! 
b '~~mt4 ~J ] 
b C-~ 
b ('~1 OIfl1-5 
2b 
C~II--J 
~ 
~ 
a =.:x f., ) b,. X.ld/3 
( c) 12-pulse 
Fig. A6. 1 Non-Corrunutatinc.rNodal Matrices 
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APPENDIX A7 
FORMATION OF ACTUAL NODAL MATRIX Lo 
Using the non-cornmutating nodal matrix La (NC) as a 
basis, each of the other modes of operation are simulated 
by a ~rocess which is illustrated here for normal 
commutating mode (Mode B) , with the commutation process 
taking place in the top hal~ of the bridge, e.g. valves v1, 
v2 andv3 conduct. A zero inductance link, representing 
an valve conduct.:i,ng in comparison with·the "basic" 
mode, is then inserted at and 8
m 
according to the 
following process 
When an additional nk of inductance (x) is 
connected between nodes i and j in ·the network, La (NC) 
is modified to the 'new ma,trix La whose general element (Lpg') 
is given, in terms elements 
L =: L - ( pq pq - L .) CG. -PJ 1.'1 q> / S • •• (A 7 • 1) 
where 
S - L .. 1.1. + . + x . 1. 
One of the nodes i and j may be external to·the (i-network, 
in which case the corresponding in equation (A7,1) 
will be zero m Conducting valves an'! by adding 
a link 6f zero inductance, and the of an exi 
branch is represented by adding a I of negative inductance 
equal in magnitude to that of the branch and 
connected in parallel with it. In latter case, if 
branch to be removed provides the 0 path from one part 
of the network to the externa.l syst<:lm or to the common 
reference point, that part of the l1(!twork will become 
isolated •. This condition is indicated by a vanishing 
denominator (S), and it must be avoided. 
The above treatment is quite general and applies 
equally well to all modes operation. In gener~l 
mode B is forrned by connecting a zeJ:o inductance link 
between am and either 0t or ab, dep':mding on where the 
commutation process is taking place The commutating 
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short circuit. condition (mode D1) also easily represented 
by connecting a single zero inductance link between at and 
abo The three phase short-circuit (mode E1) is represented 
by connecting a zero inductance bebJsen am and 0b' and 
another between 0t and ab , 
However, in t,he non-commutat.Lng d.c. short-ci 
.~ 
mode (Mode C) I due to the limited number of I-nodes 
available, special action is taken to represent the 
condition. With 6-pulse operation the smoothing reactor is 
removed from its normal o'~node and connected to the conunon 
reference point. This action a to which one of 
the two non-conducting arms may be assigned. 
Twelve pulse can 
depending on which of the bm 
can 
the short circuit is in the star 
more 
is mode C. If 
, the reactor is 
removed from its normal 6 and connected to the node 
shared between the two bridges (m + 4 in T AS. 'I), as 
shown in Fig. A7.1(a). If, however delta bridge 
in mode C then all the branches in star bridge 
are connected to(m + 4) are disconnected from this node 
Fig~ A7.1 
( a) 
m+1f~:-
.~ 
mt2 
om+'3 
(b) 
o 
(c) 
Non~cornn1Uta ting arm :;hort circuit in 
12 pulse convertors 
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and connected to the common re r€H'I'::e point. 
swi tched over are effective connE~cted in 
branches 
leI and the 
program h~mps them together and, tru3refore, one removal and 
connection process is req Fiq. A7.1 (b) this 
condition wi the star bridge in a commutating state on ·the 
shared-node side. Finally, if both bridges are in mode C, 
the smoothing reactor and one transformer branch in the star 
bridge are both disconnec·ted from their normal a-nodes and 
connected to common reference point as shown in Fig. 
A 7. 1 (c) • 
To repre the convertor when it is in a non-
conducting mode, i. e. the current pa,th is interrupted, 
the modification of La required is co remove the smoothing 
reactor. from its normal o~node 
o-node (ox) whose voltage is 
!:.o connect it to an extra 
Ilal to the d.c. line 
voltage. This s a node which can. be assigned to ahy 
of the transformer secondary termina,ls. The extra node 0 
x 
not represented in La a.nd, the structure of 
,convertor network unchanged definition. 
The condition arrived at describes true open circuit on 
the smoothinq reactor si of the c(mvertor. 
APPENDIX AS 
FORMATION OF CONVERTOR CONNi~CTION MATRIX Kok 
Since the connections of transformer secondary 
windings and the d.c. smoothing reactor are permanently 
fixed to a, b, c, d1 and d2 (Fig. 2.4(b)), by using the 
nodal assignment detailed in Appendix AS, one may obtain 
the convertor inciderice matrix Kok for the specific 
combination of conducting valves. 
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Fig. A8.1 shows, as an example, a 12 pulse convertor 
in which the [I-bridge is undergoing commutation. The 
convertor a-nodes are assigned to the bridge and transformer 
terminal nodes, according to the co!ooination of conducting 
valves given, as shown in Fig. A8."1 (b). The permanent 
. branch list shown in Fig. AS.1(c) iH transformed to the 
,working list, defined in ,terms of o3nodes shown in Fig. 
A8.1(d). Finally the a-k incidence matrix, shown in 
Fig. A8.1(e) is derived from the working branch list. 
The process is limited to the bridge nodes, and the external 
cdnnections of the convertor network, established permanently 
at input( are indicated by zero entries.· 
( a) 
(b) 
3
' 
ks 
~ 
, klO 
hl2 _ 
"ridge 
nodes. 
f)-
nodes. 
n °1 b1 
S I 82 ~3 
( c) 
branch I f;~I1"1- 1:.0 
.-
k, d, 0 
k2 0 a 
k3 a' n 
-Iq. Q a 
KS b, n 
k6 0 0 
k7 
r--------'-' 
c, n 
ks 0 Q-
k~ -..9s __ ~L_ 
.---=:--
klo o· 0 f----:: 
kll b~ Ic-.a_~ r---
KI2 0 0 
k,?:. C2 .-~ 
C1 d 1 d2 Ql:! 
84 ~z b 4 $;4 
KSk W~5 1-117 G I h31 ks J k7_ll\'3 I-kl~ I 
(e) I 23 4 5 6 7 8 5 
LSI< ~[4 ·[~~.T-7 -I /0 I ,~ 
be Cz d3 d 4 
£4 0 b4 0 
--
(d) 
------- --- ----
branch from to 
------
kl 62 0 
112 0 a 
K3 'bz 'iSt 
114 a 0 
115 s~ ~I 
kG 0 0 
k7 S'f l), 
ka 0 0 
---f--=---
~~~~l-kia' 0 0 ~--- f---.='- -- -
. ~~;---+ ~ .. ~ 
- . ~ 
k,~ 0 DL_ 
.~.-----
Fig. AS.1 Formation of 6-k Incidence Matrix 
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APPENDIX 
DATA SET AC AND 
A9.1 N. Z. AC/DC SYSTEM 
The data·set on the followin9 pages represents the 
N.Z. 220 kV power system consisting of two asynchronous 
systems (viz. N.I. and S.I.) and the HVDC link inter-
connection. The steady state busbar data was obtained 
from an a.c./d.c. load , and the branch, synchronous 
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machine, shunt loads and d.c link information was obtained 
from New Zealand Electricity. The :parameters are calculated 
usin~. the p.u. bases normally used for single phase power 
system studies. 
This data s.et formed· the input to the a. c. /d. c. 
transient. stabi ty programme used to obtain a reduced 
representation for the a.c. system(s). The representation 
used in the dynamic analysis is depi in Fig. A9.1 where 
the dotted lines encircle the Thevenin Equivalent formation 
obtained from the transient Ii ty progra:mme. All other 
plant in Fig. A9.1 is explicitly modelled by the dynamic 
. programme. 
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CHklSTLKURCH. NEw llALANU. 
15/05/9u 
SYSTEM NO. 5 
NZ 220KV SYSTEM 
63 HUSHARS.92 LINlS.l4 MACHIN~S 
LUAO fLOW INITIAL CONDIT10N_ . 
!:iUsuliR 
AVIEMCr(t.--l 1 All H:Cl'lt.-220 
tlI:.M"III<~--<"16 
tH::r u.cUfi t.---DC 
bI:.IiMUI<t.--220 
bRUMLE 1--220 
h"Lf"~YI:IU220 
I "lit:t" ""'u2~0 ISL,fooC;luNC20 
Kll\ld---UO 
LI V Ir.C; .. IIJ220 
MA ... Al'ouKl-14 
MAr,Af'CuK 1210 
OMAIJ-<I ----II 
UHAU-II~--220 
UHAU-t:----II 
2~~~:~:::~~Q 
UMI<U-(---U& 
"UAtlIJHll'i--! 1 
kUlblJl<vH-l'l'O SUuTn(jJ,j-220 
STIJKI:.-~--aO 
TI:.I\AI'O-rb--ll 
TI:.I\AI'0-0-2l'0 
T "'A 1----220 
Tailt:.L"--220 
.. A TAKt---ll 
wA &T AK --2~O 
A ... :.r I~ I lA-II 
AkAT U IIA220 
ATIAMl.to!.l--ll 
AT UHL.Kl-220 
I:IfWNSv. 4(;K2<:0 
I:IUN1110"'I'E220 
EDuECu l1dE220 
nAMILTVI'<--l1 
f'lAf'.IL hlO<-220 
ht.Y.M;v:>-2l'0 
,,~y ~" ..... ~-·>UC 
HE"lJlfi~UN220 
t<AI<AtT .. I-·,11 
1,./>r<Ilt.l .. i-2l'0 
~t.,..SLJE '.---1 \ 
"A ... SLJE .• --2~O 
I,E-PL VMIH-ll ,;~.I"LV,.,rH220 
UM"KUf' A ---11 
OhAKUI,J--220 
Oll<nul-;J---li 
CtT""Ut-u--220 
PE"kU5t.--220 
S T .... I F "''''D2<' 0 
TAkUKE·NA220 , 
TUI\AA~u---ll 
TOI\AA~u--220 
"AiPAPA---11 iliA I'AP .. --220 
IIIAHtAKI:.I--11 
IllAit'lAKt.I-220 
II .. HH"' ..... t- ll 111,111< 1 ",AI< 220 
IIHAKA""NU-J 1 
I11I1Ar<AP' .. KU220 
SYSTEM FMtouENCY 
14.V.I\. HA:>E 
\)0.0 lill'T£ 
1UO.0 H.V.A. 
NO SYNCtIROI"OUS MACtiINE CO.·ilKOLLER UATA INPUT 
NO I",OULTION'HOTON UAT~ INI'UT 
VOLTAGE 
1.04000 
1.04200 
1.02500 
t:8~~88 
1.00100 
1·02600 .ou800 .00500 
1.00400 
1:8~~88 
1.04300 
1.05000 
1.04500 
1.04900 
1
·04400 
.0'>088 
.04':> 
1.0'><;00 
1·04300 .onoo 
1
·01000 
.04600 
.04200 
1.00000 
1.04400 
1.05200 
1.04200 
1.03200 
1.03200 
1.05000 
, 005000 
'83600 • 2500 
1.00400 
1.04000 
1.040UO 
U.91:1000 
O,qaO()O 
0.99~OO 
1.06500 
1.04500 
I :8H88 
\.06500 
1·05000 .03300 
1.03300 
1.02500 
0.911800 0.91:12UO 
1.04900 
1.03700 
1.06000 
1.04600 
'1. 0(>100 
.04600 
1.03000 
1.02900 
1
·03000 
.02300 
.05500 
.04000 
STEADV-STATE SYSIlH CATA 
BU~UAR DATA lhPUT 
ANGLE GEN HW 
I~:g~~~ 228:gg3g3 
8.1430 540.00uq~ 
8.1430 8.08UOO 7.4020 .0 UOO 
3.692U 
0.92JO 
-,'.96\1U 
<,o.863U 
,o.060U 
9.692U 
~.809U 
'i.I:IBIlU 
o.Ollu 
O.OOOU 
:1:~$d~ 
-25.483U 
80305U 
5.359U 
1:I.620U 
5.68BO 
'iI.80IU 
1.050U 
29,8b80 
29.8880 
30.072U 
30.072U 
~:~~~~ 
21.202U 
0.0:120 
_!l.! ~tlu 
, -4.c49U 
_",2490 
-15.088U 
-1.05StI 
-J.M,7u 
-7.2~ou 
-11.532 U 
19:9~g~ 
33.799u 
27.344U 
-110100 U 
-14.990U 
- 5.6139U 
"lot> 73U 
27.469U 
3.0300 
_1.1380 
-0.224U 
-3.',66° 31.176U 
26.3300 
2B.2BllO 
Z~> .560U 
1).0000 
-4.163U 
O.OOuoo 
O.OOuOO 0.00~(l1) 
O.OOU(\O 
O.UOOOU 
g.OO\JI)(J 40 .00uOU 
O.OOUI)V 
214.00uOO 
O.OOuOU 
175.00uOO 
U.OOIlO~ 
175.08" 00 0.0 U(lI) 
Sl',IJOUOU 
U.UouO!) 
U.OouIJO 
0.00u00 
16U.00uoU 
O.oouO!) 
O.OOu(lO 
o.oouoo 
7u.00uou 
O.oouoo 
70.00\lOU 
O.OOUII<) 
50.00uoo 
o.oouoo 
0.001l00 
O.OOUI/O 
0.00000 
l50.00uC/o 
o .00u\!t) 
U.UouOIJ 
1).00U(l\1 
o.oouoo 
210.00uOIJ 
O.OOu\iU 
ISO.OOuuti 
u.oouoo 
400.00ll0U 
0.08000 170.0 OOu 
O.OOUIlY 
zOO.OOO(\I) 
O.OOUI:O 
O,.OOUI'O 
O.OOO(;(j 
U.OovoY 
160.00u(lU 
o.ooo(;u 
1t0.OOUld) O'88 V{iY 140. O()U 
O.OOOIlO 
11)0.00000 
0.000(1<1 
9l.l00nO 
G.OOO!)!) 
G[N ~'VAfI 
-1.70000 
u.ououO 
9~.~100u 
11.00000 
O.OUOOO 
c...OUUOO 
O.OIJOOO 
O.OuuOU 
IS .... 4::.0ll0 
O.OuOOU 
O.(jUUOO 
9!.JJOOO 
O.!tuOuu 
11.'>I'::uUU 
u.uOOUO 
.... ~~uuu 
v.uuOUO 
lu.~!>iJOO 
IJ.UUUOu 
31>.':>.:uOO 
u.uuOUO 
IJ.UIJOOU 
u.IIOOOU 
!:>.'>IlIUUU 
O.OOOOU 
U.OOOOU 
O.OuOOO 
,".!:>"OOli 
O.UUUOO 
'::.~JOUO 
0.00000 
lJ.IJI:lUOO 
O.UuOOU 
U.OOOOO 0.00000 
0.00000 
1> • .sJOOO 
O.II(lOUU 
I~J.I<'UUu 
lI.uIJOUO 
O.U\JUUO 
7\),':>::>uuu 
O.(;\IUU" 
6'/."IJUII0 
U.lIuOuU 
10J.IH.OuO 
u.uuOOO 
l:l.u,+UOO 
O.uuOUO 
10t>.'>I~OOO 
Ct.ouUOO 
U.UIIOOU 
U.UOUUO 
O.UlJOUU Z1 .... ::.UOU 
IJ.OvUOO 
ti,l .. uvu 
~:~2~88 
0.1I000U 
ZO.i!bOOO 0.00000 
1J.\I.:WOO 
O.OUOOO 
LOAD HI;! 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00808 0.00 0 
12\1.00000 
95.JOOOO 
1I~3.~0000 
!)O ... 10000 
5"'.~0000 
O.UOOOO 
O.OUOOO 
0.1l0000 
O.UOOOO 
O.UOOOO 
0.00000 
8: ~gg088 
O.QOO 0 
u.ooooo 
u.ooooo 
J".cQOOO 
53.~0000 
O.OQOOO 
0.00000 
420.00000 
0.00000 
O,OCtooo 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
6g:S8888 
lJS.!>oooo 
O.GOOOO 
120.00000 
71o.bIJOOO 
0.00000 
1611.0UUOO 
0.00000 
0.(;0000 
0. u0888 O.UO 
0.00000 
ZOO.OOOOO 
0.00000 
O.OOuOO 
o.UOOoo 
500.00000 
30U.UOOOO 
0.00000 
0.00000 
0.00000 
2.!>0000 
O.(jOO~O 
8:388~8 
1",.20000 
O.OOOO!) 
ZOO.OOUOO 
0.110000 
0.1)0000 
LUAU MVAR 
O.UOOOO 
Ct.uuOOO 
O.UOOOO 
0'U80 08 
«l.O ()O 
J8 • .I0000 
'+0 ... 008 0 
cu.uoo 0 
.l'::4 • .lUUOO 
".dJOOO 
O.l/OuOO (I.U(jUOO 
o.uoooo 
~.u\lOOO 
o.uuouo 
O.OliOOO 
O.YUooo 
O.vGOOO 
o.uuoou 
O,I)UOOO 
lI.VOOOV 
I". ',000') 
-,::u.r.ouU() 
O.lJlIlJOIJ ().vuooo 
1~7."':00(J 
/J.VOliOO 
o.vouoo 
o.uoooo 
0,00000 
o.UOOoo 
0.\10000 
o.O(Jooo 
o.uoooo 
It..dOOQO 
11.70000 
0.0(1000 
.cc·. uOOUU 
I:~. ""u (I 0 II. ,IUUOO 
411. \lul,OO 
e" IJU VOO (>.v\JUUO 
O.vOUOO 
lJ.vOUUO 
IJ.oUUOO 
100.vOOOO 
O.vOOOO 
0,\/0)000 
1),[,0000 
HlO, uOtiOO 
\/O.uOOOO (I.uOOOO 
O.vOOOO 
0.\11)000 
IJ.QOOOO 
O.uO(lOO 
0.00000 
O.VOOOO 
(}.~O()CO 
O.uoogo 
::'O.uOO 0 
0.00000 
(J. 'JOOOt, 
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BRANCH DATA INPuT 
S[,.UINu HECEIVING HI:.SiSTANCI:. REACT >\, .. CE SUSClP1ANC[ T"" IiU~HAR I:!USBAR P.U. ~.u. ~\lU. P.t. 
bl:~"""HE---Ib ~E~!-lOH[---O~ II.GOGO) O.Oou\l1 O.OOOQO 0,00 hA " .. H[)S--UC I-A WAf.IOS-n 0.00001 O,OOUOI 0.00000 0.00 
AV 1E.1 .... R[-~c8 IltNMOHE--tijO 0.003§~ O.ol::H/Y 0.02304 o '(lQ Avlt:MUliE- c .WIE.MOIi£-- I 0.001 0.0 .... 10 0.00000 0.01) 
AVIEMvI'lE-220 BENMOHE--?20 II .00::130 O.OI~jO O.0229!l 0.1l0 
AVlEMVRE-220 wAPAKI--UO 0.00153 O.OU/~3 0.01062 0.00 b~'/"v"I::--~20 Tw zEL---t'lg 8.8842),' S,o<!<';J8 &.UB28~ 0'°8 b NI"U"t-- .::0 ~I:.NMOl<l--- • 0g.J .OJJ,O .000 o.u UkVl'LI:.Y--2i'0 SLINI.> ONUO 0000, :3 O.Olb:>1 O.0~J6t. 0.00 
bWO"'I.t.'(--220 TWI2t.L---220 0.01 I" 0.13"'<'/0 O.4~460 0.00 
hAL.F ,d. vI:!un 0 1<011'1:1 <'70 0.00161l 0.00,'>12 0.190112 O.UO 
HAL.f.>\'I'l:Iu2~U SOUl -no o.uyl1~' 0.01010 0.01665 0.00 
P,Vi;.r<I.:ARI.>2.cO I'ANA"U 1220 O.U 33!l o.lI<,/na 0.~!:>':i9b 0.00 
l.vE rlI.ARI>220 flANAPUUHlno 0.0133t' 0.0':11'8 0.",'196 o,vo 
H.vE ''' .. ARI>2t::0 1l0~!1URGH-.?20 0.01tl60 O.II.c~J 0.17208 O.IlO 
INVE·-I~ARG220 FiOXHURGH-220 0.01<,/15 O.II.c,Z O.17tlI4 0.00 rVE ,n';ARI.>220 TlwAi----220 0.00226 O.UI":>& g.0 .. ,96 o-go Nvrt;"'R('~20 T HIAI----UO 0.00226 0.01-',& ,04\><,Ib (l. 0 :':.L ,4tiroN' 20 I<jKIWA---nll 8· of'5h g."OOJO g.J01S2 0.00 ::.1.. ,4tiTON220 L VINGStN220 .0' 2 (! .11002 .J5tl41 0.00 
fSLl .,\lTON220 It::KAPO-B-;>?O U.021j2 0.14:>11> 0.39<,173 0.00 
:>LI··,."TON220 T\!iAZ~L---220 0.016 0 0.IJOJ1 0.4"180 0.00 
",1,.; ,1"---220 51 K ----220 0.00762 o.o,,J'O 0,01271;1 (l.lltl 
LI"II4I.>STNUO fiOXt::lURGI"-?20 0.02b,,\I 0.1.:::>:;1 0.1<1426 (l.oo 
L 'II ,.I.>S W220 \tAIT AK 1--;'::;>0 0.OO!)8b o,0~7t17 (\.U"092 (l.OO 
MAf,jIlJUUR 1220 TIWAi----?20 0.01549 O,107J4 O.Z9180 0.00 
MAI,~t>uUR 1220 Tlw;>.I----220 0.01~49 0.10 7.)4 0.2':11S0 0.1l0 
MA"'.6I~VURl~cO PAr-APOllR 1-~ 4 (j.OOO~H 0.01"'\J~ 0.00000 o.VI! 
VI1A"'~A--- 20 11117.1::1.---2 0 8,08 1 ~, 8· oUOO 0'S()109 O.()O V 1'1 111.1 """---2<:0 1 1111 ZEL---2Z0 .0 11:0. .UOob2 O. 0109 (I.Ou 
0.,AIJ",A---220 OHAU-A-"'--l~ 0.00170 g.03"!0 0.00000 0.0)0 V/'lAV~I:I---22'() TwFEL---n O.OOO~l' .001'19 0.00051 o.ou \)11111.:"'ItI---220 Till Z L--no o.ogo 4 0.00119 0.00057 0.1)r. 
O/'lilli"':I:1---220 8HIIU-C--UO 0.0 064 . 0.00411 0.00152 0 .• 00 V"AIJ9tl-2Z0 HAU-Il--~ll O.OOiWl o.o .. ~!:>O 0.00000 ~.IHI 
u .... (.-<.---2iO 9H~ u-c---,~ 1 A 0.0021.1 0.0"':::'0 0.00000 O.UIi 
V~AL-L---220 IdlEL---U O.OOOtlci O.Ii()c~b O.vO~09 O.VII 
"'U..,""611-2.::0 jOlJTHOUN-no 0.goa4" O.u7u~'I o .l':Ib54 0.110 
HUI\~V"'GH-2cu IIIIZEL---220 o. I~"i) 0,1.1/10 O .... Jl!!U 0.00 
l<ul\i:""'(,H-2~0 10+11 ZEL---?20 U,01590 0.IJ710 0.4J160 0.00 
I'(UAt!vHI>H-;>.cO I1UllHURG"'--~A 0.OO~60 g.OJCJO 8.00000 o.Ou hllc.L---t'Go TlK,APO-H-? 0.00 J(l .111:':'4 .0 .. d60 0.00 
TI:"'I>t'V-a--l1 1EKAJ.'O-!j-;>?o 0.001911 0.Oj:.l0 0.110000 O.lJv 
"AI l"l1 1---1 1 wAlTAKI--720 1I.00bb!! 0.070US O.IJOOOO 0.00 
.. ~t. T P<1 I AUO \II A IR/IKE 1-220 1J.00060 O.cOJ"u O.005::!2 o.un 
AlII1.1v>lI-<'<'0 CHAt<Ufll--?20 u.OOlco O.()v~IU g,VOtl32 0,110 
AlJ~MUIH-2CO 1 ANUKI:.NGA?20 O.OObSO O.OJ/:>U .lIbI5<' 0.1I1i 
• .] ,,,.1"HI-<,cg T AflUKI:.N(,i~i'28 0·88b~O 8·Vj/~O &.Otl~.c 8:8~ tll<lu~"~ICK2.c I:!U~ THORPE;>? \I. '>btl .ld/'llJ .1 ! 'HI!:> 
t>"U~""ICK220 I!UNThOflPlno 0.00460 0.CJ7'JU 0.1 '185 0.1J0 
b .. ut.""ICK220 STRATfORD??O O'Oi 4!:>U 0.oH,,'0 O. p47g 0.00 
""v"""I CK22O SJRATFORDf'20 0,0 ",,0 O.!JtlJ.JO O. 356 (I.uo bRvt>"w CK2iO 5 RATFOflO2~0 0'8 1440 O.ild,JJO &.1:1565 0.00 
.,UN1 rtUWPI:. 220 "A¥wARDS-2 0 o. e2i0 0.1114'10 .15180 0,00 
DUI.T"v~Pl220 I-AY\l/AR05-;>20 II,OZ210 0.104"0 0.15160 0.0)0 
bUI<.TnVRPE?20 TOKAANU--7i?O O.Ol!900 O.I.JtloO 0.20000 0.00 
DUNTnU>lPl2cO lOKAANU--220 0.02900 O.UtlUO O.~OOOO 0,00 
lIut;TI1URPI:. 228 "AINAKEI-220 8,OJFO S·ltl .... O 8·2~ .. ~0 8:88 I:.OUll.UMtlE22 OHAKURI--220 ,01 9V .vt:l~~U .1 1 0 HAM LfON-UO OTIIHUhU--220 0.01040 O.Uo'1e.O 11.19'160 0.00 
HAMIUON-UO l<IHAKAMARU2~0 0.001160 O,051JO 0.117320 0.00 
NEi"CC.H~ON220 I"ARSOEN--2 0 0.0149U 8,0'>1'::40 0.17560 0.00 
HENCt.H 0i"~20 I'AI'ISOEN--£'20 0.0}49Cl .iI<;~ .. u 0.11560 O.OU 
I'1ENCt.HSON .20 o TIl HUHU--l'C? 0 U'8022O g.!JltltlO 0.05767 0.00 hENCt.H50NUO OT MiUHU--220 U. Oe?!! .01tl1>U 0.O~167 0.00 
MAflAc.TAI-220 WAIPIIPA--220 0.00210 O.OIUvO 0.01441 
IiAt<.6t.lA t -2<::0 wHAKIlMARU<'20 0.0017(1 G.lluIHO O:OHH MIlHIlr.fA -ug "'HAKAMARgZ28 8:88~b8 8·~OOI0 8.E1886 NEj/PL,YMTHU 5TRATfOR 22 • 2!)00 
"'EwPbYMTH220 S1RATfOR0220 O.OO)OQ 0.1i2!:>uo O.07tl86 
UhAKlIrlI--220 WAJHAKp-Z20 0.00490 0.02:1:>0 0.0:3396 0.00 
lJiAl-urlU--2cO P~"'ROS --I?t'O 0"OOf 411 O.uutlj() g. IJ FB2 0.00 
IJ AI,vI1U--220 P NROr.E--220 0,00 40- O.OOI>JII .0 282 0.00 
vT M'lIMU--220 IoHAKAMARlJ220 O.IIJ!)!)i) o .lb.:I:>O o .~ .. 390 \) .(lO 
,UTArvNU--2cO 1'1 HAKAHARU22 0 0.0171:10 0.1l1A0 0.J4UQO 0.1)0 
yT AhIl1U--?20 IIIHIlKAM"FiU22'0 1I.017BIl 0.11110 0.34860 0.00 
O~I>"NU--2?0 IoHIlKAMARU~~O O,OBOO O.ObJOO 0.09200 1).00 TO";/l":,U--22S IIIHAKAMMU 0 0.0 80 O.UbJOO 8. 0900 8:83 10KjlMI'U--22 I<HAKAMARU??'O (j.O 1 J I. O.~&JoO .119200 
\ljAI~"KEl-220 WHIRINAt<1220 (I.00b8l1 O.07JiI(j 0.23060 0.1)0 
iliA 1"""'EI-220 IoHIRINAK 12<'0 O.OOf:l6(J 0.u7300 0.23060 0.00 AR"TAA~IA-ll AlillTlAT IA220 1I.(0)4!) O.lJo,IU,>,O 0.00000 o ,fjQ AT lIlMU --1 AT !AMUR -22'0 0.OOb8!) O.lUOlO 0.00000 0.00 
HAfI,II.ION--l ",A!'ILTON-no 0.02420 0.100/0 0.00000 0.00 
MAWI>t.fAl--ll I"AFIAETAI-220 0.0011:10 0.Oc4 1.1(l 0.00000 0.1)0 
HAfiSVt.N---tt "'A~5I)EN--:?20 0.00280 O.OS6bO 0.00000 O. t10 M:'I'IP<.HHH- r-E.WPI..YMTI1220 11.00050 O.vl!>lO 0.00000 0.00 
U"l'IKvr<I---II OnAKUHI--220 ·O.0044n O.~71~O g.OOOOO 0'1'0 iJUl-unU--- 1 VTIIHUHU--c20 O.OO14() O. J::' I 0 .00000 o.uO 10~j\'\I<U---Il ' OKAANU--;!20 O.OOlsn O.O .. s () 0.00000 0.00 
wA1P"'-A---1l IIAIPAPA--~~O 0.00840 O.l!)d!lO O.O()O(}O 0.00 ~A I<""EI-- lolA RAKEI-'~ 0 0.00230 O • .lJb"OO 0.00000 0.00 1II ... IFi41'4I11KI-l IIIHIRINAKI~~O 0.00150 0.O31~O 11.00000 0'80 I11I1AI\MMARU- 111'1 II: MARY 0 0.00690 0.1"16.10 0.00000 0.< (I 
SiiUNT 1I4Pe.OANCE DENOTE!) BY .. 
:1\.1505".., N&C ... l'11t. ..,J,.r~ , .• t.IH. 
·,I.wt., . I .... "OvEI. 4,,(. <:""ST. 
,,"St. IU:'l'(VA 
Av 1E."O"t.--II- A :. &vO.II11 lI>.a38 YEJ,'4°",---l:> ! :. ,vll.U\) le.50t. Sl.,l'lc;, ("'I? :I , 1 1110.00 A.01:l"2 
114, .I>OUH-r 1 s ,vli.\lO 2".540 
0 ... "~-A---~ I A ~ 1 vlh(H! 01.7SI tlP"·- I-~---- .!. lUO,\lO 1.421 
""~"'-C----ll I. ~ IUO.VO - 1.421 
"Vlt :!'JI-G"--ll 1 g '"u.uo 1.910 
'r.I'\.I",I\I\.I-I:>-\1 I. l~O.UO ::;.7 a 
If"i TA .. f--- 11 l. ~ IvQ.U:t) ;,,118 &',4111111 u-p , l11U.O\l ..1.062 
411""ul:ll-- 1 • :> .vO.UD ..1.060 
I1:, ... llHlI.--lt 1 :. ' .. II.tIO 11.1.650 
",,,,UA,,,O,-Z? A , lUO.IIO :ll.28G 
MAIH'E;U!--U .. ~ 1uO.OO U.d~8 I'lA"'SDE.I<I---lt I. , 1uO.IIO lV,,, Nl"-"!" TM11'1_ .i. S ·.110.110 11.°3° 01'1.11'$1)101[---1 A !II LUO.UO ".0 S IIh "\.it.V---l! 1 ; 11.10.110 1::».480 
, 01( A"'i'<U--lli A ~ !vo.uQ ;:~~~ "-l::>'\1: .... -- 1 L ~ .110.00 lirA ilAi'\H--ll .I. ::; Hill. uO CI.4~J 
"",I;'INAI\1-11 .I. ~ l1/iI.OO ~:~~g "MAt$..aMAi<U- & L\,IO.IIO 
SY~C~NOwOUS MACHI~E CATA 
-----------------
I'I/C PARAMEH.RS 
1------------- IlfA(.TANI.E.::. ( ... U.I. -------.------1 111<1". 1-----. O.f(. I"~ IS~CSI ----I 1Io1AIIo~IENT C;'I'M ..... O,~O"'S l>UI:5-1~""'!>iENl ""QT- Wt.!>!ST THANS't.~T aUI:5-THA~!>IE~l U-AxlS Q-A~lS O-A~IS y-AAIS v-AXiS ~-~~IS I~W '1'.1.1 ., O-AXIS ~-AA'S -AAIS ~-A,!S 
11.11':1'010 0.0990 0.29':10 0.2'1'10 0.01:>00 O.Obtou O.Oil\l 0.0018 4.01 lI.u:>J 0.OS30 0.0:;30 0.113':1\1 0.0)90 0,19110 O.I"'\)O u.02"'0 0.029U u.uuu 0.00U3 6.00 U,OIlO 0.01:1011 0.01:100 0.3150 o.gJ~O 0.13,11 O.J~SO O •. .!J:>O 0·:!]5'" u.O\)O 11.08"7 99.99 .,.9'1-:# 0.0000 0.0000 1l.II]lI() II. J Q 0.1:'1° 0.l.:>1" 0.02 ... 0 0.02"u II.UOII 0.0 liS 6~OO ".001,) Q,(lbIJO O.Gb(l1l 11.0940 0'891+0 0.41 a O,"!IO 0.11410 0.0410 0.0011 II.IIO!!> 5.0\) II,O .. J 0.0 .. 30 0.0"30 11.11920 O. 920 o .4tHO 0,"1:110 tl.il5~0 0.055U o.ouo iI.OOIe. !:I.OO 1l.0"J 1I.0,<JO 0.0"311 11.0920 0.0920 0.4fHO 0'''1:110 O.05!>0 0.0550 II.OUO 0.001" s.oo u.o .. J 0.0 .. 30 0.0"30 0.U1'l60 3'8860 O.4~UO O ... ,(lO 0.05.:0 O.05~0 11.000 0.00 7 7.16 0.0:.:; O'OIj" 0.0550 0.119'>'0 • 990 0.4 09 0.4'>109 11.0700 0.07 U Ii.OOO ",.0011 b.bS v.01J 0.0 I) O. t lju 0.1900 o. fOO 0.'5000 o.Suoo o .15"U 0"1540 o.uoe 0.0051' 3.9"· UeO ... ~ 0.0", .. 0 O.U .. "O 0.,;: .. 110 o ..... 011 0.94\)0 0.\1 .. 00 (I.H!IlO II. 80U U.OUII 1I.00~b 5.1>0 V.U::oII o.o:;ou u.U:'uu O.Z~~O O. J50 O.'HOO 110\1100 0.16'>10 0'1 090 0.000 s.OO II ~.OO U.O:.u U.o:.uc 0.0500 11.1 "0 0.12"0 0."S60 0.4'60 0.1010 II. 070 11.000 .0016 .00 11.0:'11 O.O~OO O.O~OO U.OS<:O ·0.OS20 0.3440 0.3 ..... 0 0.02:.0 0.0250 U.OUO 0.0006 5.00 11.0:>1) 0.0'::1110 O.O~OO D.D6!)0 C.0650 0.2700 0·2700 0.1I4JO 0.0430 (;'0110 8:g8~~ ~.OO 11.0:>0 0.0':i00 0.0:'00 O.Oala 0.0630 O ... 8JO G ... !!]!) II.Cl5.Jil 1I.05~U It.OuU .90 0.0,,,, O.U::;uu O.O~ul) O.GJI:IO O·YJ!lO 0.26Z0 0.2b2U O.O~t!O O.O~ \I "'.DUD g:ggj~ ~.10 11.0<)0 0.01l00 0.01:100 0.111'>0 O. ~SO O.j8,i0 0.611JV 0.1 ':10 O.l 90 0.01111 .00 u.O::>O ().0,01l O.O!>CO 0.05<:0 0.05l0 o. 4JO 0.3")0 a .IHt!O 0.0 1:i~O iI.OUO 0.0010 8.50 U.OIS 0.01:'0 O.1l1S0 0.1090 0.1090 O.3~90 IloJf'JO O.()7..!O 0.01,1) !.l.GIII.! Il,UOi!O ~.8" II.Oo\! 0.0000 O.ObOO 0 ..... 00 0."'''00 A'S 00 A's 00 O.3~tl.l o.n 0 \/.0011 0.11&1:15 .00 U.O:.II O.O~OIl 1l.IlSIlO 0.1\21l 0.U20 .58110 .:;tlOO 0,0 21:1 O. 2!! \1,000 0.0 ~o .00 u.O:>iI O.USO" O.I.1S')O Q.O!)tlO 0.0580 0.4730 0.4730 0.03..17 u.OJf' U.OUO O.ugSil 5.011 II.O::;U il.O~OIl 0.050U u.l2~O 1).2ZS0 O.SS!:IO 0.11:':'0 0.15..10 11.15 II o.ouo 11.0 311. 5.0" !J.u:.'>! O.0~9U 0.0~90 
MLC LOIIDINGS 
M/C PUllER CUT PuT 
MW MVAri 
1 220.01)(HH! -!. NOOO I,).co S"'O.ilOGOO ~i!.:"i{HJO ~ .. oc 
f 0.00000 159.4::>1100 0.00 400.00000 91 •. JJoOO 0·00 
I Z~".OOI)OO l~.~~OOO 0.011 1 S.DOOOO • ';::'000 0.00 . 17~. Ouooo 11l.~bIlOO 0.00 
1 I:IZ.SOOOO 36.:'~OOO 0.00 
1 11;)0.110000 :.."'\1000 0.00 
1 70.o000() 9.:'':000 0.00 
1 10.00000 2.t!JDOO 0.00 P-i so.ooooo IJ·llt100o 0.00 A 
I l!:>o.ooooo 3·.J.JOUII 0.00 A 0.00000 18 .1~OUO o.ou A 1 210.000(J0 7:'.:':'IIUO 0.011 A 
1 1:'0.00000 67 ... uooO 0.00 A 
I- lo1l0.00000 ' 103.tl1I000 0.00 A po.oooco lI.b4000 0°8(1 A i (.10.00000 lOb''''cIlOO o. Ii A HHI.OOOOO 2' .'>I~OOO 0.00 A "0.00000 11./40011 0.00 A l"O.ooOOI'l i:!.1 .. 000 0.00 A 100.00000 20.i!t>OOO 0.00 Ii. 
1 '11 .30000 l.3.\lJOOO 0.00 A 
AL lERNA 11 liE REI'". I've OENOit.O tiy ~ /I 
5 UP , 
o.OO() 
0.000 
;A1'1. !lTR. ACT. TYPE 
0.000 SAl. 
0.000 :0 A\,. 
0.000 
0,000 SAl: 11.000 SA 
0.000 Sill. 
0.000 SA\,. 
0.000 SA\,. 
11.000 SA\,. 
0.000 SAL 
11.000 :>"1-V.OCO SAL 
il.OOO SA!.. 
1).000 .. A!.. 
0.000 SAL 
0.000 ~:r 0.000 
0.000 SAL 
0.01111 SAl. 
0.000 So"!. 8:888 SA\,. SAL. 
U.OOO ~:~ . 0.000 
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SHUNT LOAL)S 
----------
tlUSI:lAR ~O~-I~~LUANCl TVPL LpAO «PCI 
NAME. MEGAWATTS Mt.GAVARS • V NG ~I'" V IXED P y ~ Q 
tlROML.I:.V--lCO 129.60000 31;.30000 O. u. o. O. 
nALf"I<YtilJiI('O 95.30000 4U ... OUOO O. O. I), O. 'I~Vt.j./\./l"G.!cO 11iJ .lOOOO ev.OUUOO O. o. u. O. 
i ~L1 ,'H.>' v~.U 0 S04dOOgU 'l!".JUUOU 8: u. o. o. f\1f\l" .. ---t~8 39.200 0 .... 201l0g u. O. 0, ~vI,J H!JUIl ... .c~ ".;>01)00 !.c.~ooo o. u. o. o. 
"TOKt----.c .. o SJ.l'OOOO - 0.t6000 O. II. O. O. 
II wA 1----220 420.0(001) 157,"lOOO O. O. O. O. 
dI,JIH HOklJt:.ct: 0 3~·4000U r'·dOOOO 8: II. o. O. c:.OC,I:.CUMb l"O I 5.50000 A·10000 u. O. 0. 
nAf.I IL 1 Ut.-.ccO to.OOOOO • 00000 o. O • o. O. MAYWM<U!>-i!i!1l 116.bOOOO 1J.:'4000 -0, O. O. O. MENOfi<SOUC20 1bO.OOOOO 40.00000 8: o. o. 0', '~Ulf'l YM'H~~O lOO.()OOOO AOO.OOOoo O. O. O. 
vTAHUHU--. <'0 388:88888 '2°'8°08° 8: u. 8: o. t>lM<O!:> [--.!2 0 0. uo u o. o. 
rOKAAllu--<"8 !"OOOU o.t!OOgg ~: o. o. 8: IIAlkIlK£I-"( zA :o8S88 6.JOO H: 8: "H k1l,AKj .... 0 '.)0.000 U. 
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A9.2 P.U. SYSTEMS OF DYNAMIC ANALYSIS PROGRAMMES 
The p.u. system is based on fundamental, r.m.s. 
voltages and currents in the a.c. system. These are used 
for quantities in both the a.c. and d.c. parts of the power 
system. 
Let,VB and IB denote the base voltage (in kV) and 
current (in kA) respectively, and Wo the base frequency 
(rads/sec) . 
Then base impedance 
ZB = VB / f3IB n for a.c. system parameters 
and ZB = VB / IB n for d,c. system parameters, 
and base power 
SB = f3VB IB MVA throughout the system. 
P.U. quantities throughout the system are then 
defined by 
V == V(kV) / VB pu 
I = I (kA) / IB pu 
R ::::::; RW) / RB pu 
X := L (H) Wo/ZB pu 
B :::;;: C(F) W ZB pu 0 
and in p.u. 
Sac -~ V I ae ac 
Sdc - V Idc / 13 de 
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Table A9.1 gives the values used for the N.Z. power 
system to implement this p.u. system. The p.u. values for 
inductance and capacitance refer to reactance and susceptance 
respectively, as defined above. 
Table A9.l Dynamic Analysis P.U. System 
~.------------------. 
1. Base quantities 
voltage, kV 
current, kA 
power, MVA 
impedance, n 
frequency, Hz 
2. Typical values 
resistance, In 
inductance, 1mB 
capacitance, lllF 
-a-a c~._S_"-i_d~e~_·~_./--_ ~. c. S ide I 
220 
100 
484 
50 
0.002066 
0.000649 
0.152053 
210 
0.27493 
100 
763.834 
50 
0.001309 
0.000411 
0.239966 
A9.3 N.Z. HVDC CONVERTOR TRANSFORMERS 
Whereas the transient stabil programme uses a 
single bridge convertor representa , in to 
correctly identify 12 pulse operation the dynamic 
uses a double bridge convertor representation. The 
is 
equivalent leakage reactances are depicted in Table A9.2. 
Table A9.2 N.Z. HVOC Convertor." Transformer Data 
X1a 
Transient Stability Transient Stability Dynamic Analysis 
Base System, Single Base Systelll, Double Base System, DoubL'Ol 
(p.u.) Bridge Convertor Bridge Convertor Bridge Convertor 
S.I. 0.02243 0.0/\486 0.02590 
N.!. 0.01905 0.0:1810 0.021997 
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The equivalent transformer mn.trices I based on 1% 
magnetizing . admi t tance , are therefo:re: 
[1000 990987051 (Lt]SIA = 99.98705 100. 
[1000 17 .1827 ~ [Lt]SI~ = 173.1827 300. 
[100 0 99 ~ 9 89 J [Lt]NIA = 99.989' 100. 
[1000 173.186 J [Lt]NI~ ::::: 173.186 300. 
A9.4 N.Z. AC HARMONIC FILTERS 
The S. 1. d. c. link terminal :has a. c. harmonic filters 
tuned to harmonic orders 5, 7, 9, 1 'I and 13 with a high pass 
Iter tuned to approximately the 17th harmonic. The N.l. 
terminal has the same configuration except that no 9th 
order filter is installed. The data (Robinson 1966) for the 
I ters, conve rted to the required , are depicted be 
Table A9,3 S.l. Filter Data (p.u.) 
Filter 
Element 5 7 9 11 13 
C 0.36621 0.23703 0.1431~0 0.27495. 0.19081 
L 0.10909 0.08578 0.08328 0.02998 0.03123 
R 0.01092 0.01204 0.01485 0.00660 0.00809 
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Table A9.4 N.l. Filter Data (p.u.) 
. "-, 
Filter Order 
Element 5 7 11 13 
C 0.30682 0.23571 0.40~~5 ,/ 0.23308 
L 0.12966 0.08619 i,~~.0203~ 0.02526 
'---- _.- -_/ 
R 0.01303 0.01212 0.00451 0.00661 
The high pass filters were of the configuration depicted in 
Fig. 2.2(b) and the data this set is detailed in Table 
A9.5. 
Table A9.5 High Pass Filter Data (pou.) 
r L C 
S.L 0.00001 0.00500 0.53331 0.11929 
N.!. 0.00001 0.00378 0.49907 0.08708 
A9.5 N.Z. HVDC TRANSMISSION LINK 
The data the N.Z. HVDC link, in Section 
4.2.4 and depi in Fig. 4.2, was from New 
Zealand Electrici The total bipole resistance of 
25.56~ in the steady state data was made up (at rated 
current) from: 
(i) Overhead lin~ 10.95~ po 
(ii) resis,t:ance 1.5 'j \1 pole 
(iii) Smoothing reactor O.32Q pole. 
The four smoothing reactors had an inductance 
value of O.SH, and the Submarine pole) had a 
. capacitance of 0.333 ~F/km'which is a total capacitance 
of approximately 13.333'1 lIF. The sGries inductance llS 
for the overhead line was 1.33 mH/km, and the shunt 
capacitance' used was 0.012 ~F/km. 
The d.c. line representation for a.c. I and d.c. 
was different, so thep~u. quantities are indi 
Figs 4.3 and. 5.2 respectively. 
A9.6 THEVENIN EQUIVALENT REPRESENTATION OF AC SYSTEMS 
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ts 
in 
Fig. A9.1 illustrates the equivalent used for 
the studies in Chapters 4 and 5. The data for the elements 
explicitly represented has been discus above. The 
information contained within the dotted lines pertains to 
the Thevenin Equivalent representation. Fig. A9.1 actually 
depicts the representation for an a,c. fault in the S I. 
system of impedance Z f • Obviously,' a fault in the N. I. 
would result in the interrelated eqllivalents being at 
end. For the caSe of a d c. fault, the a.c. system at 
both ends reduces to the representat~ion illus at the 
invertor end in Fig. A9. 1. An indication of the m:uneri 
values of the Thevenin Equivalents is provided in A9.6, 
using the dynamic'analys .programme data base for the case 
of a 3 phase fault at Twizel in the S. I. system (case 32 'I) • 
Table A9.6 TheveninEquivalents' Data (p.u.) 
,Rectifier Invertor . Fault "Mutual" 
lEI 1.06936 0.98965 1.05448 
[E 12.335° 7.746° 5.117° 
Z 0.00055 0.00575 0.00155 0.00039 
+j.01413 +j.01759 +j .01066 +j.OO347 
"-
APPENDIX A10 
DETAILED GENERATOR MODEL STUDIES DATA 
A10.1 CONVERSION OF P.U. DATA 
The generator data set obtained for a detailed 
generator model based on the Kingsnorth machines (Campos 
Barros 1976), us~d a p.u. system based on phase-neutral 
voltages and single phase power as 
\ 
lows: 
Generator rating 588 MVA 
Rated stat.or Voltage 23.5 kV 
Rated Field Current 2.03 kA 
The p.u. system used by Campos Barros had the 
following base quantities, where subscripts sB and rB 
denote stator and rotor base quantities respectively. 
8SB :::::: 392 MVA 
VSE :::::: 19.1877 kV 
ISB =2064298 kA 
ZsB :::::: 0.9392 Q 
zsrB = 13.98 n 
s == 392 MVA 
rB 
V
rB 285.6 kV 
I
rB :;: 1.3725 kA 
ZrB :;:::; 208.08 Q 
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Using this information, the p.u. quantities Campos 
Barros were converted into real values and then 
p.u. values suitable for representi:ltion in the dynamic 
programme. This second conversion was based on the following 
base sys tern. 
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S = 588 MVA S "" 588 MVA sB rB 
VSB = 23.5 kV V 
::;: '10 leV 
, rB 
I ::::: 14.446 kA I - 58.8 kA 
sB rB 
Z == 0.9392 Q Z :::::: 0.17007 Q 
sB rB 
Z == 0.39966 Q 
srB 
A10.2 DATA FOR PQ LOAD MODEL 
The synchronous machine was modelled using the data 
in Table A10.1. The load .transformer was assumed to have a 
leakage reactance of 0.02 p.u. From this, and a nomin 
terminal voltage r .m. s .• va.lue, the steady state conditions 
were calculated in the absence of the excitation current as 
~ first approximation (case 0195). The load impedance and 
transformer matrix were termined so as to approximate a 
convertor plant to be investigated (see Appendix A10.4) , 
and using quasi-steady state approximations, the ring 
angle of the exci was calculatec] as follows. 
Given a field current I fd , then the ring angle a e 
may be approximated (Kimbark 1971 ) I, 
1 ( (V fd + 3Xc Ifd 1 'IT ) 11. 05) (l ::::: cos e 
where Xc is commutation reactance based on the excitation 
transformer's leakage reactance and the 
(0.31 p.u.) of the generator. Using this information, the 
excitation line current may be included calculations 
of Section 3.2.1.2 to obtain more exact ues for Ifd and 
8
0 
(case 1195). 
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Table AlD.l Generator Data 
p.u. 
(Campos Barros) 
1. Stator-Stator 
Stator Self 
Inductance 1.99 5.95 mH 1.99 
L =L =L 
aa bb cc 
Stator Mutual 
Inductance 0.915 2.735 mH 0.915 
L =L =L· 
ab bc ac 
Stator 2nd 
Harmonic Inductance 0.05 0.15 mH 0.05 
(Self and Mutual) 
Armature Resistance 0.0015 0.00141Q 0.0015 
Ra = ~:: 
2. Stator-Rotor 
Stator-field 
Inductance 1.88 83.66 mH 65.3142 
L
afd = Lbfd = LCfd 
Stator-d damper 
Inductance 1.88 83.66 mH 65.3142 
L akd =: Lbkd = LCkd 
Stator-q damper 
Inductance 1.78 79.21 mH 61.84 
L =L =L 
akq bkq ckq 
3. Rotor-Rotor 
Field Inductance 1.99 1.3181 H 2401.8561 
Lfd 
d-axis damper 1.892 1.253 H 2283.5672 Inductance Lkd 
q-axis damper 1.792 1.687 H 2162.4129 Inductance Lkq 
Field-d damper 1.88 1.245 H 2269.0840 Inductance Lfkd 
Rotor Field 0.0014 0.2913n 1.69897 Resistance Rfd 
Rotor damper 
Resistances 0.0063 1.311n 7.60441 
~d = ~q 
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A 10.3 TRANSFORMER MAGNETIZING CURRBNT CALCULA'rIONS 
Using the calculated generator terminal voltage 
phase angle relationships, estimates of the transformer 
magnetizing currents (both exciter and load) were obtained 
as follows. The instantaneous magnitude of transformer 
magnetizing current at time zero is approximately 
= 
for a cosinusoidal voltage waveform. 
Since the secondary currents in both exciter and 
load transformer circuits are known (in ta the first case 
being controlled by the valve states), it is possible to 
recalculate the instantaneous primary currents for each 
transformer using 
= 
Then by Kirchhoff's current law the instantaneous 
stator currents can be calculated. These more exact 
instantaneous currents were then used in the study case 
number 2195. 
A10.4 DATA FOR (UN)CONTROLLED RECTIFIER LOAD 
A single pole-double bridge rL c. link was modelled 
with the following parameters, based on the Kingsnorth 
.scheme(Campos Barros 1976 : 
Pdr 
sp 
== 425 MW 
VdisP == 100 kV 
Rdc == 0.652n 
Ld == 0,,47 H 
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·and the following d.c. e 
SB = 588 MVA 
V = 47 kV Bdc 
IB = 12 51 kA de 
Z Bdc 
::::: 3.7568 n 
The controlled bridge was as to have an initial 
firing angle of 0 15 , compared to the 0 0 delay 
angle of the diode rectifier scheme As a , different 
values for the generator states were obtained but sentially 
they were similar to those calculated a PQ load model 
above. The invertor end was represented by a variable e.m.f. 
at the end of a simple series resist.ance d. c. line. Normal 
convertor representation was used the r unit. 
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I"PPENDIX A 1 
Fault studies in 
by hmv .. d.c. Ihl 
J. Arrillaga, M.Sc. Tech., Ph.D., C.Eng., F,I.E.E,. M.D. Heffernan, B.E., M.E., C.B. lake, B.E., M.E., and 
C.P. Arnold, M.Sc., Ph.D., C.Eng" M.I,E.E. 
Indexlllg terms: D.C. pOII'a transmisslorl, Hiretricol/OIIItS. /ofodefling. Power fOIll'Crtorr, Power fystems. 
R~/I1Y pmteellon. Switchgear 
Abstract: Steady ~1"le "Old d)'namir models of hi!!h volta~. direct cllrrent 1tansmlssion links, sultab!. for the 
anaJy.is of •. c./d.c. power sy\tcms under fault conditions. arC d.<crjl",d. The New Zealand a,c./d.c. system Is 
\lsed to test the models with balanced and unbalanced faults. The ,,',ultl are used to discuss lhe extent of 
their arplicability and, particularly. tile scope of the dynamic simulation in the design of switchge~l. protec· 
tive syslems and convertor controls. 
Introduction 
Different analytical models ale needed 10 predict the effects 
of ppwer system faults depending on the specific infor-
mation reqUired. Steady-state power frequency studies arc 
commonly carried out for the calculation of circuit-breaker 
ratings and transient stability levels; they normal.ly involve 
the complete power system and use linear circuit analysis to 
obtain information ai particular instants cif time. . 
Dynamic studies are al~o carried out to obtain infor-
mation of transient current and voltage waveforms, follow. 
ing the inception of a fault, or its clearanc!;, for the purpose 
of dynamic testing of switchgear and protective rt:lay •. 
They usually require more detailed representation, but do 
not normally involve explicit modelling of the complete 
system. 
The highly nonlinear behaviour of h.v. d.c. convertors 
caom,)t be simulated by conventional a.c. fault algorithms, 
and their effect is often neglected, without proper justifi-
cation. for the sake of analytical simplicity. However, the 
power ratings of h.v. d.c. convertors are too large 10 be 
ignored, and their speed of controllability has a profound 
effect on the system behaviour during and immediately 
after the fault. Moreover. a.c. system disturbances will 
influence the type and characteristics of the d.c. controls to 
be used with each particular scheme, 
It is lhe purpose of this paper to describe the in tegra!ion 
of h.v. d.c. transmission links into both steady Slate and 
dynamic models, and to discuss the extent of their appli-
cability to the analyses of power systems under faullcon-
ditions. 
2 Nodal system analvsi!. 
The steady·state prefault nodal voltages of an a.c,/d.c. power 
system can be described by the following matfb. equation: 
[VJ = [Z] (/J + [ZJ (Jj (I) 
where 
rZI is the busbar impedance matrix 
[I] Is a vector of nodal injected currents owing 10 a.c. 
, genelators 
[I] is a veclor of nodal curren't injected by thl! d .c, 
terminals 
Paper 416C. first. received JUI July and in revised form 91h Oc!ober 
1979 
,Dr, ""maga .nt! Dr. ,Arnold are with the University ofConlo,,",ury. 
Chri,lchurch, New Zealand. and Mr. lIofl.rnan and Mr. Lake "'" 
"ill1 New Zeal,nd i::leclridty. Christchurch. New Z •• land 
lEE PROC., Vol. 127.Pf. C, No. 1.IANUAR YJ980 
014]-7046/80/0115'" Jj 101·50/0 
A 3·phase fault can be represented by a current If flowing 
out of the faulted busbar f. and the d.c. link requires a new 
sel of injected currents [J 1. . 
From the matrix eqn. I the following expr~sslolls are 
extracted for the nodal voltages at the COllvertors and fault 
busbllrs (Fig. I): 
lIt. == Vm + Zmm(l!.. + It.) + Zm,,(l! + J!) - Z,nplf 
(2) 
v,; =: I~, +Z"II1(/!. +J!.) 
+ Z",,(lt + i!) -. Znpl' 
'vt :.= (',fIt VI' + Zp",(/t. + J!,,) 
+ Z",,(I! + it) - Zpplf_ (4) 
where Zf is the fault impedance and 11m. /I", Vp are the 
prcfault voltages in the absence of d.c. transmission. 
3 DVilamic model 
The time-variant nature of the current and voltage wave· 
forms in ,m interconnected a.c./d.c. system which is under 
fault conditions can only be predicted generally hy dynamic 
analysis of the interconn~cted sys.tem components. TIlIue is 
no need to subdivide th~ system into a.c. and d.c. plant 
compon"ills in the dynamic model, provided that the vad· 
ablctop"logy caused by the s .... itching sequences of the 
convertol plant is followed by the complJter model. 
A state-variable technique ,:itll diakopticai handling 
the frequ,cnt converlor topological change, has been reccllIJy 
dcscrib';;(l,l 
I IIf ~H' 
/1 
Fig. 1 C"YNmf injtcriOfI!' from c01WtrtOI'S ,ma foulf bUlbar: 
The state-space equations to be solved are: 
P(W¢,J = 1:.',- R,/j + Kie,V" + K{(JVp + K,t-yV.., 
p(wh) = -R ItI,.+Kl"v,,+KL(Jv(J+KLsV6 
p(wQ,,) = -Ko,r,-KQ/<llt -Karl, 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
where ¢, (flu", linkages 1/1./), .p,. (flux linkages I"L,,) and 
Qo (capacitor charge Co Va) are the state variables, and 
I = branch current vector 
V . nodal voltage vector 
R, Land C '" respectively, resistance, inductance and 
capacitance matrices 
K~i '" branch (q) to node (i) incidence matrix 
Q node; with at lea3i one capacitive branch 
~ nodes with at least one resistive branch but no 
capacitive branches . 
'Y nodes with only inductive branches 
o convertor nodes with only inductive branches 
r resistive branches 
I inductive branches 
k convertor inductive branches 
The differential eqns_ 5-7 are solved for each integration 
step, starting from given initial conditions and llsing an 
implicit integration procedure. 
Machines are represented by their e.m.f. behind an 
appropriate reactance, based on the Th~venin equivalent. 
The model permits varying such reactance, starting ,!,.'ith the 
subtransient and changing into the transient as the study 
progresses. These parameter changes are implemented by 
altering the values of £1 and L, in eqn. 5. The dynamic 
programme al~o provides an alternativerepresentatiofl of the 
machine by its full transient equations. 
Convector transformers are represented by the coupled. 
circuit model. In purely a.c. systems the recovery voltage is 
often strongly influenced by the transformer magnetising 
current, particularly when switching is involved. TIle 
convertor transformers, however, are kept in service during 
the a.c. fault conditions, with the d.c. regulators trying to 
maintain constant current througllOut thefauh, and the 
problem of magnetising inrush. currents does not occur 
under these operating conditions. However I the prer,cnce of 
o\'c rvolt ages during recovery is bound to Cliuse some 
transformer saturation with further waveform deterio-
ratlon.Tltis effect requires further investigation and the 
present model can be easily adapted for the purpose. 
3. , Process of establishing fault condition 
In the first place the 3-phase real and imaginary terms of 
the branch impedances or the steady state eqn. 1 describing 
the system are transferred to the topological matrices R, 
and L" respectively. The state·space model (eqns. 5-7) 
call then be solved for the pre fault condition to obtain 
realistic initial conditions at the instant of fault occurrence. 
This is necessary to go from the sine-wave conditions, 
detemJined by the load-flow analysis. to the distorted wave 
condition inherent in practical convertor operation. which 
can only be determineu by dynamic simulation. The prefault 
dynamic study is carried out until such a time as the wave-
forms of the system are adequately stable at the operating 
point determined by the initial steady-state analysis, 
To facilitate the application of a particular f~ult, the 
topology constraints require that II fault branch is iJfcviously 
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establisiied in the bmnch list. For the initi~1 conditions. this 
branch impcd,lHcc is given a high numerical value such that 
If is effectively lero. When the time is reached for fault 
applic'l!ion, altcratiofl of the fault impedance to the required 
value fJ' ovidcs the appropriate faulted network. 
., Ste,lliv state model 
Whent'"er a reasonably steady state d.c. condition can be 
expected prior to the instant of fault clearance. llit· com· 
plexity of the dynamic model can .be avoided in the calcu-
lation 'Jf fault current levels. In each case, however, the 
applicllbility of a ~!eady-statc model can only be assessed 
by cornpuison with the results of the dynamic shnulalion. 
Thl.' $tcady·statc integration of the d,c. transmission link; 
is not straightforward, because conventional short-circuit 
models only include fixed load impedances whereas the 
equivalent impedance of an h.v. d.c. convertOJ terminal is 
voltage dependent and cannot he set in advance. 
In the nodal analYSis described in Section 2 the d.c. link 
is represented by injected currents at the convertor ter· 
minals. With the d.c. link on constant currenl control ihe 
magnitude of the steady-state current injections JI7I and J" 
is fixed, i.e, 
I! If.. =" K,l~v 
where is the specified constant-current value, but their 
respect,·,,; phase angles (w",and w,,) will depend on the 
termiJd voltages and d.c. link operating conditions. 
Eight variables are involved in the fault study, Le. 
Vm~_? V,,/rfitj, tv",. W", Qm' 0", when the faul! current IS 
elimimlled frOi1i eqns. 2-4. This results in four a.c. equations, 
i.e. Ih., real and imaginary parts of 
V!.. {Zmm -Zmp(Zpp+ZfriZpm}lt~ 
+ {Zm" Z",p(Zpp + Z'rilI",}ll 
+ {Vm -Zmp(Zpp+Z'r1 Vp} 
V! {Zm", - Z"p(Zpp + Z'r l Zpm) f,~ 
+ {Z"" - Znp(Zpp + Zir l Zp,,}lt 
+ {V" -Znp(Zpp +Z'rl Vp} 
The ffmaining four equations involving the eight varillbles 
are obiained from the a.c./d.c, relationships described in 
the Appendix (Section 9), i.c. 
K. V."(COSIlI,,, -COl;(lPm -w",» K2X,,,J~P:= 0 
KI (cos rI" cos(qI,. w .. » -" K2X"I~1> 0 (;1) 
XI cos a", - Ki V" cos /'i" 
(K2X" --K,X", -Rf)/~P (I (l 
cos b" cos Ii:!' '" 0 or cos Olm - cos (J 
The reltl and imaginary parts of eqns. 8 and'), logdht'f. willl 
eqns. 0-l4, can be solved by the Newton·Raphson algor· 
ithm,' using reasonable starling "alues of the vari2tlks ;\S 
obtained flOrn a preliminary load flow. When converg~flcf; 
is achkved, a final check is needed 10 ensure that the COin" 
mutation angle of the convertor bridges is bt~l(Jw 60", the 
limit of normal convertor operation. 
It I1'U5t be emphasised, however, thallhe applicability of 
these:.quations is subject to convCrim cOnlroll~bilHy 1'01" 
lEE PROC.. Vol. 127. PI. (~No. J, J,4NUARY 1980 
lowing the disturbance, i.e. the attainment of lIomlal 
switching sequences and cOllstant current control by the 
fault clearing time. 
5 Test system and results 
The New Zealand power transmission scheme is used as a 
test system. It consists of two separate 220 kV a.c. networks 
of comparable capacity containing 21 busbars in the North 
Island and 19 busbars in the South Island, which are inter· 
connected by a:!: 2S0kV h.v. d.c. transmission link. The d.c. 
link includes both long overhead line and submarine cable. 
The studies carried out were primarily concerned with 
the fault and immediate postfault periods. Extensions of 
the study periods to investigate system stability are possible 
but computationally expensive. 
05 
00 
-os 
2'0 30 4'j) !i~ 60 1 0 60 
d 1'"M.qol;l~ 
Fig. 2 f'-fItter 01 (/ J·phaJt· sl'Of'f-circu;( Oil'''/! futijier ,ide of the 
system 
Q Direct currenl waveforms 
(I) recllf1~r end 
(iI) Inverlof end 
b AII~rn"IiIlS yoll.ge waveforms al the reclifier buah.r 
(' Allernalin~ volt.ge waveforms .ICh. faulted bl!SbM 
d Ilirecl power wayeforms 
Ii) reclUj.r end 
(Ii) inyerlor end 
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The follOwing a.c. faults, balanced and unbalanced, we,e 
simuljled with the South Island station rectifying and !be 
Norlh Island inverting: 
(i) a 3·phasc fault in the Soulh Island resuhing !n II 
reduclioll of the rectifier alternating voltage to apprvlLi, 
matel\' 30% of the prefault value 
as in (i) except that the fault is applied i:l the North 
Is130(1. thus reducing the invertor alternating voltage 10 
ilbou •. JO% (If the prefllult value 
(iii) a 3·phllse fault in the North Island, close 10 the con, 
vertoi station 
(iv) as in (iii) but with a single.phase fault 
No 3nempt was made to optimise the h.v. d.c.link wntwi· 
ler COl1stants independently for each fault condition under 
dynamic simulation. but rather a sel was used whkh gave a 
fast yet sufficiently damped and stable response to all 2..C, 
fault conditions tested. A typical fa ult dearing time of 
100 m:: (5 cycles) was used in aU the test ex.amples. 
(I) The dynamic response of the a.c/d.c. system prior iO,. 
during. and after the short circllit is iIIuslrated by the wave· 
forms shown in Fig. 2. The waveform in Fig. 2a showl> the 
large direct·current variation which occurs for aboul' tW(} 
cycles foUowing the abrupt alternating voltage changes, I.e. 
subsequent to fault occurrence (between cycles :2 and 
and (Ifier fault clearance (cycles 7 to 9). Corresponding 
chan~es in alternating current take place during those 
periods, and. owing to the relatively slow response or the 
harmf,nic filters, very large alternating current waveform 
distoii ion occurs. This in lum causes considerable aller· 
natinr voltage waveform distortion at the convertor tcr, 
minah (Fig. 2b) and at the faulted busbar (Fig 2(7). 2d 
shows the d.c. power variation during the fault. TIlll ;)j.C. 
distmilance produces no consequential convertor 
lion, and after about 80 ms (cycle 6) the d,c. contlOJlers :ur, 
able in keep the CUfrent levels (waveform 2<:1) vcry 
close the specified settings. 
Sh'ady·state solulions with the d.c. link operating lind 
blocked (after the disturbance) were also carried' out and 
comp;,rlson of results at the instant of fault clearance is 
made in Table l. It is apparent from the Table that, for this 
particuiarfault and location, the steady-slale models provide 
adequate information for the fault current. The of 
the d.c. link is shown to reduce the current 
poinl of the fault. and increase it elsewhere. 
(ii) When a similar a.c. fault is placed at the invertor ~r.d, 
the dhturbance is sufficient to cause repeated commutation 
failur~:; at. the iuver\or bridges, producing a large direct 
current peak of about 300% 15 ms after fault inceptior .. 
These convertor disturbances cause extensive curren! fluc-
tuation (Fig. 30), and thus the control angles and Cllllen, 
magnll udes at the fault clearing lime can not be 
predkied with the steady.state model. For il1st,1fIce 
steady ·state prediction of fault level for (1 S"cydc deanln(~ 
is 40';;, higher than the value obtained from the dynarn!r. 
simulB tion. 
TIlL current control action during the disturbance C<lIlSi, 
subst3>1tial alternating current. and vollage fluctuatioll i,nrj 
harmonic distortion at both ends of the d.c. link. By way 
iIIush;,tlcn. the rectifier end vollage waveforms of 31; 
show ;j voltage peak of over 150;t. during the fault. 
faulte,i busbar voltage wavefOims following fault clearance' 
are iII\l~tr3ted in Fig. 3c, 
(iii, A low imped;mce fault is applied at the invertor ".c. 
busba, reducing its voltage ievtl to less than 10% Ill' the 
nomili'll. The immediate effect is a commutation faiJure ill 
Tabl. 1: Comparative r'!sult. '0' co.e iii 31 the faull de.,one. 
in.lant 
----------------~'--
a degree 
e degree 
:' kA CI~.e 
generator 
curren I. loA 
Distanl 
gonerator 
120 
05 
00 
-05 
Dynamic 
9·5 
68·7 
0':35 
13·6 
SteadV'Slale 
with d.c. link 
5·0 
73·8 
0·33/6·8 
13·8 
2·2 
1·4 
Steady stal< 
with d.c. link blocked 
nol appl'cabl<! 
nOI applicabl6 
0'41/
'
6.76, 
14·5 
2·0 
L---~--~---5~O~~6~0~-7~,~O---&o--~~~ 
C' h ...... cydes 
Fig. 3 . I;'ffeci % ].phore shorl circuit on Ihe 11II;l:rlor ide o/Ihe 
system 
a nirecf current waveform. 
(I) rectifie, end 
(ii) Inverlor end 
b Allernaling voUage waveforms al Ihe 'heallhy' (reclili.r) end of 
Ihe link 
, c AIl.,natl,·e vollage w~vefo'm' at Ih .. r.ulted bus'll,... 
each of the invertor bridges, with subsequent failures and 
continuous d.c. short circuit. The direct voltage variation of 
Fig. 40 iilustrates this effect, and dearly for this fault there 
is no alternative to the dynamic simulation model. 
The d.c. wavefornls illustrated in Fig. 4b show a rapid 
rise owing 10 the invertor d.c. short circuit. This results in 
correspondingly large variations in the convertor alternating 
currents with peaks of :3 and 4 times normal load values at, 
respectively. the rectifier and inverlor /lnlls. The rectifier 
end current waveforms (fig. 4c) arc again very distorted 
and unbalanced. 
After 5 cycles the direct currents a,'e close 10 the normal 
settings, but the control angles are close to 90". Therefore 
the convertor currents are almost purely reactive ,md cause 
large voltage regulation at both ends of the link. 
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,Til" recovery voltages, owing to I.l1e pmximlty of the 
fault, arc I;\fcatly affected by the COrlVc.:· or beh'll1iour. For 
instance, Fig. 4d shows thaI one of the phases experiences 11 
peak of 135% on Fault clearance. 
(iv) A low impedance fault is flOW applied 10 one pltm 
only. The collapse of one phase ("uses an immedinte 
rellucilon of the invertor direct vohage and Q sharp increase 
of di,'cct current that results in a series of commutation 
failure;;. The initial response of Ihe d ,c. link is thus vel)' 
similar to case (iii), and again can only be assessed by the 
dynamic model. 
TIH; direct currents and invertor side aliernaling voltage 
wavef"mlS are illustrated in fig. 5. The voltage Ilnbalance 
10· 
00 
-20 
110 
8-0 
00 
200 
100 
00 
-IDa 
-20·0 
"0· 
0-5 
00 
-1'0 
Fill. /I Effect of II J·phase 611011' cin'uil close' to lite in.,,,lOr 
buslxlI 
(j Dirf":t voltage wllveiorm!l 
(ij '"mv.nOI l<rmiuali 
(Ii) 'I.e. lint 
b Direct current \\'avefonul 
(iii) recliOer end 
(i'l) invorlor end 
c All, ""aling cllrronl waveforms III the 'h •• lthy· (r.<,Wier) t'l1d 
d AllnnaHng voll3ge waveforms 01 the r.ult~d bu<" .. 
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produces two extended commutation overlaps per cycle. 
This effect produces a continuous variation of the llring 
angle (particularly under symmetrical firing c'ootrol) and 
causes d.c. fluctuation (especiaUy at the invertor). Moreover 
the two convertor ends operate with angles close to 90· 
during the fault, and these two effects result in considerable 
voltage unbalance, regulation and distortion of the two 
healthy phases (Fig. Sb). 
AJthough some commutation failures sliU occur after 
80 ms (cycle S in the Figure), their effect on the direct 
current level is small owing to the reduced direct voltage 
present. 
160 
120 
4,0 ~ 
I}O 
10 
05 
00 
-05 
b limt.cyCIU 
Fill. I) Effect of 1I single-phtue.t(H!arth short circuit dore /0 the 
inver/or bUl 
" Direci currenl wavefomu 
(I) reclifier end 
(ii) invertor end 
b AlI_rnatinll voU,.e waveforms althe faulted bUlbar 
6 Conclusions 
A dynamic model of general applicability has been described 
to predict the effect of various a.c. faults in u;Jd.c./a.c. 
power systems .. While no specific conclusions are drawn 
regarding the effect of the d.c. link, it is evident that the 
current and voltage levels and waveforms are greatly influ· 
(meed by the transient behaviour of the harmonic filters 
and convertor controls. Information on wavefc,m distor· 
lion, transient voltage peaks, recovery voltage, Md the 
effect of intetnalconvertor faults isesscntialto the reliable 
performance of switchgear and protective systems, and can 
only be accurately predicted by dynamic simulation 
With the prospective use of faster fault di5Crimlnation 
schemes] it should be possible 10 use the control character-
istics best suited to each particular fault. The dynamic 
niodel constitutes an essential tool In 'the design of s'uch 
controls. 
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A steady·state iterative model has also been developed 
for tie calculation of alternating fault. IIrcnls at the fault. 
dean:lg instant; Comparison with the dynamic simulation 
result, has shown good agreement for5ymmelric~1 a.c. faults 
suffidently distant from the convertor terminals to allow 
normal cOllvertor operation. However, 3·phase faults close 
to the convertor lenninals cause repealed commutation 
failunes, and the steadY'slate formulation cannot be rclie..! 
UpOI! ror .he calculation of fault levels. 
fig. Ii Baric model (If d.c. link illierco'meeting nodes m lind II 
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9 Appendix 
A.C./D.C. formulation 
With reference to the schematic diagram of 6, 
subject to the assumptions normally made in steady -stzi;; 
analysis,4 the (ollowillga.c./d.c. equations apply: 
== KI Vm coso:", -K1Xm/d 
V'in K1V"cosll"--K1X"/,, 
"" Rd1d + V"" 
"" i... Kll~P 
== KI V", cos(lJi".. -w",) 
V,i~ = KIV" Cos (tIJ,,-{v,,) 
if thc fault is electrically closer to the invertor end or 
if th,' fault is closer to the rectifer end. 
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Abstract - Modelling techniques are described to 
simulate the behaviour of. a.c./d.c. systems following 
temporary d.c. line short-circuits. The basic tools 
employed are a 15·"",11 step dynamic simulation and II mulU-
machine transient stability prograDll1le. Test resalts are 
shown to illustrate the speed of recovery trom a d.c. 
short-circuit. ·The .. ffecta of fast fault detection, 
fault development and line re-energization controls are 
also discussed. 
Most transmistlion line short-circui\:s are of a 
tell\porary nature Ie .9. ineulliltor flashov.u·" caused by 
lightning) and llutOmlfltic recovery with only telmP<)X','rv 
interruption i.possible. In the cllse of d.~, 
sion, however, the absence of circuit-breakers precludes 
the normal. a.c. trMsrni!lsion solution of .temporary '1I>Iit-
ching and auto-reclosing. 
Large sustained fault currents will prevented 
by normal constant cur~ .. nt control at both convertors 
which act to maintain a nett voltage difference across 
the link. In the steady state then, the f~ult current 
will be limited to the difference b$t",een the convertors' 
current settings, i.e. to the current margin. To elimi-
nate this· residual fault current, the rectifier 1s temp-
orarily driven into inversion. The duration of this 
emergency control and of the sUbsequent return to normal 
power transmission are important for stability consider-
ations. 
The. sUbject of h.v.d.c. line fault" hatl bun dhc-
UGsed in several papers, each concentrating on a partic-
ular aspect of the· disturbance, i.e. the elfect of the 
d·.c. confiquration[l] [2], the maxilllUlll expected fault 
level [3] and the dynamic behaviour of the convertor 
plant [4]. However, these models are not suitable to 
analyse the overall fault behaviour from it~ detection 
to final recovery. A more qeneral app~oach with varying 
degrees of system representation oepending on the infor-
mation required is do scribed in the paper. The proposed 
model is Desed·on .two programmes recently developed to 
integrate d.c. links with a.c. pow .. r systems, vi&. small 
step transient simulation [5].o.nd mul ti-machine transient 
stability [6]. 
The New Zealand h.v.d.c. link 10 used as a test 
system to investigate the effect of ~ario\~ syatem para-
meters and control characteristics on the detection, 
current extinction, lina re-energ1sation and final power 
recovery followin9 the occurrence of a d.c. line fault. 
A zero fault resistance at the rectifier terminals 
will provide the most severe d.e. line fault in terms of 
overcurrent peak. The larqest current peak i~ often <:al-
80 SM 67S-9 A paper recommended and approved by the 
IEEE Tr~ns:ission & Distribution tommittee Qf the 
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July 13-18, 1,80. Manuscript submitted January 10, 
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cul."."o [3) usin .. a quasi-steady Stilte <'I.e, f'''preGentat-
ion with "n infinite <'i.C, system behind "CHlll1\Util!;l"" 
reactance .. 
However. 6uch a model )d.elds .,..,ssill'.i$t!.c: cu!;~· 
rent peaks aQ .it c""not Ilccurately rep,'~s"nt the o!!ctou,l 
timl"9 of th" v/:Ilve firings in relation to t.h~ fnult 
occu,,,,',,,ce, or the subsequent effects of "apid "'~ntr"l 
action associated with normal or protectiw "ction, It 
is also totally inadequate to assess the 
havifJur of a.c./d.c. interconnections for 
reasons. 
The current increase caused by the falll.t will pn'~ 
duc~ transient harmonic current imbalance between co~v< 
art",,: filter" and the ... c. system which will 
reBU\!;; in a.c. waveform distortion for an a,c. 
with finite short circuit capacity. 
ThO! a.c. voltage source will ch2lilll'" w.tth. t!.r.'il , ... ' 
pha&11 and 1IIlI9nitudEi. 
The fault current variation will CIlU5/!! con41"t"' .... l-
inq .c. voltage regulation in til" system 
Thtlfl " more· accurate simulation is n""ded tho 
a.c ... ystem, filtllrll, d.c. system parameters mild "ff<;d 
of cenvartor control" to as.eSB th~ effect of \'0 a;,,,,,, 
re9u[~t1on. comnutation and waveform diatortion. h 
!!tate variable has bean develop.ed by 011<:' "'( tho 
authors [5] and used ,,,11 thE! basis for the d.e. faa\l; 
II1OdeJlinq. Haweve" the volta9" source vadt:iHon can only 
be ad/eased with the help of .. transient !ltahilHy ffi()aed. 
The A.C. system forms an oscillatory circuit ",}.t!1 
the ",c. hllnnonic filterB Which in generd will ha",,1 SO"" 
natw:"l frequeneieB of low orde!:', A disturbance w,y 
excite these natural fr"quencies giving rise to .kl~'.lC' 
waveform distortion which in turn interacts wIth ~"" 
convertor controls. The complexity of the 5y.,t;~!l1 
mode.! depends on the avaUability of IiI 1:.1.0 
abs""ce of llIOr<l .:leta! led in foX'W! tion .. aCcU-
rate representation has been suggested 
hanloniel!i in the form of .. modified Tn,,,,,,, .. ,,, 
with a series-parallel combination in~ 
duct"ll"", the parameters of which are calculated 9i,,(' 
III co""tant il'!lp{ldanc" angle over the low ranlle of fr~ql,\­
enci<t!l. Looking frolll the convertor t.et'l!\lnals, see ~l<rl\x" 
1, tht, a .. e ~ By-stem includes the COf\vertol.' t.:Cl.:t.));:; ftjr;'\1v);' .w1d 
the rrhevtu'lin equivalent of the a~c" !!&ystC:l1\ in p.3rd;l."'~·t 
with thf! &.c. ha:n:nonic filt.ers. ll",,~ver fo,· t.hi~ <'gl::~\" 
alent to be reaUutic reprege .. tlltian of tJl@ " ,c. net-
work it mWit include all the l1!lsociat«ld "a·, 
""til; Le. must be ti"",-varinnt llllder 
tion~. 
11M I. Rtl'ltt.illi.N'iATI<:»! aT U.:l\ COO)fU\lOll 
Mdt) ..... "O<:It.'fltb ~.e ~ruA. 
@ 1980lEEl 
The behaviour of the Thavenin sourc@ depends on 
the short circuit ratio (s.e,r.) of the a.c. sy~tem and 
in ceneral ",111 n .. ed updating at "89Ul .. r int .. rvalm during 
the'dynamic simulation of thQ faulted circuit. A trans-
ient stability study is requirQd for thie purpose. 
At each integration step of the transient stability 
analysis the d.c. network ig represented as a 9iven 
steady state model [6] and an iterative IIOlution.h car-
ried out to obtain th .. Th .. ltanin equivalent' of the 11.0. 
network. 
Details ot the formulation required for time vari-
ant. network equivalents are given in th~ Appendix. TO 
illustrate the interaction between the ... c. sourcGS and 
d.c. transmission, simUlation of .. total 1038 of d.o. 
power after 2 cycles and subsequent resumption of full 
power transmission after 18 cyclos in th~ N.Z. system 
pcoducsd the results illustrated in figur~ 2. 
D.C. System 
Once the rectifier current reduces tfl "ero th" only 
source of fault current is the energy 9tor~d in the d.c, 
line and the rate of decay of this ourrent i9 determined 
by an' oscillatory RLC circuil: consisting Qf the IImoothing 
reactors, line Land C parameters and the resistances of 
the Une, earth path and aro. 
The line par~"ters vary from 8chsm@ to scheme and 
the natural frequency of o8cil1atioll rIUt9~61 between 10 
1.2 UI 
----~---------------
0.0 
o.~ 2(410) 
0.0 
£0.0 
60.0 
000.0 
20.0 
0.0 
Fig. 2. Time variant Thavenin equivalent5 
(a) ~v~ voltage magnitude variation 
,(b) Phas", angle (degre" .. ) '1l!riaHon 
(1) Rectifier end 
(li) Invertor end 
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/!.IV' 60 !I'll. 
In l'O'W<lr frequ"ncy related .. tucli'H' r"qub:l.,,\! 
~ !.nly th .. beh,wl.our of tho d.c. link "t th" t:>", tol;1ni,,-
lOb and the fault point, it hi 9uffic!ently .W<:urllt .. t<.> 
l!IDc1el the lin", by ,. nWl\b .... of tt Elqu1valo",tll. <1ep.mdAn<Jj 
on distance, and including the II1flOOthi119 "'''/(v:l'tot'>J. The. 
b.hav!our of th" Dl1\OOthin<;J reactors 19 I:'e""onllbl:r liM"'&" f,,,, cw:rent" up to two or threa r:lmelJ tJj" ""t~(! V"').U<:> 
Mid the!!:' presence 111111 tg cOllll1derably Ule m.'l<jtii t.ltl" "nd 
r~';g of rioe of currellt. Q J N.q 
: S. I. 0/11 lin.. .CLlblo. ,)/hi 
r
·: t \ , \ .' \ tT1Ut·rt~T"1 
. IT" " " ""r, <; ~ 
g L~ 
I " ~ Ld • O.8M Rd = 0.160 C1 m O.~~pF 
.. '" 0.1211 :r 1.9111 C m 13.3\1:' 
0 
L m 0.05H R " O.SlO c) .. 0.11\111' 
rig. 3. D.C. lina representation of tho. New ?..,Illl",,1iJ 
system. 
Fi'iUra 3 illustrate" half of the "qui.v<\l,mt ch:,,\ll~ 
of a <I bridge bipolar scheme r"pr"~l!ntin9 th's t, .. ", 
Z" .. 18nd d.e. link, which condata of SJO l<m of OVill:r "",ad 
(South Isll!nd), 40 l<m ot submarine cable (C~)k 
and 37 l<m of over head line (Nol:th Island)., 
If a bipoh to qround lllult ill to b<!l in"'Hlti<JIlt,,{J, 
th" "MlO equivalent OM b .. ulled by doubling th" ~"lri,,,, 
"!H~ halving thll shun!: parameters. However dflg16 
{ulIltl1l in a btpole lIIystem r<!lquird expHcil:: 
o! each pele. Tha fault ill r""regonted by a shunt 1:1'%;"-
btiw element. 
FAULT O!AAAC'l'ERIllTICS 
~£ Extinction 
With a naturally oscilllitinq <llurent "a.""fQ/cm 
tJ,,,ra ",ill be sllvera1 inlltanc:e. at which til", ,.1:0) ",;,;, 
tl !1'iUhlh. Howowr, the arc will contioue to c(H,dur;t 
current until tho!! voltage impreo9cd acros" th~ aU.ll h'n~ 
iced arc path has insufficient peak ampli~ude to sWlt~i ... 
further arc current. 
To establish the behaviour of the are, Kohl"" ell) 
e;;;rried out tests for a :tero-raaist.m~ falllt iuimedi'ltn 
17 adjac::ent to the smoothing reactor. Tho result," in'.!ic'· 
a;;:"d that the ar,: voltage drop for arc 1.,n9th~ "" 0, ~ t" 
2,,0 matr .. s has an lIvera90ll valua of 2kV/rlIo 
I<o.hler ll\easured the dQionla:at1on tilOO f,,'OUl tho il1-
'11II:"",t when tha arc current falls bel<:M 1A and c<>i1clncl,,,! 
thlit 20 .... 50 inS is sufficient to prevent arc rr.-iqnit,icn I)n 
convertor rest .. rt. However he used a test 
lli"ch low"r rating than the system under 
h6:rs .. Therefore the mora eonservatlv-a Uhlmruiha~ 
h:ation of lOOms!lcm [9] .. s'" sa~" d",i""h~,tio" !")"'l,o~ 
w~s 4cc~pt"d for thq purpo~e of thi~ work. 
,',jult Resiet<Ulca 
rault'stlld!"" carded out on tho aMu",pH()i1 O( 
d0lld short circuit "ra unrealhltlc. Tho fa\llt """"st,,n'o," 
wHl .. 10 l""st ineludQ the magnitude of 1:.,>" to';~'· toO\;tCI,'ii 
r",,1lItance (typically up to 20 11) [1J ,md the .1<',., lCC'"i,,-
':c'tl'Ic ... which is dependent on the ir"'t~J'lt'H\'!OUS f.,"l t ,:nt· 
r'"nt, since the arc v"ltag(l drop ill eonstlmt (typi"i'llly 
41V tor IlWlt"i"ed insulator n .. "hovar).· 
In th~ computer flod<ll the affect of f,.ult Cin"l","" 
it 9 "lec) .. "sistane .. 19 simulated by inserting t.he ,'ppro" 
p; lat .. resistive element into tho branch list. Wh"" tl'" 
Ih,a!t arc vo1ta9" falls belOw the arc Busta!.'i 1~,·,,1 or 2 
kV/l'N:ttro. current is extinguished at a eurr~:f\t: Z6~Q .. 
Tll~ fAult resistance is then increased to "(fe";:!,,,,,l,' 
infinity f since no current flow-a t.o 'l'ltl.'t' .• h; and dl,'tioniza .... ' 
\:il>n b;eqin!il. 
After the d .. icnizo.tiofl period, ~J\" ",':e PM" 
assuoed to be completely deionized. The fault is then 
removed by deleting the corresponding element from the 
branch list. 
The value of fault resistance affects quite dram-
atically the time required for ace extinction. rwo 
extreme cases showing the effect of fault resistance ara 
illustrated in figures 4(a) and (b). These results are 
obtained using the d.c. line of figure 3 in iaolation, 
with the state of the d.c. line at rectifier turn off 
time as Initial condition. 
"(a) 
~.C/ 
1.0 
0.0 
2.0 4(b) 
1.0 
0.0 
-La 
-2.C/L-______ L-______ L-______ L-______ ·L-____ ~· 
2.0 3.0 4.0 'li.() 6.0 7.0 
1111: 1C'teU:S' 
Figure 4. Effect of earth resistance on fault current. 
(a) 100 ohm" 
(b) 20 ohm9 
FAULT DETECTION 
The voltage and current gradients of the travel-
ling waves set up .by the fault provide the basis for. fast 
fault detection and discrimination. Their polarity with 
respect to the Une voltage holds sufficient inform.,eion 
to iucntify bipolar ~~d moncpolar faults as well as the 
poles involved. A ~Dnoyolar fault could induce overvol-
tage on the healthy pole due to m~tual coupling [1]. 
Fault location and line characteristics affect the 
overvoltage magnitude at the terminals, but convertor 
controls have practically no effect on the first wave 
reflectiono at the t~rminalg, which in general involve 
the peak overvoltages. 
In the case of a line fault, the rate of fall of 
Voltage at the rectifier terminals 19 hicjher than it is 
for convertor or a,C. system faults, since in ~1e latter 
caSe there is much more Inductl1llce 1n the circu1t. 110'<1-
1 
ever, wH.1t high redstllJ',c,. ground fault" close t", til!! 
invertor end of Ii long lin .. ,. inforI:IOItion based "'~c:l",,;."~ 
ely on .. ,.,\I:d,," magnit.ude and rat" of chanqOl mill' no" be 
sufficiently " .. liable. 
J:)ecection based on curr<!nt: comparison at both "nd~ 
of tho linle is also unreUable and requires sIq" .. l tr",,' 
emission 'nle cunent gradient provide!! "lO<,e ;:'tlH,.blo 
1.11tormutJon and can eAgUy b" obtal.ned from an itlstru-' 
mel'll: trl1"8tormer. 
ror fillat d. c. lin.. raul t discdmindtlol'l I. t b 
bett0r to us~ the weightod sum of the direct voltillq~ 
(Vda' lIfid current (Xdc) gradient .. [1OJ. 1. ... 
~ Kl P Vdc + r.a p Idc 
which ill di .. ectly related to the trl!.v!l!ll1ng waves Inid.~ 
ated by the fault and cont.ains information of fault typo 
and location. If the d.c. line is represented by two 
poles each pole wLl1 require this detection. With the 
state variable fQrmulation referred to abov .. , thi!! fault 
detection equation is I!I<)l;'<I conveniently ft:;pr""sed il~ 
terms of the state variable" ~ (flux linkage) and ~ 
(capacitor charge), where i in&icatos smoothing reacto~ 
and ~ convertor line-sid .. termination, i.e. 
c Kl pQ~ + K2 P~i 
By suitable choice ot' K and K • restraint9 ~IY b~ 
put on ~ to prevent a monopolir faul@ bein9 deteoted as 
a f ... ult on the healthy pole of ill bipolar <lystem duo <.0 
mutual <.'oupling action. 
AH:hough the above consIderations have b"en _d~ 
in relation to the rectifier-end, the invertor end shou14 
be equipped with.. similar detection scheme (but w~th 
different settings) to ensure fast arc extinction. 
An indication of the relative detection time,. f.Oll: 
the two eOlwertor ends is shown in figure 5. TIlesG !:,.", .. 
u1ts ar~ obtained from dynamic simulation of bipolar-
9round hult (R,nSOO) at the rectifier end of tI ... lin(l of 
figure 3. An indication of the travelling "live ini ti a 10;>,; 
by tho f~u1t and of the natu", ... l frequency of th" d.e. 
lln" eM' also be obtlliMd from tha result" in figure: 5. 
FAULT DEVELO!'~!ENT CONTROL 
0<1 detecti.on of "d.c. lin" fault: the ""ctiU",' 
firinq bnglg (jr is odelayed into tho inverting rf2gie,,, 
(say a ~ 120 to US ) to speed up the rectifier CtU'<ilnt 
collapi" and i" kept at that value until /lire <lllt.in"U"m 
MId dd",1ization have been completed. Similarly, ~t, 
ensure that thE! invertor end maintains it" corr<)ct H"" 
voltll'l" P:Ol"rlty, it is n"cesaa!;}, to !imit th(! ll'l'l",,(;or 
firing angle advllJlca ( ... g. "1 > 100 ). Hm,',,"er, .1<" 
presenc .. of 11 large capacitance due to thl'l cabh Clef, 
create 1ar9(1 ovel.'9winglll "nd polarity reversal Qr thu 
d.c. Hila VOU"ge at the invertor end, TheGI!t 011'.<"5\410'18 
may' also result 1n additional fault current due \:Q ch",,-
qinq cou'ent: floW' On the d.c lin .. , This voltaS'" ''''Ing 
can be "voided if the no"",1 inv .. rtor consumt cun~,'\' 
control is overriden &ld th" l.nv.artor is kept ol'",,,,,,ti1l'1 
on mini~,,,,,, extinction /lI.II91e control (1.". on full inver-
sion) • This policy 11190 improves 1;he ""'ltartl,.,g pr"GA-
dura d1~cu!lsed below. 
On completion of the dGioni~at1on poriod the 
~est".rt procodu .... can begin in order to t'oatore rtorr",,). 
voltage and pref~ult power. If re-ener91~at!on at ful~ 
voltage is not acceptable (e.g. due to wet or. dirty 
in5ul"'to~s), then a lower voltage !lilly b .. used by bypas«· 
sing one or ~rQ of the bridges. 
A starting order i8 needed to release the Cm@r-
geney control systel!l9 of the convertors during the fault. 
The nat-ill:'\: HIM required \01111 dep"nd on tho pr."perti~" 
of th .. d.e. Un,. and th" convertor controlf'!, !nst,"'~ .. 
aneous .estart "ill normally produC<l serious oscilht1ol)~ 
at the .,atural 'frequency of the line, wi th lar9" "V"r,-
shoot!! ·.Ihich !MY CIIUge the ... rc to Nstrike "n<.l/,,!:' l''.it 
4.0 
t' 
a 
I!'iq. 5. Indication (·f relllu'''l!!! detection tlIr/.s 
I: "fault O!~ 
.ll 
rectifier detection 
re"tifi~r re~~d ~ffe"ti~a 
Iii) 
(111) 
(1,,) 
additional stress on the transmission plan 1:. '1'he dll!<1I 
constant of the d.c. lin,,' (approximately 2~) .. s. in Ute 
case of figure 3) will qive aft indication of the rata of 
rasp?nse which ..... y be acceptable. 
Some methods ""'" "Un .... ", 1n"""u8 Qt i;he conver-
tor reference setting, whU.. lMintaininq lIul.'ficl."nt 
current lII<lrqin betweell th" sending and ..... c(dvin9 endB. 
A typic .. l performancil', ""in9 H,n .. ar ramping ,. 1" 111ust-
. rated in fi911re 6. Irl this elise tho fidnq ""'110 "dvance 
4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
1.0 
3.0 
Fig. 6. 
JIM!; 
Linear ustHt of d.<:. 11nk !al 
(1) lIecl:1fh., end 
(ii) Invert".:- end (h) 
;CY'CttsJ 
L11\n lJld" 
dh,,,,!; "ol~a<j1!!S! 
Diroct CUrrl1lllt", 
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Ill'll""" 'II: d!~et c:urrent: 
ilectit \';iI: 1.1.1'1" llid'll d1%"<>01: voltag<!l (flliult ·.oltll'iJ61 
Il'Iwrc<,':<, 111'1111 dlle direet voltage 
"' .. " 1m!: .. .:! to IS" per firing, 130 the!: n"'''1n<l1 
"';,,~e "ch1",v .. <1 within one cycle. Tl\ .. ""!!p<:Ifl""', 
rapid, is UJ'O""ceptabl". ' 
~ better periormrulce i~ exhiblte~ by 
conv",:Uonal CII!!'I:enl: <::onl:rol ;ond "!lin9 .!In e~:po'nel"'l",,~ 
functio" to recharge !:.he d.e. Hn9. Foll""ing e¢l'\pll'J~';,~" 
of <I"10nl.>:,,tioll the u,ctiff.,r I!l.dng "Jig!", 
1", ,tappad from' 90° o""r on<!l 1 "'l ti."t . 
Subs'''loont fir.in .... cHon 1 ... controUod by tho 
re5t"~t function 
wl\,a"'" h ilia control anqle whieli will 
linB vo~ta9G, a9 1s the &lapsod tLm@ aince 
ot tHll:il.rt control ;action (i.I!l. frOOl ,.11"" 
i3 oontitAnt ""ntrolling thl! rate of 1C".pO"lllEl, Thr()ngh'~ 
out \ paX-loci, til" invetl;or f1OnHnu"" O?~Z~", 
Unq Imgl .. control 1i.0. 
7 il1ustrate~ the varAation 
for v .. lu~~ of k witn 0 wlO . With 
e~n~ntial reChar~G function, 
of d.c,. line volt.tlga can tiPPi:'I';".\l1t.hlS;::::1 
V<>IU<UI J;: 
1.1.) 2 
(U) 2,.:1 
(iU) 3 
(1,,) '" 
(v) 5 
'l1I19 is done by lIelectinq 'k so that the "ectifi .. " no 
l';a~ volti\qe reaches 6n of it" "ominal ''''0) value when 
AS equlIls the d.c. li"e time constant. .Ii reasonably \<Ie11 
damped d.c. line response ie th~n obtained over the re-
cha rq" p<! r1 cd • 
OVEM!.J; TEST IlllSULTS 
Data from the lI"w Zealand a.c./d.c./Il.c. power 
systelll is used to' disc""" the overall perfornlancOl of the 
system followinq .. bipolo-qround taull:. 'r11n equivalent 
circuit used Cor the d.e. system ill 11lu8t~ated in 
Fiqure 3 where" monopoiar equivalent 1~ usod. 
It in a3BllIIl<ld th"t, pdor to fault oe<,urren"", tlls 
conv;')rton operate with th~ir nominal firi,,'.! "n91" ... 
A nOn zero-resistance fault located on the 1inll 
side, and adjacent to the smoothin9 reactor, is assumad 
to (..Ccur i"'ir'diately after a valve ririn",. i .... with tI. 
delay of 30 (for l2-pulse operation)' before any control 
acUon can be implemented. 
A flow chart. indicating' the coordinatiml of the 
special control functions implemented in the overall 
control behaviour during a d.e. disturbance J3 indicated 
in figure B. 
Typical resu1.t:.!I of the simulated pel:fo:<mMce of 
d.c. voltage. current lI.Ild pcwe:r a" each end of the link 
are shown'in fiqures9(a)-(e). 
'l1Ie faul t is applied after 2 cycles of (normal) 
dynamic simulation, i.e. at cycle 2, and the arc is ext-
inquiahed at cycle 7. The de1onization pedoo will then 
extend up to cycle '12. At this point d.c. line re-charge 
control starts. A control constant of k~2.4 is usod and 
the results in fiqure 9 show a small amount ot ovorshoot 
of the d.c. line volteqes. Moreover, the d.c. fault 
produces no consequential convertor diaturbancQ3. 
The 'a.c. terminal voltage9 experience soma waveform 
UT'OC"""{ 
lliIl,,"I~MI()N { 
rNJlT ... "....{ 
1.....-----1 
® NJ1) ® .q(~U .. !.fJ,Jl urr AJJD Rt·l~ Pal,;,.!! VitL"'" no(. 
OU!J\.£illG'irWiLAn .. n,H.. LiAIIIJ CONTACtU.U,lG, W&flOOflM(. 
FLq. 9. Flow chart of ~oordin~tion of a~clal control 
functions 
5 
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dist<:,etion durinq pedc;j~ of substantial (:ontr"l ""1}1<1 
chan9'! Icych!9 2~1j and 14-20) duo to the relati'Jely .1"", 
r''''pons" of the harmonic filtan. The greatest cH.tol;:'-
ticn ,,,,curs on power r",,,umption especially attha .,,~cti­
fier 2nd which "lIP"riences larger control ""gl .. flr,ct\1&" 
UOl\c. 
The d.c. Une r .. "harg,ul in !U)()ut SO m~ Ifl9tlX" 
9(cl), durin'! whlch tim!! "ery littlo d.c. pow"r tY&ns-
mi .. '''dfl Occurs. Whom the d.c. linli is fully "e"hatC)'.,(j 
to l'Iuitlnlll volta'!" at th.. corr .. ct; polarity (cyd .. 16), 
concH ;:101'1" ar" conducive to rllaumpHon of no.,...l 
tnn;; f"r. At thh til\\$ the control 111'1'111>$ <'''''iii 
and ". mil , 1lI1<1 tho recti filii .. can return to 
rent ~oll'i!rol whilst the invertor contin""" on extinctlc", 
""'lIn control. .Figure 9(0) ~h<>wlI thllt full d.c. pOW,fir· 
iii lC,,,~tor6d wIthin a further SO "'" wlth lIub""''lumilt .a~vt­
aHo". ot 19"" thM 10\ about th" 11omin&1 "<l1u",g <I.e tl'<l 
inve,·'cQl: lind. 
During th" dynamio s!lltul",t1ol\ the Thev"nin 90un"" 
at inwrter end e><pedenc'll,$ voLtag" drop" of UE' tG 
12% ,:of the pl:'0-fault val.ue which shwa th" importance of 
model.ling tho generate.: respo""". 
CONCLUSIONS 
':i'IIe main factor .. influenCing the duration Q~ 1;1>'.' 
interruption following a, d.c. line short-.::i.[cuit h""", 
been investigated. It ha" been shown that ,\ " .... l!""ti'>p 
dY"Jllrrclc simUlation pro9ramme is e9aential to keep l:l:acl!; 
of the! energy states of th .. system with, varying 0';''''''"''· 
tor «)pology. Moreover the behaviour of thn qene""d"'i 
sOU";·@9 following the disturbance cannot be ignortld; thi.\ll 
is ttpdated at regular intervals by, I!lel!n6 of l'i rolll tt .. 
macho,;,e tr"""ient stability study. 
Test "esults i';dicate that system r<llcQvery (,'Or. 
d.c. line faults i9 generally better than from ~.c" 
fault5, and that the response can be greatly improv~d by 
mean,' of faster detection schemes I fault devdopmDnt 
control 1!lId line r .. -ener9ization control. If1 tl", Ho" 
Zealand scheme, even with very low fault "''''3ist,,,,,,,, .. , im 
upp'" int~rruption limit of 300 1M is found to bel real-
istl;,. 1l000eVllr, minimum OUta9" time do"" not /I h;8YIJ 
prov!.d .. the optimum response ill ternu. of systeUl ~tahl.Htjr 
dnd J.t ill 8U'l9" .. tod that re-on@rgisation ",ontrot ~Iw<lld 
includ41 infonnlltion of lIenerator "wi,,'1'" 
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API'ENDIl'll 
INCOI\.I'ORATICtf Of' 'l'IMif"'iiAAIAiT Nll'I!.ORK !QUtvAU::~1 
In the pre.enclI of QlulUbridqfl h.v.d..c. cotlllerton. 
the simulation of w~veform dynAmic. require .. II very 
slMll int.,."r",Uoll step (of the order of 0.1 1M). On til .. 
other hand the transient stability pr09r~., 08,,4 to 
determine the ",enorators' responSII during disturbance., 
provide. reliable information with inte~r"'tion steps of 
10 mI, i.e. ona for evary 100 dynamic simulation stepg. 
In the transient stability proqrammG, th" qraduaL 
chanqe. of ft.o. system paramotet8 from the subtransient 
to th., tt'8n!lient, 1If! obtainlld frOlll tha qen<'ltlltOI:' 1:611· 
ponae, are used to update the injected eUl:'tenta at tho 
telminalil of «Il1ch qenerator. The updated curr ... nt inj"e~ 
tions yield II new Thovenin dourc. voltage, while the 
1~evenln impedance rem~i~s constant. 
The r.m.s. lllaQtlitude 1£) And phas8 Anqle (0) of 
each ~hevP.nln voltaqll at times tj and t4~1 as calCUlated 
by the tra.'1si .. nt stabUity study .!I1'<I uforl.ld 1n <I data 
file. The rates of change or these Thevenin voltll90S 
over each time step of the tr8n~ient stability study lira 
small enouqh to allow a linear interpolation to find art 
appropri,ate equivalent at each tiIM IItep of the dynamic 
simulation, i.e. at time t. 
Ex • Ej + (E j +1 - £i)O At 
1 
315 
wh .. r. 
tj 0( tl( < tjH 
The dynamic uimu1a!:io" thon cAl~u14tel instantand 
<!lOW! phage v.1Ullg for each Th ...... "i" 0'l.uillal<tnt "<lUt'C!! 
volta9. At t~ f~om th .... quantiti .. " by 
£1 9 E~ e08 (ex + ~t + (01) 
for i " /II,b,c. 
Caretu! 41i9nment of the tranl!ent stability data 
file with the dynalllic !llmulaU<m is neceu,u:y to cor-
rectly ,identity faUlt ~ppl!e&tion and rQm6val t!mos. An 
initial solution at \:-0 by the tranllillnl: tltllhllity pr09-' 
rOl.mllle which yieldll information in the form or .. 100.<1 
flow providi!lil the Initill1 Thewnin e'1u111",1"'l'Ito. To 
shorten ~~ .. establishment of pre-teult initial condit-
ion$ the roference angle at the inwrtor 1~ .. dj~ted ~o 
that th .. tun begins within a commutatidn - free period. 
'bul all future inllertor end r*fer~nco an91e~ obtainftd 
hom th .... uMdont IIl:ablUt.y data file mwat 00 II1l11ilarly 
adjulItlid. 
taul!: application initi~tll. the prOCe8$ of obt4in~ 
in9 the tillll! varHint Thavllnin equivalents frOlll tho: trM~' 
lIient stability data lilli, 'II delcribod ~ve. 
TO cor::ecUy f11ll1teh fault C1ElIU'MCEI t.iIMII, Which 
nre indicated 1n the dynamic 1I1111u111tion by raeumptlon of 
trowar til'Mder, th .. til:MGient IItabUity prol,nl_ may 
Med to be rCII:'\lII, udnq thil correct flllllt removal. tim.os, 
to p~ovld .. thil Jilpprl;jpldllt" Thevertitl equivII1,mt, In thh 
trMlient stability run, ~16 d.o. link ~ar m4l( bo 
ramped (at 10 !III! inte~nle) up to full lc~d lit II pr&~ 
detGrmined rate, or oimply IItapped from no lOlld to full 
load in 01'19 10 ms ~r1od, dependin9 on the ta~pon~9 ti.~ 
of the teat, ayate~. 
